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Abstract 
A family of stereoscopic image compression 
algorithms using wavelet transforms 
Mohd Yunus Nayan, December 2004 
With the standardization of JPEG-2000, wavelet-based image and video 
compression technologies are gradually replacing the popular DCT-based methods. In 
parallel to this, recent developments in autostereoscopic display technology is now 
threatening to revolutionize the way in which consumers are used to enjoying the 
traditional 2D display based electronic media such as television, computer and 
movies. However, due to the two-fold bandwidth/storage space requirement of 
stereoscopic imaging, an essential requirement of a stereo imaging system is efficient 
data compression. 
In this thesis, seven wavelet-based stereo image compression algorithms are 
proposed, to take advantage of the higher data compaction capability and better 
flexibility of wavelets. In the proposed CODEC I, block-based disparity 
estimation/compensation (DElDC) is performed in pixel domain. However, this 
results in an inefficiency when DWT is applied on the whole predictive error image 
that results from the DE process. This is because of the existence of artificial block 
boundaries between error blocks in the predictive error image. To overcome this 
problem, in the remaining proposed CODECs, DEIDC is performed in the wavelet 
domain. Due to the multiresolution nature of the wavelet domain, two methods of 
disparity estimation and compensation have been proposed. The first method is 
performing DEIDC in each subband of the lowest/coarsest resolution level and then 
propagating the disparity vectors obtained to the corresponding subbands of 
higher/finer resolution. Note that DE is not performed in every subband due to the 
high overhead bits that could be required for the coding of disparity vectors of all 
subbands. This method is being used in CODEC n. In the second method, DElDC is 
performed in the wavelet-block domain. This enables disparity estimation to be 
performed in all subbands simultaneously without increasing the overhead bits 
required for the coding disparity vectors. This method is used by CODEC Ill. 
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However, performing disparity estimation/compensation in all subbands would result 
in a significant improvement of CODEC Ill. To further improve the performance of 
CODEC III, pioneering wavelet-block search technique is implemented in CODEC 
IV. The pioneering wavelet-block search technique enables the right/predicted image 
to be reconstructed at the decoder end without the need of transmitting the disparity 
vectors. In proposed CODEC V, pioneering block search is performed in all subbands 
of DWT decomposition which results in an improvement of its performance. Further, 
the CODEC IV and V are able to perform at very low bit rates « 0.15 bpp). In 
CODEC VI and CODEC VII, Overlapped Block Disparity Compensation (OBDC) is 
used with & without the need of coding disparity vector. Our experiment results 
showed that no significant coding gains could be obtained for these CODECs over 
CODECIV &V. 
All proposed CODECs in this thesis are wavelet-based stereo image coding 
algorithms that maximise the flexibility and benefits offered by wavelet transform 
technology when applied to stereo imaging. In addition the use of a baseline-JPEG 
coding architecture would enable the easy adaptation of the proposed algorithms 
within systems originally built for DCT-based coding. This is an important feature 
that would be useful during an era where DCT-based technology is only slowly being 
phased out to give way for DWT based compression technology. 
In addition, this thesis proposed a stereo image coding algorithm that uses JPEG-2000 
technology as the basic compression engine. The proposed CODEC, named RASTER 
is a rate scalable stereo image CODEC that has a unique ability to preserve the image 
quality at binocular depth boundaries, which is an important requirement in the design 
of stereo image CODEC. The experimental results have shown that the proposed 
CODEC is able to achieve PSNR gains of up to 3.7 dB as compared to directly 
transmitting the right frame using JPEG-2000. 
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Chapter 1 An Overview 
1 An overview 
1.1 Introduction 
In a two-dimensional (2D) photograph, we can quite easily perceive the spatial 
relationship amongst objects portrayed, due to the presence of monocular cues such as 
occlusion, relative size, shading, and shadows. However, these cues can only provide 
relative distances between objects, but not the actual distance between or depth to 
objects. For example, in figure 1.1, we can identify which object is closest to the 
camera, but cannot determine the actual distance between objects nor the distance 
between a given object and the camera. 
Figure 1.1 Illustration of monocular cues in 20 image 
Three-dimensions (3D) enables us to perceive depth in two aspects: actual distance of 
an object from the viewer/camera (i.e. depth of an object) and actual distance between 
objects in the scene. In general, 3D depth perception is based on various depth cues: 
monocular cues such as light, shading, relative size, motion, occlusion, texture 
gradient and binocular cues such as, disparity, etc. However, one of the most efficient 
cues is the binocular depth, which is based on the fact that the depth is obtained by 
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viewing a scene from two slightly different viewing positions. Therefore, objects are 
seen more sharply in 3D than in 2D images as 3D viewing enables humans to perceive 
clear contours between objects and background, with the aid of binocular depth 
infonnation. For example, 3D perception eases our daily tasks such as driving a car or 
using stairs. In 3D perception, two slightly different 2D perspective views of the same 
scene are projected onto the retinas of our eyes. These 2D images are processed 
within the brain and are fused into a single image, allowing us to sense the depth of 
objects within the 3D scene. This process is called stereoscopic depth perception, 
stereopsis or binocular vision [87]. We can create a pair of images representing a 3D 
scene or object, where one image is as seen by our left eye (left image) and the other 
is as seen by the right eye (right image) by using two identical cameras, horizontally 
displaced by approximately 65 mm (2.6 in). This distance resembles the typical 
interocular distance of human eyes. The captured images are called a stereo image 
pair. In 1832, Sir Charles Wheatstone, the inventor of the first stereoscope, showed 
that such an image pair when viewed using a Wheatstone Viewer, fused into a single 
3D image, visualising binocular depth [83]. 
In the 1990s, advances in telecommunication, networking and multimedia 
technologies have enabled real-time multimedia communication in a wide area of 
applications such as videoconferencing where telepresence is desirable, in 
applications where precise remote handling is required such as telerobotics, and in 
telesurgery, virtual reality, space exploration, and entertainment where realism is of 
paramount important [184]. This has renewed the interest in 3D display systems. 
Decades of research have produced many 3D display systems including volumetric, 
holographic and stereoscopic technologies. Stereoscopic display systems are more 
popular amongst the above as they resemble the human visual system. The recent 
developments in auto stereoscopic displays, which allow direct stereo image viewing 
without the help of viewing glasseslhead mounted devices, have further increased the 
interest in the use of stereo imaging in 3D applications. 
Apart from the capture and display of stereoscopic images, an additional challenge 
faced by the technology is the two-fold increment required in storage space! 
2 
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bandwidth as compared to monocular images. Advances in stereoscopic display 
technology, which allows the use of stereo images in look around systems [68], 
further worsens this problem. This has created considerable interest among 
researchers in compression of stereo images and video. 
1.2 Brief history: Motivation for stereo image 
compression 
The ability to portray a 3D scene has attracted a lot of interest since ancient 
times. This can be seen from ancient drawings, which use monocular cues in trying to 
add a sense of depth to the scene represented [83J. 
The idea of binocular vision and depth perception commenced with Euclid in 300 
B.C., when he realized that depth perception is obtained when each eye received 
simultaneously one of two similar images [83]. Those who agreed with Euclid, 
included, Ptolemy in the 2nd century A.D., Alhazen in the 10th century, Roger Bacon, 
John Peckham and Vitello in the 13th century and Aguilonius and Kepler in the 17th 
century [218]. However, during this period of time, researchers focused on explaining 
the geometrical aspect of vision rather than the use of it [83]. Despite these early 
attempts simple facts about binocular stereoscopic vision were not appreciated until 
about 160 years ago. Leonardo da Vinci realized that to capture reality in a painting, 
two paintings, are required, the views seen by each of the artist's eyes. Giovanni 
Battista dell a Porta practised this technique in his stereoscopic drawings at the turn of 
the 17 th century [82]. However it remains a mystery how these early stereoscopic 
drawings were viewed. Later, hand-drawn stereo image pairs were viewed, using a 
Wheatstone Viewer [84] to create an illusion of 3D. The invention of photography in 
1839 eased the creation of stereo image pairs; however, stereo photographs became 
popular only in the late 19th century after the creation of the refined and reduced 
version of the Wheatstone Viewer [84 J. Ever since, 3D has been an important part of 
history of photography and film. 
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The first 3D film showing scenes of New York and New Jersey premiered in New 
York City in 1915 [21S]. Subsequently, 3D imaging was revitalized through the 30's 
and 40's. In 1933, the Tru-Vue Company introduced a stereoscope using a 35mm film 
[21S]. In 1939, Chrysler Motors paved the way for the projection of full-colour 3D 
film by showing a 3D film using a polarized material without colour distortion [21S]. 
With the invention of the television in 1939 (London), electronic versions of 3D 
(based on the anaglyph method - spectators wear a pair of glasses with a red filter 
covering one eye and a green filter covering the other eye.) were prompted in 1942 
[21S]. However, in the 1950s, due to disadvantages of anaglyphs methods, 3D 
survived mostly in thecinema industry rather than TV. During this era, a 3D film was 
one of the best hopes for the movie industry to reverse the decline in the number of 
viewers lost to TV audiences. However, these 3D films have also not been widely 
accepted due to its drawback that viewers have to wear uncomfortable special glasses, 
which often lead to headaches [68]. 
However, 3D display technology that doesn't require special glasses, or the more 
modern polarized version viewing glasses used for IMAX movies, started to appear in 
application areas ranging from medicine to defence in the early 1990s. "Every month 
it seems like there are some news about 3D displays," says Chris Chinnock, president 
of analyst firm Insight Media (Norwalk, CT). "My sense is they're starting to get a 
little bit of traction in consumer applications."[lS4] 
For several decades, efforts have been made to develop practical 3D systems but 3D 
technologies including holography, and volumetric displays have not met the demands 
for realistic displays. Most of the efforts have gone into two-view stereoscopic 
systems with special glasses, which have limitations in terms of providing high 
quality or comfortable viewing. Such systems have proved effective in some scientific 
applications and, to a limited extent, in 3D wide screen cinema, such as IMAX(R) 3D 
[21S]. However, through the 90's, considerable advances in 3D display technologies 
and innovations in the related fields are opening a new way for the 3D systems 
without special glasses [lS4]. This type of stereoscopic display is called an 
autostereoscopic display. In autostereoscopic displays [84], a parallax barrier added to 
4 
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a LCD screen delivers separate images to the right and left eyes. So it is the display 
instrument that is effectively wearing the glasses and not the user. 
Some other state-of-the-art development around the globe worth mentioning include; 
Sharp Corp. (Osaka, Japan) announced a mobile phone with 3D LCD stereoscopic 
display capability in November 2002, released an improved version in June 2003, and 
is presently working on a 3D computer monitor. In March 2003, the company joined 
with Sanyo Electric Co. Ltd. (Osaka, Japan), Sony Corp. (Tokyo, Japan), NTT Data 
Corp. (Tokyo, Japan), and Itochu Corp. (Tokyo, Japan) to form the 3D Consortium to 
promote the development of 3D displays [84,184,218]. 
3D imaging could be very appealing for marketing. "If one can somehow create real 
3D images of a car or whatever you want to buy on the Internet so that you can look at 
it in much more of a 3D mode, that's a killer application," [184]. Home entertainment 
might be the other killer application, says Chinnock. [184] Stereographics (San 
Rafael, CA) is already marketing a 42-in. autostereoscopic plasma screen, aimed at 
corporations who want an eye-catching display; although at over USD15,000 it 
probably won't appear in your average living room in the near future. In United 
Kingdom, research on 3DTV has been initiated by several projects, such as Television 
System Technologies (ATTEST) Project [163] at De Montfort University aimed at 
developing 3D display system targeted specifically at the domestic television market 
and Cambridge Autostereoscopic 3D Display Project [23] at Cambridge University 
aimed at developing an autostereoscopic 3D display which generates true 3D pictures 
in real time. In other part of Europe, projects such as COST230 and DISTIMA, 
which aimed to develop a system for capturing, coding, transmitting and presenting 
digital stereoscopic image sequences. The project had been followed up by another 
project, PANORAMA, which aims to enhance the visual information exchange in 
telecommunications with 3D telepresence [184]. Therefore, stereoscopic display 
systems had made vast developments, starting from primitive Wheatstone Viewer to 
modem autostereoscopic display systems. This has increased the potential 
applications of stereoscopic images/videos in a wide application area such as 
telepresence videoconferencing, telemedicine (remote guided surgery) , telerobotics 
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(remote control, autonomous navigation, surveillance, space exploration), 
entertainment (interactive 3DTV and cinema) and Virtual Reality. 
The obvious price one has to pay for this increased realism in 3D digital imaging 
systems is, at least the doubling of data size for storage and transmission, as compared 
to monocular image cases. In general, the problem of increased data can be solved by: 
(i) increasing data-transmission bandwidth, (ii) mass-storage density (iii) improving 
channel utilization with efficient protocol or/and (iv) reducing the source itself using 
efficient compression techniques. Despite rapid progress in (i), (ii), and (iii) the 
demand continues to outstrip the capabilities of the available technologies. Thus, 
stereo image/video compression has been attracting considerable attention over last 
few years. 
Analogous to other coding scenarios, compression for stereo images can be achieved 
by taking advantage of redundancies in the source data, e.g., spatial and temporal 
redundancies for monocular images and videos. A simple solution for compression is 
to use independent coding for each image/video with existing compression standards 
such as JPEG-2000 or MPEG-4. However, in the case of stereo images/videos, further 
compression can be achieved by exploiting an additional source of redundancy that 
stems from the similarity, i.e. the strong "binocular redundancy" between two images 
in a stereo pair, due to stereo camera geometry. 
Over the last few years, several successful stereo image/video coding techniques have 
been proposed by researchers worldwide. The discovery of new compression 
technologies such wavelets and fractals, enable further improvements to existing 
algorithms and the introduction of novel stereo image coding techniques. The new 
developments in the stereo imaging systems and the greater usage of stereo 
image/video in 3D applications from medicine to entertainment are the main 
motivation for this research work. As stereo image compression is one of the key 
players in the increasing success of stereo imaging systems, the research presented in 
this thesis attempts further contributions in this direction. 
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1.3 Why use Discrete Wavelet Transform technology 
and baseline-JPEG standard architecture in this 
research? 
In the past, researchers have successfully proposed a number of stereo image 
coding techniques (discussed in section 2.5). Due to the popularity/widespread use of 
Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT)-based baseline-IPEG standard [62J in monocular 
image compression, most of these algorithms use DCT technology to compress the 
reference and residual frames. The DCT-based technology is implemented by 
transforming non-overlapping 8x8 blocks of pixels into a set of spatial frequency 
coefficients, which are later exploited for redundancy. With block coding, errors tend 
to line up and accumulate along block boundaries, which are visible as discontinuities 
at block boundaries particularly at higher compression (Iow bit-rates). This visible 
artifacts are called the blocking artifacts, which is a common problem in any DCT-
based coding scheme that specifically works at medium-Iow bit rates. Another 
drawback of the DCT -based scheme is the distracting lines and patterns known as 
"mosquito noise". These artifacts are caused when a large section of the higher 
frequency coefficients are completely lost for a given 8x8 pixel blocks, due to 
quantization. Although, there exist methods proposed to reduce blocking artifacts 
[218J, they often cause the blurring of normal image edges and are thus unable to 
completely alleviate blocking artifacts due to discontinuities between blocks [218J. 
Furthermore, the additional complexity of the de-blocking algorithms does not always 
correlate well with performance requirements of the compression algorithms and are 
therefore not often used. However, in spite of these drawbacks, the baseline-IPEG 
standard has a very simple architecture for hardware implementation, which is one of 
the factors for its popularity. This motivates us to use a similar architecture in our 
research. 
To cater for the continual expansion of multimedia and Internet applications, image 
compression technologies have continually improved and evolved in functionality and 
efficiency. Worldwide efforts in this direction have recently led to the standardization 
of wavelet-based JPEG-2000 [1], which is expected to complement the DCT-based 
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image compression technology offered by the baseline-JPEG standard. The DWT has 
become popular in image/video compression for several reasons: 
• The flexibility of the wavelet transforms. This flexibility makes it very 
efficient in representing images/videos, which are in general non-stationary in 
nature. 
• Wavelets have high decorrelation and energy compaction efficiency. 
• The blocking artifacts are absent in wavelet-based CODECs, resulting in 
subjectively pleasing reconstructed image/video quality. 
• Aliasing distortion can be reduced significantly with proper choice of wavelet 
filters. 
• The basis functions match the human visual system (HVS) characteristics. 
In addition to the above, the wavelet-based coding schemes, provide many useful 
features (e.g., progressive coding, region of interest, signal-noise ratio and resolution 
scalabilities) and have been shown to provide better rate-distortion performance 
compared to DCT-based schemes [226]. For example, the recent wavelet-based image 
coding standard, JPEG-2000, outperforms JPEG in terms of compression efficiency 
while possessing many other attractive features. In video coding, it has been shown 
that wavelet-based coding can achieve comparable or better coding performance than 
MPEG-4 coding [96]. Therefore every effort must be taken to explore the possibility 
of using DWT technology in stereo imaging as it is expected that wavelet-based 
coding will perform well for stereo image coding. 
To this effect, few wavelet-based stereo image compression algorithms have been 
reported in literature [96,155] during the past few years. These algorithms are a 
straightforward application of the established monocular DWT-based image 
compression techniques to stereo imaging, i.e. the reference frame and the pixel 
domain residual frame are coded directly using the monocular DWT-based 
compression technique. This thesis proposes a family of novel wavelet-based stereo 
image coding algorithms, which maximise the flexibility and benefits offered by 
wavelet transform technology when applied to stereo imaging. In addition the use of a 
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baseline-IPEG coding architecture would enable the easy adaptation of the proposed 
algorithms within systems originally built for DCT -based coding. This is an important 
feature that would be useful during an era where DCT-based technology is only 
slowly being phased out to give way for DWT and Integer Transfonn based 
compression technology. 
1.4 Research aim and objectives 
1.4.1 Aim 
"Design and implement a family of novel algorithms based on wavelet transform 
technology for efficient compression of stereo image pairs" 
1.4.2 Objectives 
• Develop a stereo image coding algorithm conforming to baseline-JPEG 
architecture, but replacing DCT with DWT. 
• Develop a stereo image coding algorithm that uses disparity compensated 
predictive coding in multiresolution DWT domain. 
• Develop a stereo image coding algorithm that uses Pioneering Block (PB)-based 
disparity compensated predictive coding in multiresolution DWT domain. 
• Develop a stereo image coding algorithm that uses Overlapped Block Disparity 
Compensation (OBDC) based disparity compensated predictive coding in 
multiresolution DWT domain. 
• Develop a stereo image coding algorithm based on JPEG-2000 technology that is 
capable of scalable stereo image coding. 
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1.5 Research methodology 
The research was carned out over a period of 30 months. The areas covered can 
be categorised into four groups as follows: 
1.5.1 Literature survey and selecting the benchmark 
algorithms 
This involved a detailed literature survey on existing techniques for stereo 
image compression (see section 2.5) and the identification of two algorithms [87,161] 
to be used as benchmarks for testing the novel algorithms. 
The first algorithm selected as a benchmark was, the Disparity Compensated 
Transform domain Predictive Coding (DCTDP) algorithm [161], proposed by M.G. 
Perkins in 1992 (see section 4.2), which is widely regarded as one of the best 
algorithms that gives optimal coding results within a wide range of bit rates and for a 
wide variety of stereo image pairs, representing, indoor, outdoor, and computer 
generated scenes. In addition, this algorithm is widely used in the literature as a 
benchmark and our use of it in the same capacity would enable easy comparison of 
the performance of the proposed algorithms with that of other state-of-the-art 
techniques. 
The second algorithm chosen as a benchmark is the Pioneering Block-Based Disparity 
Compensated Predictive Coding (PBDCPC) algorithm [87] proposed by J.Jiang, E.A. 
Edirisinghe in 1997 (see section 5.2). This algorithm has the unique capability of not 
requiring the transmission of disparity information as overhead and has thus been 
proved to be the best existing algorithm [213] for very low bit-rate stereoscopic image 
coding. 
The performances of the proposed algorithms were tested on a collection of widely 
used test stereo image pairs, downloadable from popular web sites dedicated to stereo 
image compression research. Further, it was decided that the design and testing of the 
novel algorithms be limited to stereo image pairs obtained using parallel axis 
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geometry for reasons explained in detail in section 2.2.1. The experiments were also 
limited to greyscale image pairs, as colour stereo image compression can be 
approximately regarded as compression of multiple RlGfB scale stereo image pairs. It 
was also decided to use the left frame of the stereo image pair as the reference, solely 
for the consistency and ease of explanation of the theoretical and design aspects. 
After the selection of benchmarks and the preliminary set up of test 
conditions/restrictions, the research work was carried out, under three work packages, 
as follows. 
1.5.2 WP1: Developing a family of stereo image compression 
algorithms based on DWT technology and baseline-
JPEG architecture (Chapter 4) 
The benchmark DCTDP algorithm (section 4.2, or [161]) addresses the stereo 
image compression issue by using the baseline-JPEG still image compression 
standard as the main compression engine. Therefore it has the advantage of consisting 
of a simple, standard coding architecture. However it has been proved that DWT 
technology has a higher data compaction capability and better flexibility in CODEC 
design as compared to DCT technology. Therefore within this work package the DCT 
was effectively replaced by DWT, keeping the basic coding structure of baseIine-
JPEG intact. Further within the same basic design mentioned above, several different 
disparity compensation based predictive coding algorithms based on both pixel 
domain and multiresolution wavelet transform were designed, tested and critically 
analysed. 
1.5.3 WP2: Investigating the use of Pioneering Block and 
Overlapped Block, disparity compensation in the 
CODECs designed in WP1. (Chapter 5) 
Pioneering Block (PB)-based predictive coding (see section 5.2, or [87]) has 
the unique ability of not needing the transmission of the disparity vectors for the 
reconstruction of the predicted frame at the decoder end. Therefore it is a highly 
desirable disparity compensation technique in Iow bit-rate stereo image coding. The 
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original PB-based predictive coding algorithm was designed to be used in the pixel 
domain. Its use in multiresolution DWT domain has not been previously investigated, 
but promises many advantages over its original implementation. Therefore the first 
phase of this work package involved the introduction of PB-based predictive coding 
to the best CODEC designed under WPl. 
Overlapped Block Disparity Compensation (OBDC) was originally used in video 
coding and has received much interest within the stereo image compression research 
community since its introduction in [220]. OBDC method reduces blocking artifacts 
by using multiple disparity vectors to estimate a block by linearly combining the 
prediction, based on the disparity of the block and its neighbouring blocks, as opposed 
to Fixed Sized Block Matching (FSBM) which depends only on the disparity of the 
block itself. Within the second phase of WP2, the use of OBDC in rnultiresolution 
DWT domain was investigated. 
1.5.4 WP3: Extension of JPEG-2000 technology to stereo 
image coding (Chapter 6) 
JPEG-2000 provides an entirely new way of compressing images based on the 
wavelet transform, with a rate-distortion performance superior to that of baseline-
lPEG, especially at low bit-rates. In addition, the DWT which provides 
multiresolution decomposition of an image, enables the inclusion of new features such 
as resolution and fidelity scalability, region of interest scalability, random access and 
etc, which are of critical importance in present day applications. Within this work 
package a flexible and highly functional stereo image CODEC that uses JPEG-2000 
technology was designed, implemented and tested. 
1.6 Main contributions of research 
The following original contributions have been made. The resulting conference 
and journal papers are included in Appendix I, and are referenced as AI, A2, ... , AS. 
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1.7 Thesis overview 
This thesis consists of seven chapters. 
In chapter 2, we explain the fundamental concepts related to stereo image/video 
coding. It also consists of a comprehensive literature survey of existing stereo 
image/video compression techniques. The chapter concludes with a discussion on 
historical development of stereoscopic display technology. 
In chapter 3, we discus the basic theory of wavelets and wavelet transforms, its 
application in image processing, coefficient extension problem of DWT, three well 
known DWT-based image compression algorithms and a comparison between the 
performance of baseline-IPEG and JPEG-2000 in still image coding. 
Chapter 4, 5, and 6 details the main contributions of this research. Each chapter 
describes the proposed CODECs, their design considerations, implementation, testing 
and a detailed analysis/comparison in relation to the chosen benchmark. 
Chapter 7 concludes with a discussion on directions for further developments and 
extensions of the proposed algorithms. 
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2 Fundamental concepts, issues and 
developments related to stereo 
image/video coding 
2.1 Overview 
The recent increase in demand for more realistic viewing media, in 
conjunction with the advances in stereoscopic display technology (see section 2.6), 
are at present driving the use of stereo imaging in diverse areas of applications such as 
telepresence videoconferencing, telerobotics, telesurgery, space exploration, virtual 
reality, entertainment etc. In general, objects are seen more sharply in 3D than 2D 
images as 3D images enable humans to visualize clear contours between objects and 
the background using binocular depth information. However, the cost for this 
increased realism, needs the presence of two/more images as against one image that is 
sufficient to describe a 2D scene. This brings upon a fundamental problem of data 
compression necessary for the reduction of transmission bandwidth and/or storage 
space. In general, efficient transmission can be achieved by exploiting spatial and 
temporal redundancy in each image/frame as used for monocular image/video. In the 
case of stereo image pairs, the efficiency can be further improved by exploiting 
binocular dependency (redundancy) in stereo pairs. Meanwhile, in wavelet domain, 
spatial dependency between subbands have been exploited for efficient coding of 
wavelet coefficients, for example, in the EZW algorithm proposed by Shapiro [185]. 
Similarly, such inter-subband relationships between a stereo image pair transformed 
into the wavelet domain can be exploited within a disparity estimation and 
compensation process, for efficient stereo image/video compression. 
In this chapter, we discuss the basic concepts of stereo image/video coding and 
include a detailed survey of existing stereo image/video compression and display 
technologies. 
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2.2 Basic concepts and assumptions 
This section introduces the basic concepts and assumptions used in stereo 
image/video coding. These are used in subsequent chapters to explain the operation 
and performance of proposed algorithms. The assumptions made are typical to the 
stereoscopic imaging research community. 
2.2.1 Camera geometry for stereo image photography 
One way to generate a stereo image pair/video is to arrange two cameras such 
that their axes are in parallel, with the same interocular distance as the human eyes. 
On the average, the separation of the human eyes is about 65 mm (2.6 in) [196]. By 
placing the two cameras this distance apart, with coplanar image sensors, will 
modelled the human visual system (HVS), with relation to the difference in 
perspective between the two viewpoints [196]. Figure 2.1 shows the basic structure 
for stereo image formation and parallel stereo camera geometry [215]. The centre of 
the lens is called the camera focal centre and the axis extending from the focal centre 
is referred to as the focal axis. The line connecting the focal centres is called the 
baseline, b. The plane passing through one object point and two focal centres is 
named as epipolar plane. The intersection of two image planes with an epipolar plane 
makes the epipolar line. Let (X,Y,Z) denote the real world coordinates of a point. The 
point is projected onto two corresponding points, (Xl, YJ) and (xr, Yr), in the left and 
right images (resembling left and right retinas). The disparity is defined as the 
difference vector between two points in the stereo images, corresponding to the same 
point in an object, i.e., 
v = (Xl-Xr, Yl- Yr). (2.1) 
A second way to generate a stereo image pair/video is to use the convergence camera 
geometry; where the two cameras with distance 65 mm (2.6 in) apart are slightly 
rotated towards each other so that the focal axes intersect at the point of convergence. 
However, convergence camera geometry causes vertical misalignment of 
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corresponding left and right image points. This misalignment or vertical parallax, is 
known to be a source of discomfort for the viewer and is called the keystone effect 
[110]. The keystone effect is due to the image sensors of the cameras being located in 
different planes, thus, making the left image appear larger at one side than the other 
side while the right viewpoint appears shorter at one side than the other side. For 
example, the projected squares are no longer the same size and become trapezoids or 
other sorts of quadrilaterals. Image processing, algorithms for eliminating the 
keystone effect have been proposed [116], but it is most easily avoided by using the 
parallel axes camera setup. The parallel axis camera geometry requires only uni-
directional horizontal search and no vertical disparity. 
Epipolar 
line 
(x" y, 
I 
Focal centre 
Baseline 
Object poi 
(X, Y,Z) 
" Focal axis 
Figure 2.1 Parallel camera geometry 
All stereo image pairs used within this thesis for experimentation have been captured 
by parallax camera geometry described above. Therefore they satisfy the following 
conditions: 
• The search area for correspondence is restricted on the epipolar lines and there 
is no vertical search. 
• Theoretically, the pixel values of corresponding pixels should be the same. 
• A pixel in the left image corresponds to only one pixel in the right image as 
one point in an object is projected onto only one point (pixel) in each image. 
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• Under the assumption of smooth object surfaces, the disparity varies smoothly 
in most parts of the image except at object boundaries and occlusion areas. 
• The geometry resembles the geometry of the human visual system. 
2.2.2 Disparity 
A 
a b 
Figure 2.2 (a) Edges of the left image (b) Edges of the right image 
The term disparity was first introduced in the human vision literature to 
describe the difference in location of corresponding features seen by the left and right 
eyes [84J. In computer vision, disparity is often treated as synonymous with inverse 
depth [84]. More recently, several researchers have defined disparity as a three-
dimensional projective transformation of 3D space (X, Y, Z). The enumeration of all 
possible matches in such a generalized disparity space can be easily achieved with a 
plane sweep algorithm [84], which for every disparity d proj ects all images onto a 
common plane using a perspective projection. In this study, however, since all images 
used are taken on a linear path, with the optical axis perpendicular to the camera 
displacement (parallax camera geometry), the classical inverse depth interpretation 
will suffice. 
Figure 2.2 (a), represents the edges of the left eye view of a stereoscopic scene. Note 
that more of the left area of the scene is captured in the left image (refer to B and 
corresponding area in the right image). Figure 2.2 (b), represents the edges of the right 
eye view of the stereoscopic scene. Note that in this case more of the right area of the 
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scene is seen in the right image (refer to A and the corresponding area in the left 
image). An alternative simple way to understand disparity is to place one image over 
the other. This would show that the corresponding points in images do not coincide 
but are displaced from one another. These displacements are called disparity. 
The disparity of a pixel is unique in a stereo image pair since each pixel has its own 
depth (distance from the eyes/cameras) in the scene. The disparity of each object in 
the image depends on the distance between the object and the camera lenses. For 
example, most natural images are composed of objects at different distances from the 
camera lenses. Therefore, no single disparity value could be used to describe the 
displacement of objects/points between the left and right images. In comparison to 
this, in a typical video sequence, pixels in the background areas have often got motion 
vectors equal to zero, since the background in typical video sequence is static. 
Therefore, more overhead bits will be required for disparity field coding in stereo 
image as compared to motion vector field coding in video sequence. 
In figure 2.3, by triangulation with binocular disparity and given camera geometry, 
the disparity can be formulated as follows: 
(2.2) 
where b represents the baseline, f denotes the camera focal length and Z denotes 
depth. For detail derivation of equation (2.2), we refer the reader to [129]. From 
equation (2.2), the disparity can be considered as a relative depth as the disparity is 
inversely proportional to the depth. This means that objects closer (smaller depth) to 
the eyes/cameras will have larger disparity values and vice versa. In [164], research 
has shown that relative depth between objects in outdoor scenes is larger than that of 
indoor and close up scenes. Therefore outdoor scenes will typically produce smaller 
disparity values as compared to indoor and close up scenes. 
Therefore in conclusion the following assumptions could be made about the disparity 
values of a stereo image pair obtained using parallax camera geometry: 
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• There is no vertical disparity. 
• All disparity values have the same sign, i.e. displacements are all in one 
direction. 
• The disparity can be considered as a relative depth as the disparity is inversely 
proportional to the depth (from equation (2.2» 
• Outdoor scenes have smaller disparity values as compared to indoor and close 
up scenes. 
P(x,y,z) 
b 
Figure 2.3 Binocular disparity with parallax geometry 
2.2.3 Disparity estimation 
Disparity estimation is a technique, to estimate the correspondence between 
pixels or regions of a stereo pair. With disparity estimation, one image is used as a 
reference image and the other is predicted from the reference image by horizontal 
shifting of the pixels in the reference image based on the corresponding disparity 
values. In computer vision applications, many pixel-based [3, 86] and feature-based 
[95, 198] disparity estimation techniques have been developed, which may be 
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applicable to stereo image/video coding. However, the direct adoption of these 
techniques for compression purposes may not be effective for various reasons. Pixel-
to-pixel-based methods produced dense disparity fields (requirement in computer 
vision) but tend to fail because of ambiguities in the correspondence. Various 
improved estimation techniques have been proposed [3, 86], to overcome these 
problems, but they require excessive computational power, in order to calculate highly 
stochastic optimization problems from constraints added, to weaken the noise problem 
and discontinuities at object boundaries. Thus, pixel-to-pixel-based disparity 
estimation is inefficient in coding applications, due to its high computational 
complexity and high cost in transmitting the resulting disparity vector field. 
In feature-based methods, local cues such as edges, lines and corners have been used 
in disparity estimation. Feature-based algorithms attempt to match significant abstract 
features, such as edges, lines and COrners in order to estimate a dense disparity vector 
field. Matching pairs are found only if the same features are extracted in both images. 
If a feature-based disparity estimation method is used in applications, then it is 
necessary to transmit both the coordinates of the features and the corresponding 
disparities, which make it is inefficient in coding application. 
The main emphasis in using stereo views in computer vision is the accurate estimation 
of disparity (or/and motion analysis) based on pixel-to-pixel-based or feature-based 
methods. This is required in order to reconstruct the 3D structure of the scene as the 
disparity corresponds to the distance between cameras and the corresponding object 
point in the scene. On the other hand, in coding applications, the main focus is the 
trade off between rate and distortion. Thus, the goal of stereo image/sequence coding 
is not to estimate the true disparity but rather to achieve a high compression ratio. 
Thus pixel-to-pixel-based and feature-based disparity estimation is not suitable in 
coding applications of a stereo image pair. 
In stereo image/video coding, a disparity field represents the redundant information 
between two images. Therefore, the aim of disparity estimation and compensation is 
to use the disparity field to remove the stereo redundancy. The idea is to use a 
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disparity corrected version of one image as a predictor of its partner image [128]. 
Since the disparity information should be transmitted as overhead, computing a sparse 
disparity field is the key to compression [189]. Thus in coding of stereo images/video, 
block-based (fixed or variable size block) techniques have been widely used, even 
though the true disparity/motion fields are not blockwise constant. Among block-
based methods, fixed size block matching (FSBM) is the most popular. This is due to 
its simplicity in implementation and effectiveness in terms of rate-distortion (RD). 
The gain in RD, obtained from exploiting the redundancy on the disparity field with a 
regular structure, does not require additional information for the structure of the 
disparity field to be transmitted. In addition, our visual system has the ability to fill 
the missing information from the sparse disparity field for depth perception. 
Meanwhile, due to the similarity between stereo images and videos, many of the 
intuitions and techniques used in video coding are applicable in stereo image coding 
[215]. Motion estimation in video coding is used to exploit the temporal redundancy 
whereas disparity estimation is used in stereo coding. This temporal redundancy 
removal is possible, as consecutive images in a video sequence tend to be similar. 
Thus in general, disparity estimation is similar to motion estimation in the sense that 
they are both used to exploit the similarity between two (or more) images in order to 
reduce the bit rates. It can be carried out in the spatial [128, 129, 161,218] or in the 
transform domain [96, 189,208]. However, the motion estimation schemes developed 
in video coding may not be efficient unless geometrical constraints for stereo imaging 
are taken into account. For example, if the camera met the epipolar constraint, the 
direction of the disparity is predominantly horizontal. In comparison, motion vectors 
can take any direction in the 2D plane. Note that unlike in a video sequence, stereo 
images are projected onto two different cameras and due to variations in lighting, 
camera gains and reflections, the intensity levels between two images of a stereo pair 
may tend to be slightly different. Note also that regardless of the fact that an object in 
a scene is moving or not, due to binocular parallax, an object could be occluded in one 
image of a stereo image pair. As a result, the Disparity Compensated Difference 
(DCD) may have a higher residual energy. Thus a typical DCD frame may require 
relatively more bits as compared to a typical Displaced Frame Difference (DFD) 
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frame in video coding. Consequently, the efficiency of disparity compensated coding 
can be greatly reduced due to the above reasons. Thus typically, the coding gain 
obtainable by disparity compensation is relatively smaller as compared to that 
obtainable from motion compensation. 
2.2.4 The influence of block size on disparity estimation 
The Human Visual System (HVS) is quite good in filling in missing 
information. Thus sparse disparity vector fields can effectively convey the desired 
stereo cues. Hence in applications where stereo image pairs are meant for human 
viewing rather than computer vision, computing sparse disparity vector fields is the 
key to compression. As a result, Fixed-Sized Block Matching (FSBM) algorithms 
have been a popular approach to disparity estimation and compensation. A main 
advantage of FSBM method is simple implementation and effectiveness in terms of 
rate-distortion (RD) performance. The latter is due to the exploitation of binocular 
redundancy using a regular structure, which eliminates the need for any overhead to 
specify the location of each block. Therefore, it is only necessary to store or transmit 
the disparity vector (DV) field and the corresponding DCD image. 
The basic idea of FSBM is to segment the target image into fixed size non-
overlapping blocks and find for each block the corresponding block that provides the 
best match from the reference image. The difference between the disparity 
compensated and the original target image is called predicted error image (PEI). In 
[164], it had been shown that a smaller block size produces low energy (i.e., better 
disparity estimation) in the PEI as compared to larger block sizes. However for small 
block sizes, although the entropy of the residual image is reduced, the overhead 
required to handle the disparity vector field becomes too large. On the other hand, 
using a larger block size will reduce the overhead bits needed for the disparity vector 
. field coding, but results in an increased energy level of the PE!. The commonly used 
block size in most literature is 8x8 or 16x16. In our research, for consistency, block 
size of 8x8 was used in all experiments. 
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2.2.5 Types of redundancy in stereo images/sequences 
The basic idea behind all image/video compression methods is to take 
advantage of the various data redundancies present within images and video. As for 
stereo images/sequences, the use of two views implies at least doubling the amount of 
visual information for transmission/storage. Thus it is essential to make use of 
compact representations of this information. The representation should, on one hand, 
take advantage of all of the redundancy sources present in stereoscopic images, and 
on the other hand, only exploit the information, which is strictly necessary to the 
human observer. Three types of redundancy could be identified in relation to stereo 
images/video: intra-image redundancy, inter-image redundancy and binocular view 
redundancy. 
a. Intra-image redundancy 
This type of redundancy is within the image itself, therefore is the basis used 
in all monocular image compression methods. 
If a pixel is selected in the image at random, there is a high probability that its 
neighbours will have the same or a close value to the pixel selected. Monocular image 
compression is therefore based on the fact that neighbouring pixels are highly 
correlated, which can be exploited to achieve compression. This type of redundancy is 
also called spatial redundancy. 
In monocular image compression methods, the way the spatial redundancy is used to 
compress the image results in two types of compression: lossless and lossy. In lossless 
image compression, a pixel is predicted from a group of neighbouring pixels of the 
image, and the pixel domain prediction error is directly coded using a IossIess entropy 
coding process. Typically a compression ratio 2: 1-3: 1 is obtainable through lossless 
image compression methods. JPEG-LS and Lossless JPEG-2000 are typical examples 
of lossless image compression standards. However the first is a pixel-based 
compression technique whereas the second is based on wavelet transforms and a 
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subsequent lifting scheme that is cable of providing lossless compression prior to 
entropy coding. 
Lossy image compression methods fall into two categories, namely, predictive-based 
and transform-based. In predictive-based algorithms, a pixel (e.g. JPEG-NLS) or a 
group of pixels (Fractal Image Compression) is predicted by a group of pixels similar 
pixels. The predicted image thus obtained is quantized prior to entropy coding and 
transmission. In transform-based algorithms, the pixels of the image are transformed 
to an intermediate representation (e.g. DCT, DWT, Integer Transform) where they are 
de-correlated to eliminate redundancy. If the transformed pixels are decorrelated, 
certain pixel values become common, thereby having large probabilities, while others 
are rare. This results in smaller entropy. Thus quantizing the transformed values can 
produce efficient lossy image compression. Note that in lossy compression the basic 
cause for the loss of data is associated with the rounding-off process associated with 
quantizing. Typical image compression standard that represent lossy image 
compression are baseline-IPEG (62) and lossy JPEG-2000 (1). 
b. Inter-image redundancy 
Inter-image redundancy is between images and is frequently used in 
monocular video compression methods. A video is a collection of digitised snapshots 
of a scene, taken at fixed time intervals in the temporal domain (time scale). 
Therefore, in an image sequence/video, background objects do not generally move 
from one frame to the next, and only a small percentage of the scene undergoes 
motion. The displacement of these moving objects usually does not exceed a few 
pixels. Thus, a lot of redundant information exists between adjacent images (frames) 
of a video sequence. Video compression standards such as MPEG-l, MPEG-2, 
MPEG-4, H.261, H.263 and H.264 exploit inter-image redundancy, along with intra-
image redundancy present in the spatial domain of individual frames, to achieve 
compression. With the knowledge that corresponding pixels typically change only 
slightly from frame to frame, the complete 1 frames (Intra coded frames) need to be 
transmitted only occasionally (1-2 per second in MPEG-ll2, much less in H.2611.263) 
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by some monocular image compression method by exploiting intra-frame redundancy. 
The predicted P frame and bi-directional B frames are synthesised at the receiver from 
the decoded I frame, plus a few dynamic coefficients (motion vectors) that tell the 
receiver how to estimate and interpolate the motion dynamics, plus perhaps also a 
residual (reconstruction error) image stream. This residual error is coded compactly 
because its amplitude distribution is typically much narrower than that of the original 
image (the entropy of the residual image is much smaller than the entropy of the 
original image). 
c. Binocular redundancy 
In a stereo image pair, there exists a third type of redundancy named binocular 
redundancy, due to the similarity between the left and right images, since both images 
represent the same scene viewed from slightly different viewpoints. Thus most parts 
of a scene are visible from the two viewpoints, and projects on to similar regions of 
the left and right image planes. In theory, this geometrical redundancy can be 
exploited for compression purposes. A possible strategy consists of putting into 
correspondence regions of pre-established size and shape (blocks, objects, or regions) 
of a stereoscopic pair, and transmitting disparity vectors allowing the reconstruction 
of one viewpoint from the other. This prediction strategy is referred to as disparity 
estimation and compensation. 
It is obvious, by exploiting both the intra-image, inter-image and binocular view 
redundancies present in stereo image pairs/video, a much higher efficiency can be 
achieved in compressing the residual image. In figure 2.4, we illustrated that most of 
the compression of a stereo image pair comes from the residual image; as it mostly 
consists of black areas (pixel value equal 0). 
In using wavelet technology, after the wavelet transform is applied, an image will be 
decomposed into a collection of subbands. These subbands represent the same image 
but at different frequency or with a different geometric property. The relationship 
between the subbands can be considered as spatial redundancy. This has been 
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effectively exploited, for example, in EZW [185J, SPIRT [16J, and EBCOT [43J 
coding algorithms to efficiently code the resulting wavelet coefficients. 
a b 
Figure 2.4 (a) The left frame (reference frame) (b) The residual frame 
2.2.6 Occlusion 
Occlusion is a difficult phenomenon to be dealt with by any stereo image 
coding technique. The problem with occlusions plays a role in stereo matching, as 
some basic assumptions, for example uniqueness and smoothness, and the 
fundamental triangulation geometry are invalid in occluded regions. With any 
reasonably complex scene there exist occluded pixels that have no correct match. 
Occlusion can happen for two main reasons: finite viewing areas and depth 
discontinuities. Finite viewing areas occur on the left side of the left image and the 
right side of the right image where the respective eye can see objects that the other 
eye cannot. Depth discontinuities are due to overlapping objects in the image; certain 
portions can be covered from one eye on which the other eye has direct sight. 
The residual of those blocks that are occluded because of depth discontinuities display 
different characteristics from the other parts of the image. As noted in [196J, the 
occluded blocks are more correlated. By detecting such blocks, and coding them 
differently from the rest of the residual image blocks, can improve the efficiency 
[196J . Woo [215J, in order to avoid occlusion effects, adopted an occlusion indicator 
and then segmented the block selected as an occlusion candidate into smaller blocks. 
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If the small block (or pixel) has still larger disparity estimation error than a specified 
threshold, it is classified as an occlusion, Drawback; a considerable amount of bits are 
used for encoding occluded areas to increase the PSNR. Woo claims that "the 
occlusions do not affect on perceiving 3D structure, i.e., even though we do not send 
any side information for occlusion areas, we can perceive 3D from stereo images. 
Therefore, another way to reduce this kind of overhead is to interpolate occluded 
areas from their neighbouring blocks. Stereo image coding techniques that deal with 
occlusion are discussed further in section 2.5. 
2.3 Characteristics of a disparity compensated 
residual image 
Yamaguchi [70] discussed the characteristics of disparity compensated 
residual images such as local correlation and residual image intensity distribution 
characteristics to be used with an entropy encoder. However, no experimental 
compression perfonnance results are presented. 
In [139], it is claimed that disparity compensated stereo residuals contain more 
structure than motion compensated pairs in a video sequence. The residual image has 
two special properties [196]. First, much of the residual image has intensity values 
near zero [O=black, as in figure 2.4 (b)]. Second, the remaining contents are narrow 
vertical edges. These are the consequence of strictly horizontal apparent motion 
between the two views. Incompleteness in disparity estimation appears as horizontal 
alignment errors that cause the vertical features in the residual. These two features 
explain why the residual image tends to have small pixel values and can be coded 
efficiently. There have been various research efforts to code residual images [139, 
196], based on these different characteristics of residual images as compared to 
natural images. For example, [196] shows that the correlation across block boundaries 
in the residual image, diminishes, suggesting that the coding of these blocks 
individually, might be preferable. Thus in [196], a concept of mixed image transfonn 
was used by applying DCT on well matched blocks and Haar wavelet on occluded 
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blocks. However, generally, the residual image is coded using a method similar to the 
one used to code the reference image. 
2.4 Theory of human stereoscopic vision 
Throughout this thesis, the reference image is maintained at certain high 
quality level while the PEI is compressed from high to low quality level. This 
procedure is based on a theory of stereoscopic vision [30], the suppression theory 
[53], and mixed resolution theory [30]. 
2.4.1 Theory of stereovision 
Viewing a true, three-dimensional scene normally simulates the sense of 
stereovision. It is possible to stimulate the sense of stereovision artificially by 
acquiring two pictures of the same scene from separated positions, and by presenting 
the left picture to the left eye and the right picture to right eye. Two pictures acquired 
in this manner form a stereopair. One of the most important ideas in the study of 
stereopairs is that of disparity, discussed in section 2.2.2. Depending on the camera 
geometry being used, each component of the disparity can either be positive or 
negative. When negative disparity occurs, the scene being viewed will appear to be 
floating in the space between viewer's eyes and monitor. This type of imagery cannot 
be produced without the aid of stereoscopic devices such as shutter glasses. For 
another case of parallel axis camera geometry, the vertical component of disparity is 
always zero and the horizontal component of the disparity is always positive. This 
implies that the parallel axis geometry processes a simple mathematical relationship 
between the disparity of a point pair and the distance to the object it represents. In 
general, the disparity vector d can be used to predict one image of a stereopair from 
the other. For example, given a luminance level of left image at position p, IL(p), the 
luminance level of its corresponding right picture can be calculated as, 
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(2.3) 
where d denotes the disparity vector whose direction is from left to right. 
2.4.2 The suppression theory 
When the eyes are presented with two similar images, the result is a single 
percept of the scene. This phenomenon is known as binocular fusion [83]. On the 
other hand, when the eyes are presented with two distinctly different images, instead 
of being combined the two images will compete against each other. This is known as 
binocular rivalry [83]. The final percept is unstable shifting between the patterns of 
each eye. Because of this unstable combination of the two images, certain sections of 
one image will dominate certain sections of the other image. This alternation of 
patterns results from a shift in dominance between each eye. Infonnation in the less 
dominant image will be suppressed, while the infonnation in the dominant image will 
be visible [208]. These lead to the following compression scheme: one image of the 
stereo image (the reference image) retains the details of the scene, while the second 
image (the predicted image) retains the disparity infonnation. Hence, the second 
image can be highly compressed without affecting the depth infonnation in the 
compressed stereo images [81]. This compression scheme has been used in the 
majority of stereo image coding methods [51, 81, 129, 161, 189, 215] including the 
ones proposed in this thesis. 
2.4.3 Theory of mixed-resolution coding 
Mixed-resolution coding is a perceptually justified technique for compressing 
stereopairs. The compression is achieved by presenting one eye with a low-resolution 
image and the other eye with a high-resolution image. Psychophysical experiments 
[30] have shown that a stereo image with one high-resolution and one lower 
resolution image is sufficient to provide the almost identical stereoscopic depth as that 
of a stereo image with two high-resolution images. Thus, the eye/brain can easily fuse 
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such stereopairs and perceive depth in them. In summary, the concept of mixed-
resolution coding can be symbolically represented by the following equations: 
(Stereo image) '" (High resolution left image) + (Low resolution right image) 
where (Low resolution right image) = (High resolution left image) + (LR Predictive 
Error image) 
The mixed-resolution coding is able to significantly reduce the bit-rate required to 
transmit a stereo image with tWD high-resolution images. 
2.5 Survey of stereo image coding techniques 
Conventional monoscopic cDmpression techniques JPEG [62], JPEG-2000 [1] 
or 3D-DCT [81] can be applied to stereo image coding by treating the left and the 
right images independently. However exploiting the redundancy between the two 
images can yield better performance than independent coding of the stereD image pair. 
Literature pertaining to stereo image compression is still scares as compared to that of 
monoscDpic still image and video compression. Most stereo image coding techniques 
[51,81,87,129,161,189,215] use a predictive coding framework with disparity 
estimation and compensation to un-cDrrelate the two images. In the early form of 
these algorithms, it was suggested tD encode an image (reference image) and the 
difference between two images [161].· To further uncorrelate the two images, 
M.G.Perkins [161] proposed to code the sum and difference of the two images 
provided the left and right images have first and second order statistics. However, 
these techniques were inefficient in the presence of large/variable disparity values. 
A modification to the sum-difference coding is to shift one of the images horizontally 
to the point where the cross cDrrelation between the images of stereo pair reaches it 
maximum value [70] (the shift approximately equals the mean disparity of the scene). 
The shifted image is then subtracted from its partner to remove the redundancy, and 
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the difference is encoded [70]. This method, referred to as global translation method, 
is inefficient since it is based on a wrong assumption that objects in the scene have 
similar disparity values. Another approach called enhanced correlation is to translate 
the so-called row blocks instead of the whole image. The amount of translation is 
determined either by cross correlation statistics (correlation enhanced technique) [81] 
or using the most interesting feature in the row block [206]. 
Lukacs [128] was the first to introduce proper predictive disparity estimation and 
compensation in stereo image coding, a technique, which has been adopted in most 
proposed stereo image coding techniques. The idea is to use disparity information to 
obtain the predicted disparity compensated image blocks from the reference image to 
construct the predicted image block by block. 
In coding applications, where the compressed stereo image pairs are meant for human 
viewing, block-based disparity compensated is most popularly used. With reference 
image (left image) independently coded, the right image is divided into non-
overlapping blocks. Either fixed (no information about the block locations and size 
need to be transmitted) or variable size blocks (information on block locations and 
size need to be transmitted) are used. Based on the camera parallel axis geometry 
assumption, each of these blocks is shifted horizontally and compared to the 
corresponding blocks in the coded reference image using some measure such as Mean 
Squared Error (MSE) or Mean Absolute Error (MAE) to determine the similarity 
between the two blocks. The most similar block is the disparity compensated 
prediction and the corresponding translation is the disparity for the block. 
Given the right image that is to be encoded and a disparity vector field, there are a 
variety of coding strategies that may be used. For example, the residual of the 
disparity compensated prediction may be encoded and transmitted. This method is 
referred to as Disparity Compensated Residual Coding and was first proposed by 
H. Yamaguchi et al. [70]. 
M.G.Perkins [161] proposed Disparity Compensated Transform Domain Predictive 
Coding (DCTDP) to further improve the work of Lukacs [128]. This method 
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followed the disparity compensation method proposed by Lukacs and obtained the 
best match for a given block of the right image from within the reference left image. 
However the actual prediction error is calculated in the DCT transform domain using 
a linear predictor. The transformations remove the redundancies within samples in 
both images prior to prediction. The transform domain error block is subsequently 
quantized, entropy coded and transmitted. 
This coder by M.O.Perkins [161], which works with all types of stereo images, is 
widely used as a benchmark by the stereo image research community. Furthermore, 
the DCTDP framework which, consist of the following components: disparity 
estimation/compensation, transformation, quantization and entropy coding has been 
adopted as the basic framework of most proposed stereo image coding techniques. In 
addition each of the above components of the framework has been the subject of 
further research within stereo image research community. 
The first component, disparity estimation, is the most important part in stereo image 
analysis/coding based on its popular use in computer vision and as a method of data 
redundancy exploitation in image coding. The disparity estimation techniques 
generally employ a block-based (fixed size block or variable size block) approach. 
Fixed size block matching (FSBM) scheme has the unique advantage of eliminating 
the overhead that is required to specify the block locations. Thus the target image can 
be reconstructed based on the reference image, residual image and disparity field 
only. In [51, 87], a technique named Pioneering Block-based Disparity Compensated 
Predictive Coding (PBDCPC) was proposed that eliminates the need to transmit the 
disparity vector field. With PBDCPC, the target image can be reconstructed only 
based on the reference and residual images. We use this technique (explained in 
detail in chapter 5) as our second benchmark to compare the performance of CODEC 
IV and CODEC V. 
As explained earlier, FSBM has a drawback in that the overhead required to transmit 
the disparity map becomes larger as the block size becomes smaller and fails to 
provide a good matching result as the correspondences are locally ambiguous due to 
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noise, occlusion and repetition or lack of texture. In addition, using large block sizes 
at low bit-rates, where fewer bits are used to encode the residual (error) images, 
would result in blocking artifacts in the decoded target (predicted) image. Thus in 
order to increase the efficiency of the FSBM scheme, techniques to reduce the 
blocking artifacts have been proposed in literature. 
A method proposed in [216J uses a the so-called Overlapped Block Disparity 
Compensation (OBOC) to reduce the blocking artifacts. In this method, a Markov 
Random Field (MRF) model-based disparity estimation process helps in providing a 
smooth disparity field, while maintaining the entropy of the disparity compensated 
difference low. The smooth disparity field is used in applying selective OBOC to 
reduce the blocking artifacts in the reconstructed image [216J. An improvement of up 
to 1.5 dB is reported over the FSBM method without OBOC. 
At the price of increased complexity, projection based methods have been proposed 
which try to improve the disparity estimation/compensation ability for scenes with 
occluded objects and photometric variations. The Subspace Projection Technique 
(SPT) [72J and Sequential Orthogonal Subspace Updating (SOSU) [183J are two 
examples. SPT generates a set of orthogonal basis vectors, from four blocks for every 
image block, using the Gram-Schmidt (GS) orthogonalization procedure. Three out of 
the four blocks are fixed: one block contains all ones (1' s) to compensate for the 
intensity differences while two blocks provide tilt in each of the horizontal and 
vertical directions, respectively. The fourth block is the one for which the disparity 
vector is estimated using a block matching method. Although, the orthogonalization 
process in this method is not computationally demanding (since three blocks are fixed 
and only one is changing depending on the content of the image block), the fixed 
blocks may not be adequate to compensate for different types of mismatching 
problems that occur [183J. In SOSU, the basis vectors are formed from an extended 
set of neighbouring blocks as wen as some typical edge blocks for a more flexible and 
accurate representation. These image-dependent basis vectors are well matched to the 
shape and edge structures within an image block. The SOSU uses an iterative 
approach in order to find a set of best basis vectors that minimizes the MSE for each 
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block. At every stage of the algorithm. the remaining blocks are orthogonalized using 
the GS procedure and the residual image is projected onto the orthogonalized 
subspace and the coefficient corresponding to the largest projection is extracted. The 
process continues until certain quality measure is satisfied. 
An alternative to FSBM approach is to use a segmentation approach [50. 187. 189]. 
However. not all segmentation techniques are suitable due to the excessive number of 
bits required to describe the shape and the location of each region. Quadtree 
decomposition provides a relatively economical and effective solution to this problem. 
The idea is to segment the blocks depending on the mean-squared error (MSE) 
criterion. Blocks with mismatching problems or different depth objects. which usually 
lead to large MSE. are partitioned into smaller blocks to increase the homogeneity 
inside the block. A regular quadtree approach. where a block can be divided only at 
the midpoint of its sides has been implemented in [72]. Also. a generalized quadtree 
can be considered where a block can be divided at 2k - 1 locations (k is the number of 
bits that can be allocated per side per node) [189]. The division takes place at the 
permitted location that lies closest to a sharp intensity discontinuity. In general. 
variable block size schemes outperform the FBSM schemes [218]. 
As compared to research in disparity estimation/compensation. significantly less 
effort has been put into the coding of residual images. These images display 
characteristics that are different from that of natural images. The correlation across 
block boundaries in the residual image is low. suggesting that individually coding 
these blocks might be preferable [196]. In [196]. it is proposed to use mathematical 
transforms that take into account the correlation properties of the residual image as 
well as the block-based nature of the disparity estimation used. Occluded blocks are 
often difficult to estimate. Residuals of occluded blocks therefore are different from 
blocks that are well matched by the DE process. These two blocks are treated 
differently. DCT is used on blocks that are well matched by disparity estimation and 
Haar filtering is used on the occluded blocks. resulting in a mixed image transform. In 
[138]. specialized coding methods for the residual images have been proposed. The 
algorithms make use of theoretically expected and experimentally observed 
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characteristics of the disparity compensated stereo residual to select transforms and 
quantization methods. Exploiting the directional characteristics within a DCT 
framework provides the above algorithm's best performance, below 0.75 b/pixel for 
8-bit greyscale imagery. In a wavelet algorithm, roughly a 50% reduction in bit rate is 
possible by encoding only the vertical channel, where much of the stereo information 
is contained. Other techniques aimed at reducing the computational cost of full search 
disparity estimation include the fast-three step search algorithm [104], hierarchical 
disparity estimation [188] and adaptive reduction of search area [115]. 
The majority of the above methods are based on DCT technology, followed by the 
lossy coding of the DCT coefficients. However, one of the major drawbacks of the 
DCT -based methods, are annoying and even non-tolerable blocking artifacts at low bit 
rates. In stereo imaging applications such artifacts result in viewer discomfort and are 
a serious problem. The main cause of the blocking artifacts comes from the fixed 
length basis vector function used in DCT -based coding schemes. 
On the other hand, wavelet-based coding schemes use variable length basis functions, 
have no blocking artifacts while providing many useful features such as embedded 
coding, region of interest capability, signal-to-noise ratio and resolution scaiabilities. 
On going research have shown in many applications wavelet-based still image coding 
schemes provide better performance than other coding scheme specifically in rate-
distortion performance and functionality terms. Thus it is expected that wavelet-based 
coding techniques would perform well in stereo image coding. However, very little 
work has been reported in applying wavelet transform technology to stereo image 
compression [30, 96, 155, 188, 208]. This is possibly due to the popularity of DCT-
based technology, while wavelet-based image compression technology, is still at its 
early age. 
In [208], a stereo image coding algorithm that does not involve disparity estimation 
has been proposed based on the suppression theory and multiresolution analysis of a 
stereo image. In this method, after the left and right images of the stereo pair have 
been decomposed by a wavelet transform, one image is considered the reference 
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image and the other is represented by a low resolution version of itself. Based on 
suppression theory, 3D perception still occurs as a result of presenting different 
resolution images to each eye. To enhance the depth perception and to reduce the 
suppression zone, selected subbands of the high frequency information are added to 
the low resolution image. This is made possible, since in wavelet transforms, the 
image is decomposed into subbands of low and high frequencies. This is impossible to 
achieve in DCT-based methods, since in obtaining the low resolution image, all the 
high frequency information would be destroyed . However, non-use of disparity 
compensation and the use of inefficient Lloyd-Max quantizers, limit the efficiency of 
this scheme. 
In using disparity estimation and compensation, wavelet transforms enable 
miIltiresolution-based hierarchical disparity estimation to be used within a stereo 
image coding scheme [30, 188, 189]. In these schemes, after applying a 3-level DWT 
on the left and right images, two pyramids for hierarchical block matching were 
constructed using the coarse images at each level. Disparity estimation is performed 
starting from the level-3 coarse image up to level-I coarse image (coarse-to-fine 
disparity estimation), by propagating the disparity estimation of previous level as 
initial disparity estimate of the current level. At level-I, the same disparities of the 
coarse image, are used as disparities for all subimages (detail images) in that level. 
Thus at the decoder, the right image is reconstructed based on disparities of level-I, 
its four subimages at level-l and the reference image (left image). Meanwhile, in [30], 
wavelet-based multiresolution compression technique for 3D stereoscopic images is 
based on a mixed-resolution psychophysical experiment. According to the mixed 
resolution psychophysical experiment, the block based disparity estimation is 
performed on low resolution image only. The computational complexity of the low 
resolution disparity estimation becomes smaller due to the smaller search area at the 
lowest resolution. At the receiver, the low resolution right subimage is estimated 
using the disparity from the low resolution left subimage. A fulI-size reconstruction is 
obtained by upsampling a factor of 4 and reconstructing with the synthesis low pass 
filter. However, in both methods [30], and [188] performing disparity estimation and 
compensation only on selected subimages, managed to reduce the complexity of 
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disparity estimation in wavelet multiresolution domain but at the price of reduction in 
the quality of the predicted image. Meanwhile in [167], disparity compensation is 
used in the wavelet domain followed by a subspace projection technique for the 
coding of wavelet coefficients. However, this method is computationally complex, 
since a different basis has to be constructed for the representation of each block of 
wavelet coefficients. 
Apart from [208], all other wavelet-based stereo image coding schemes discussed 
above implements disparity estimation and compensation in the wavelet transform 
domain. However, the performance of these coders are inefficient mainly due to the 
fact that they do not use all the subbands in the disparity estimation process. Wavelet-
based stereo image coding [96,155] can also be performed by disparity estimation in 
the pixel domain as commonly done in DCT Or other transform-based techniques 
found in literatures. However the drawback of this approach is that the artificial block 
boundaries in the PEI could cause undesirable, high frequency coefficients that would 
reduce the compression efficiency. This problem is discussed further in proposed 
CODEC I in chapter 4. 
To overcome this deficiency, in [96], and [155] the use of high performance 
embedded coding schemes such as EZW [185], SPRIT [16] or EBCOT [43] were 
proposed. These coding techniques are able to compensate the ineffectiveness of 
performing DWT on the whole PEI by efficiency coding the wavelet coefficients. 
2.6 Stereoscopic image displays 
From the first practical stereoscopic display device, invented by Sir Charles 
Wheatstone in 1832, to modem era of stereoscopic (need viewing eyewear) and 
autostereoscopic (no need of viewing eyewear) display devices, the basic principle 
used is the same: 
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The principle of any stereoscopic display devices are to make sure the left image is 
viewed by the left eye and right image by the right eye. 
This separation can be accomplished through optical, color, polarization or temporal 
separation techniques [83]. To assist in the separation process, many of the display 
devices, require the observer to wear some kind of eyewearlheadgear. These systems 
are generally referred to as being stereoscopic [82]. Displays that do not require such 
aids, and can be freely viewed while still being stereoscopic are known as 
autostereoscopic [82]. 
2.6.1 Stereoscopic displays 
a. The Stereoscope 
This display device is an adaptation of the early stereoscope such as the 
Wheatstone Viewer, in which electronic ones replaced the photographic stereo 
images. Basically, the optical framework of stereoscope is as illustrated in figure 2.5. 
A medium such as mirrors, prisms and convex lenses are used in a stereoscope to 
assist the viewer's left eye to see the left image and the right eye to see right image. 
Modem stereoscopes range from relatively cheap pocket size models to more complex 
models such as the head mounted displays, which are used in a wide area of 
applications. 
Y-----I~ 
r " -~ 0. 
..... 
Left Eye Right Eye 
Figure 2.5 Framework of Wheastone's Mirror Stereoscope 
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b. Anaglyph stereoscopy 
In anaglyph stereoscopy, color-separation technique is used in order to achieve 
stereopsis. The picture for one eye is presented in red and for the other in green (or 
blue). The viewer wears glasses containing red and green (or blue) filters or lenses, so 
that one eye sees only the green (or blue) picture and the other eye only the red as 
shown picture figure 2.6. This approach has been used in entertainment such in 
cinema, television and in print [80]. Limitation of this method, when using color 
imagery, is that it causes a "ghosting effect", which limit its effective use to black and 
white imagery. Also, there is some loss in information due to light loss when using the 
filters. Finally, the glasses could cause eye fatigue to the user [83]. 
Figure 2.6 Eyeglass for anaglyph viewing 
c. Polarized display 
In this stereoscopic system, the left eye and right eye images are projected 
onto the same polarisation preserving screen through two projectors. A pair of 
orthogonal polarised filters which are oppositely oriented are placed at the output lens 
of the two projectors. The display is viewed through cross-polarized spectacles so that 
each eye sees only one image. They work in much the same way as the coloured 
anaglyphic glasses. Polarised display allows for the display of full-color stereoscopic 
images to a large audience and the per unit cost of the polarised glasses for viewing 
are relatively low [219]. Drawback is that each eye sees a faint version of the other 
eye's image in addition to its own. This effect increases if the viewer tilts the head so 
that the axis of polarization of the glasses is no longer aligned with that of the 
projected image [83]. This could cause eye strain and fatigue. 
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d. Frame sequential display 
This display system incorporates shuttering glasses, a normal display, stereo 
image generator, and a system for synchronizing the components. Typically the 
images are presented sequentially on the display using odd and even fields of the 
screen interlace. The monitor is viewed using special liquid-crystal lenses that obscure 
the eyes alternately so that each eye only sees one of the images or through binocular 
shutters that open alternately at the same rate [83]. Drawback of this system is bad 
flickering caused by the alternate opening of the shutter. 
Studies have shown that observers tend to dislike wearing any invasive equipment 
over their eyes, or wearing anything that impairs their general ambient visual acuity 
[35]. Therefore, stereoscopic display systems resembling the human visual system are 
more popular among the 3D display systems with the development of 
autostereoscopic displays. 
2.6.2 Autostereoscopic display 
In autostereoscopic displays, all of the work of stereo separation is done by the 
display, so that the observers need not wear special eyewear. A number of researchers 
have developed autostereoscopic displays. Most of them are variations of the parallax 
barriers or lenticular arrays methods [109]. In these methods, a fine grating or a 
lenticular lens is placed in front of a display screen, that allow the separation of 
viewing by the left and right eye. To accommodate arbitrary viewer positions and 
orientations, in [109], the fixed parallax barrier (the fine grating or lenticular lens) is 
replaced by a dynamic parallax barrier consisting of very large stripes. These large 
stripes, which are made of many slender stripes, are moved rapidly across the image 
so that the viewer cannot perceive the individual stripes. The dynamic parallax barrier 
and retroreflective camera based tracking device enables the viewer to look around an 
object, without wearing any special eye wear [109]. The introduction of 
auto stereoscopic display technology and its subsequent developments has led to a 
renewal of interest in stereo imaging/video technology. 
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2.7 Compression performance measures 
Throughout this thesis, the compression efficiency is measured in bits per 
pixels (bpp) and has been defined as follows: 
Bit Rate(BR) = . P bpp. [
Tot _Bitscom ] 
NxM 
where, N and M represent the image dimensions and ToCBitscomp is the total number 
of bits required to represent a given image in its compressed format. For benchmark 1, 
CODEC I, CODEC II, and CODEC rn, TotJjitscomp includes the bits that are required 
to code the disparity vector field, in addition to the bits requirement to encode and 
transmit the residual image. However, for benchmark 2, CODEC IV, CODEC V and 
CODEC VII, ToCBitscomp represents only the bits requirement to encode the error 
image. 
The objective image quality is measured in terms of the Peak Signal to Noise Ratio 
(PSNR). The PSNR (in dB) of the reconstructed image is defined as, 
[
255 2 ] PSNR = 10 * loglo -- . 
MSE 
The Mean Square Error (MSE) between the original image blocks Org (i, j) and the 
reconstructed image blocks Re c(i, j), pixel values, with both of size NxM is given by, 
N-IM-l 2:: 2:: (Org(i, j) - REc(i, j»2 
MSE = .::;=:;:.o,.!:j=:::o _______ _ 
NxM 
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3 Discrete Wavelet Transform & its 
application to image processing 
3.1 Overview 
Over the past decade, the Discrete Wavelet Transfonn (DWT) has been widely 
used in signal processing research, particularly, in image compression. Images are 
non-stationary signals. Therefore, capturing the transients and their particularities, 
perfonning a localised time-frequency analysis, focusing on the singularities, and 
providing a multiresolution signal representation are basic needs in image processing 
that are only met by the DWT [9]. This is due to the ability of DWT to obtain a 
localised time-frequency analysis of the signals, which Fourier Transfonn (FT) or 
other similar transfonns, fail to provide. In addition DWT resembles the human visual 
system, research in neurophysiology provides evidence that the receptive fields in the 
primary visual cortex and peripheral regions such as the retina approximate wavelet 
functions and perfonn similar filter operations [132]. Thus in many applications, 
wavelet-based schemes achieve better perfonnance than other coding schemes. For 
example, the recently launched new digital still image standard, JPEG-2000, which is 
wholly wavelet-based, proved these facts by providing rate-distortion perfonnance 
and subjective image quality far superior to the existing standard, baseline-JPEG [see 
section 3.7]. JPEG-2000 also enables features and functionalities that current 
standards can either not address efficiently or in many cases cannot address at all [24]. 
For example, the multiresolution domain of the wavelet transfonn, enables scalability 
in fidelity (PSNR) or resolution in JPEG-2000 based on a single embedded 
codestream, which are absent in baseline-JPEG. With this in mind, our research aims 
at proposing wavelet-based stereo image CODECs that outperfonn existing DCT-
based stereo image CODECs, similar to the outperfonnance of baseline-JPEG by 
JPEG-2000, especially at low bit-rates. 
In this chapter, a brief discussion of wavelets and their applications to image 
compression is provided. For a more detailed discussion on wavelet theory, we refer 
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the reader to publications presenting the wavelet theory and many of the perspectives 
it can be looked at [39, 63, 121,128]. 
3.2 Brief history of wavelet 
The word "wavelet" was first mentioned in Alfred Haar's thesis of 1909 and 
emerged as a new tool in image processing during the past ten years. Although 
wavelets are a new tool in image processing, its mathematical foundations date back 
to the work of Joseph Fourier in the nineteenth century. In the early 1800's, Joseph 
Fourier discovered he could approximate periodic functions using linear combinations 
of periodic complex exponential functions. Many years after this remarkable 
discovery, the ideas were generalized to non-periodic functions, and then to periodic 
and non-periodic discrete time signals. Fourier laid the foundations with his theories 
of frequency analysis, which proved to be enormously important and influential. 
The equation 
-
F(w) = ff{t)e-jWldt (3.1a) 
is generally called the Fourier Transform (FT). The equation 
(3.1b) 
is called the inverse Fourier transform. 
In the FT equation (3.la), the integration is from minus infinity to plus infinity over 
time. So, no matter when the component with frequency z appears in time, it will 
affect the result of the integration equally as well. The lack of time information is one 
serious weakness of the Fourier Transform. Thus, for many decades, scientists have 
wanted more appropriate functions than the exponential, which comprise the basis of 
Fourier analysis, to approximate physical situations where the signal contains 
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discontinuities and sharp spikes (such as edges in an image). This is because; the 
exponential functions are non-local (i.e., stretch out to infinity), and are not the most 
efficient way of approximating local abrupt changes such as those representing edges 
in an image. 
To solve the above problem, Denis Gabor proposed the Short-Time Fourier transform 
(STFT) [142]. The basic idea is to divide the signal into small enough 
segments/windows, where these segments can be assumed to be stationary. The width 
of this window must be equal to the segment of the signal where this assumption is 
valid. But, the STFT has several setbacks. If we used a window of infinite length, we 
again get the Fourier Transform, which gives perfect frequency resolution with no 
time information. On the other hand, in order to obtain a stationary sample, we must 
have enough windows in which the signal is stationary. The narrower we made the 
window, the better the time resolution, and better the assumption of stationarity, but 
poorer the frequency resolution, which is a main drawback of STFT [142]. 
The attention of researchers gradually turned from frequency-based analysis to scale-
based analysis using wavelets, when it started to become clear that an approach 
measuring average fluctuations at different scales which prove less sensitive to noise. 
Wavelets are functions defined over a finite interval. The basic idea of the wavelet 
transform is to represent an arbitrary function f (x) as a linear combination of a set of 
such wavelets or basis functions. These basis functions are obtained from a single 
prototype wavelet called the mother wavelet by dilations (scaling) and translations 
(shifts). The purpose of wavelet transform is to change the signal from time domain to 
time-scale domain. 
The concept of wavelets in its present theoretical form was first proposed by Jean 
Morlet and the team at the Marseille Theoretical Physics Center working under Alex 
Grossman in France [142]. The main algorithm dates back to the work of Stephane 
Mallat in 1988 [128]. Since then, research on wavelets has become international. Such 
research is particularly active in the United States, where it is spearheaded by the 
work of scientists such as Ingrid Daubechies, Ronald Coifman, and Victor 
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Wickerhauser [142]. The wavelets are now recognized as a new powerful tool in 
signal processing. 
3.3 Wavelet theory 
3.3.1 What is a wavelet? 
A signal is a function of one or more real variables. 
An image is a positive function on a plane. The value of this function at each point 
specifies the luminance or brightness of the picture at that point. A digital image is a 
sampled version of such a function, where the value of the function is specified only 
at discrete locations on the image plane, known as pixels [18]. 
A wavelet is a signal of a small wave as shown in figure 3.lb. "Small" refers to a 
common but not necessary feature of wavelets- they exist only in a finite interval and 
is zero or almost zero, outside this interval. 
I 
• 
• • • 
.. 
• t, 
a 
Figure 3.1 Comparison of the basic function used in 
(a) Fourier Transform (b) Wavelet Transform 
Technically, wavelets are functions generated from one single function vr(x) called 
the mother wavelet by dilations (stretching or shrinking) and translations (shifting) 
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(3.2) 
where the shift parameter "t" gives the position of the wavelet, whereas the dilation 
parameter "s" controls its frequency. 
The translation of a wavelet !I'(x) by t is the wavelet !I'(x - t). 
The dilation of a wavelet !I'(x) by s is the wavelet!l'(7), where s > o. 
The mother wavelet !I'(x) can be any real or complex continuous function having the 
following properties: 
• The total area under the curve of the function is zero, 
-
J!I'(t)dt = O. (3.3a) 
This implies that !I'(x) , oscillates above and below the x-axis (a wave-like 
appearance). 
• The total area of 1!I'(x)1 2 is finite, 
This implies that !I'(x) E L2 (R). (3.3b) 
• Admissibility condition 
(3.3c) 
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where 'P is the Fourier transfonn of lfI ' 
For s > 1, the wavelet lfI", is a very much stretch out version of the mother wavelet, 
with frequency content mostly in the low-frequency range. Conversely, forO < s < 1, 
lfI.", is very much shrink version of the mother wavelet and has mostly high 
frequencies, 
Grossman and Morlet [128] showed that any square integrable function 
f(x) E L2 (R) can be represented as a combination of the dilations and translations of a 
single wavelet. 
The continuous wavelet transfonn (CWT) perfonns this transfonnation to convert a 
signal f(x), which is a function of x,into a function W,(s,t)of dilation/scale sand 
translation t. Specifically, 
-
W, (s,t) = J f(x)lfI,,1 (x)dx 
where 
( ) _ I (X-I) lfI.", X - T, lfI --:;- . 
(3Aa) 
(3Ab) 
The factor of ::1; nonnalises the energy of lfI", for difference scales s. A wavelet is 
defined in tenns of this transfonn- any function lfI(x)for whichf(x)can be 
reconstructed from W, qualifies as a "valid" wavelet. 
In practice the CWT is highly redundant- it contains repetition of the infonnation in 
the original signal. The dyadic discrete wavelet transfonns (DWT) is only calculated 
for scales (m) which are integers powers of two and at translations (n) which are 
integers multiples of the current scale factor, thus eliminating this redundancy [128]. 
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DWj(m,n) = fl(x)l{fm .• (x)dx (3.5a) 
where 
(3.5b) 
It can be seen that this represents the calculation of Wj (s,t) at values s = 2n1 and t = 
2mn. The conversion of a function of one variable into a function of two discrete 
variables may not seem to be particularly productive. However, this representation of 
I can illuminate important features, which are hidden in its original format. Small 
scale versions of I{f(x) are compressed, and consequently contain high frequencies. 
These respond to localise high frequency characteristics of the signal. Those with a 
larger scale are stretched wavelets, and consequently contain lower frequencies, 
which respond to the low frequency of the signal. Thus by analysing with respect to 
both scale and position, Wj can provide information about the frequencies present at 
a certain position in the signal, or about the positions in a signal at which a certain 
frequency is present. 
3.3.2 Theory of multiresolution analysis 
The basic idea of multiresolution analysis is to represent any arbitrary function 
lE L' (R) as a set of successive approximations of the original signal at different 
resolutions. Without affecting the generality of the proposed framework, Mallat 
considered particular resolutions of the form 2 j (dyadic) [128]. Let V2J c L2(R) be 
the vector space of all possible approximations at resolution 2 j of the functions 
in L2 (R), and A2J the linear/projection operator in V,J' Among all the possible 
approximations of I(x) at resolution 2 j , A,J(x) is the function which is the most 
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similar to [(x) in the least square sense. Furthermore, the approximate of [(x) at the 
resolution 2 i+l contains all the necessary information to construct the approximation 
of the same signal at the smaller resolution 2i. Since A21 is the projection in V2i , this 
principle is equivalent to [128]: 
(3.6) 
As shown in [Mallat 1989], there exist a function921 E L2(R) , called a scaling 
function, such that if 9
2
1 = 2i 9(2 i x) is the dilation at the scale 2i of «l(x) , then 
.JZ-i921(x-2-in),nE Z is an orthonormal basis inV21 • With the inner product of 
two functions [(t) and get) defined as follow: 
~ 
(J(t), get») = J [(t)g' (t)dt. (3.7) 
The * denotes the complex conjugate. The continuous approximation of [(x) at the 
resolution 2i can be computed as the orthogonal projection of the signal on this 
orthonormal basis: 
The inner products of the form: 
(3.9) 
constitute the discrete approximation of [(x) at the resolution 2i. These 
approximations can be computed using a fast algorithm, called the pyramidal 
algorithm, which was proposed by Burt and Adelson [128] in the context of image 
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coding, and has been extrapolated to the iterative calculation of the wavelet transform 
by Mallat [128]. Define the discrete filter h whose impulse response is given by: 
'VnE Z, hen) = (92" (u), 9(u-n»), (3.10) 
and h the mirror filter given hen) = h(-n) The discrete approximation A:d can be 
computed by convolving A:,<> I with h followed by downsampling by 2 (i.e. keeping 
every other sample of the output) [128]: 
(3.11) 
Let °
2
, be the orthogonal complement of V2, in V2"" satisfying O2, Ell V2, = V2i<> 
The difference of information between the discrete approximation at the resolution 
2 j+l and the approximation at the coarser resolution 2 j is determined by identifying 
an orthonormal basis in °
2
, and projecting the signal I(x) onto this basis. Mallat 
demonstrated that such an orthonormal basis could be constructed by scaling and 
translating a functionvr(x) , which is called an orthogonal wavelet [128J. The Fourier 
transform of the wavelet vr(x) is given by: 
'P(w) = 0(1')<1>(1') (3.12) 
where <1>(w) is the Fourier transform of 9(x), and: 
-0' (w) = e- jW H(w+ ff), with H(m) = I,!l(n)e- jnw• (3.13) 
With these definitions, it can be shown that (·h- j vr2J(x-2- j n» . z' is an (n.})e 
orthonormal basis in °2, [128]. Projecting I(x) onto this basis yields: 
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The discrete detail of f(x) at resolution 2i is defined by the set of the inner products 
in (3.l4) 
D2J f(n) = (f(u), If/2J(u-2-in)). ,. (},n)EZ- (3.15) 
It can be shown that the discrete filter given by g(n) = (If/2"J (u), If/(u-n)) has the 
transfer function G(m) defined by (3.13). The discrete detail D 2J can be computed 
via the pyramidal algorithm by convolving A;"J with g(n) = g(-n) followed by 
downsampling by 2 [128]: 
(3.16) 
The hand g filters are low-pass and high-pass (band-pass) filters respectively, with 
their impulse responses satisfying [128]: g(n) = (_1)1-0 h(l- n). 
The pyramidal algorithm formalised by (3.11) and (3.16) decomposes the discrete 
approximation A:},J into an approximation at a coarser resolution A:J and detail 
signal D
2
J. Repeating in cascade, this algorithm for - J 5, j 5, -1 yields the 
Discrete (dyadic) Wavelet Representation (DWT) on J levels of the original 
signal~f : 
(3.17) 
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The block diagram of the wavelet decomposition process for I-D signals is illustrated 
in figure 3.2a. In the inverse process, the discrete approximation A:i" f at the higher 
resolution 2 j+l is reconstructed from A:J f and the detail signal D 2J f as: 
- -
A:j,,f(n) = 2 Lh(n- 2k)A:J + 2 Lg(n- 2k)D2J f(k). (3.18) 
k=- k=-
b 
Figure 3.2. (a) 1-0 Forward Discrete Wavelet Transform 
(b) 1·0 Inverse Discrete Wavelet Transform 
Thus, the Inverse Discrete Wavelet Transform (IDWT) determines A:iHf by 
upsampling the signals A:,f, D 2,f through insertion of zeros, followed by the 
application of the synthesis filter h, g. The original signal is iteratively reconstructed 
from its wavelet representation as shown in figure 3.2b 
In the 2·D case, a multiresolution decomposition on 1 levels of an image f results 
into a set of 31 + 1 subbands, defining the DWT representation on J levels of f : 
CA:., f, HL2i f, LH 2J f, HH 2J f).J<j<l· (3.19) 
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The 2-D wavelet decomposition consists of successively applying the one-
dimensional DWT, using a row-column approach. We first convolve the rows of 
A1+J with an one-dimensional filter, retain every other sample, convolve the 
columns of the resulting signals with another one-dimensional filter and retain every 
other sample; for details, the reader is referred to [128]. A detailed discussion of 
applying DWT to an image is discussed in the section 3.4. 
3.4 Applying DWT on an image and inter-subband 
relationship 
An image may be decomposed into different decomposition levels using a 
DWT. In applying DWT, the coefficients at each level of decomposition are generated 
by applying a cascade of two-channel filter banks to the image. Each decomposition 
level contains a number of sub bands, which consist of coefficients that contain the 
horizontal and vertical spatial frequency characteristics of the original image. Power 
of two decompositions is allowed in the fonn of a dyadic decomposition, as shown in 
figure 3.3. 
LL3 HL3 
LH3 HH HL2 
HLl 
LH2 HH2 
LHl HHl 
a b c 
Figure 3.3 (a) Original 'Corridor' image (b) Subband naming convention (c) 3-level DWT 
of 'Corridor' image 
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Each image is decomposed into a collection of 3S+ 1 subband images, where S is the 
number of levels. Specifically, a one-dimensional low pass filter (L) and a one-
dimensional high pass filter (H), each based on a mother wavelet, are applied 
horizontally and vertically to the original image, and the outputs are subsampled by a 
factor of two, to create four subband images. For example, for a three level 
decomposition, the first DWT stage (level 1) decomposes the image into four 
subbands, denoted by LLl (low-resolution version of original image), HLl (vertical 
features of the image), LH 1 (horizontal features of the image) and HH 1 (diagonal 
features of the image). The next DWT stage decomposes the LLl subband into four 
more subbands, denoted LL2, LH2, HL2 and HH2. Lastly at level 3, the LL2 subband 
is decomposed further into four more subbands, denoted by LL3, LH3, HL3 and HH3 
as shown in figure 3.3b. In general, for S greater than 3, this process continues for 
some number of levels, S, producing a total of 3S +1 subbands whose samples 
represent the original image. The total number of samples in all subbands is identical 
to that in the original image. An example of a three level dyadic decomposition into 
subbands of the left image 'Corridor' is illustrated in figure 3.3c. 
Regardless of the particular wavelet filter used, the image is decomposed into 
subbands, such that lower subbands correspond to higher image frequencies (they are 
the highpass levels) and higher subbands correspond to lower image frequencies 
(lowpass level), where most of the image energy is concentrated. This is why we can 
expect the detail coefficients to get smaller as we move from high to low levels. Also, 
there are spatial similarities among the subbands. For example an image part, such as 
an edge, occupies the same spatial position in each subband. In our proposed coders, 
these relationships among subbands of the wavelet decomposition are exploited in 
order to perform DE simultaneously in all subbands. In addition, based on the inter-
subband relationship introduced above, we are able to implement all our proposed 
CODECs using a baseline JPEG-like framework. 
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3.5 The coefficient I border extension problem 
Different wavelet filters produce different results when applied to the same 
image [174]. Although, no claims have been made for an optimal wavelet filter design 
for image compression, the desired properties of wavelet families have been stated in 
[152J. These properties are, compact support, orthonormality and symmetry. 
Compact support of the wavelet filters is needed to capture effectively the salient 
information of an image through local variations such as local changes (non edges) 
over a large spatial area and abrupt changes (edges) over a small spatial span of the 
image. The orthogonal wavelet filter can be viewed as projecting the input signal 
onto a set of orthogonal basis functions. If the wavelet filters are also normalized, then 
this results in energy preserving (no loss of information) in the representation. 
However, the standard orthogonal wavelet transform has one shortcoming, called 
coefficient (border) extension problem, where the total number of wavelet coefficients 
after wavelet transform and downsampling, is greater than the number of input 
samples. In general, if the input signal is of length N (say even), and wavelet filter is 
of length M (even), the outputs of the filters h (low pass) and g (high pass) will be of 
length N+M-l, and after downsampling, the output will be of length (N+M)I2. Thus, 
after one level of wavelet transform, the length of the output, L= N+M, is greater than 
N. This increase will continue in a similar way at the next level of decomposition. 
Thus, coefficient expansion is a problem for a coding system, where the fundamental 
aim is to reduce, but not increase, the amount of information to be coded. 
The coefficient extension (border distortion) problem can be solved by symmetric 
periodic extension [193J. More precisely, if N is the length of an input signal X, then 
the extended signal is ext(X) = [ X(N-M + 1:N) X X(I:M)J where M is the length of 
the filter. Consequently, convolution and downsampling operations are done, 
followed by keeping the central part of length N12. Thus, after one level of 
decomposition, the total number of wavelet coefficients is N (i.e., no coefficient 
expansion). However, in symmetry periodic extension, the symmetry needs to be 
preserved across scales in order to enable the downsampling half of the wavelet 
coefficients by symmetry. Failure to maintain the symmetry across scales results in 
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large wavelet coefficient magnitudes, caused by border discontinuities. Symmetry can 
be preserved across scales by using symmetric (linear phase) wavelet filters, h (low-
pass) and g (high-pass). However, for compactly supported orthogonal wavelets, only 
the Haar wavelet is symmetric. The lack of linear phase filters in orthogonal wavelets 
had led to research and discovery of a more general form of wavelets known as 
biorthogonal wavelets. But, the biorthogonal wavelets differ from orthogonal ones in 
that the forward wavelet transform is equivalent to projecting the input signal onto 
non orthogonal basis functions. This means, it is not energy preserving. However, 
there existbiorthogonal wavelets, which are close to being orthogonal, such as the 
bior917 filter. In [193], it has been shown that the energy loss of by bior917 filter is 
about 2%. In chapter 4, experimental results show that bior917 (compactly supported, 
'closely' orthogonal, and symmetric) gave better performances than orthogonal 
wavelets, such as db7 implemented in MATLAB. This is the reason for the bior917 
wavelet to be used in lossy JPEG-2000 standard. We have used this DWT in the 
design of all stereo image CODECs proposed in this thesis. 
3.6 Coding of wavelet coefficients 
There are three well known techniques which are used for the efficient coding 
of wavelet coefficients; Embedded Zerotree Wavelet Coding (EZW) proposed by 
Shapiro in 1993 [179], Set Partitioning in Hierarchical Trees (SPllIT) proposed by 
Said and Pearlman in 1996 [16] and Embedded Block Coding with Optimized 
Truncation (EBCOT) proposed by Taubman in 2000 [46]. In this section, we discuss 
briefly discuss the operation of these coding techniques. 
A common feature of all above coding techniques is their ability to exploit the 
multiresolution nature of the wavelet decomposition to produce embedded bit streams. 
The embedded bit stream is based on the principle that large wavelet coefficients 
contain more information, thus are more important and should be placed at higher 
priority order in the resultant coded bit stream. Note that, embedded/scalable 
compression refers to the generation of a bit-stream, which contains embedded 
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subsets, each of which represents an efficient compression of the original image at a 
reduced resolution or increased distortion. The term "resolution scalability" and "SNR 
scalability" are commonly used in connection with this idea. The EZW and SPIHf are 
SNR scalable whereas EBCOT is SNR and resolution scalable. This difference in 
scalability is mainly due to the way the wavelet coefficients are coded to generate the 
bit streams. 
In EZW, to generate the embedded bit stream, the subbands are scanned in the 
following fixed order; for a N-scale transform, the scan begins at the lowest frequency 
subband, denoted as LLN, and scans subbands HLN, LHN, and HHN, at which point it 
moves on to scale N-l, etc. Each coefficient within a given subband is scanned before 
any coefficient in the next subband. During the scan, the significance map is 
represented based on a data structure called the zerotree. A zerotree is based on the 
hypothesis that if a wavelet coefficients at a coarse scale is insignificant with respect 
to a given threshold T, then all wavelet coefficients of the same orientation in the 
same spatial location at finer scales are likely to be insignificant with respect to T. If 
this is the case, the root of the zerotree is coded with symbol ZTR and the remaining 
coefficients, which are considered insignificant, are not transmitted. Meanwhile, the 
significant coefficients are placed in the bit stream according to the scanning order in 
descending order, which allow for SNR scalability. However, the fixed scanning order 
through all the subbands makes EZW non scalable, in terms of resolution. 
In SPIHT, the wavelet coefficients are partitioned into a number of sets T k, using a 
special data structure calJed a spatial orientation tree. This structure also exploits the 
spatial relationships between the wavelet coefficients in the different levels of the 
subband pyramid. In general the number of sets is equal to three quarters of the 
number of coefficients of the highest level subband. Each set goes through a 
significant test, which results in a series of l's or O's, based on the following: 
S (T) = {I, 
" 0 , 
max",))ETlc/,)I,,= 2" 
othenvise 
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lfthe result is "1", then Tk is partitioned by both encoder and decoder, using the same 
rule, into subsets and the same significance test is perfonned on all the subsets. This 
partitioning is repeated until all the significant sets are reduced to size 1 (i.e., contain 
one coefficient each, and that coefficient is significant). As in EZW, based on the fact 
that the largest wavelet coefficients contain most important infonnation and should be 
sent first. However, SPIRT differs from EZW in that bit-plane coding is used, where 
the most significant bits of the binary representation of the wavelet coefficients are 
transmitted first as compared to bits with lesser significance. 
The EBCOT algorithm [42], differ from EZW and SPRIT. The principle ofEBCOT is 
to divide each subband into blocks (tenned code-blocks) that are independently coded 
using a bit-plane coder. No inter subband relationship (figure 3.4) is exploited in 
EBCOT as in EZW and/or SPRIT. A detailed description of EBCOT is provided in 
chapter 6. 
Figure 3.4Inter-subband relationships in multiresolution 
DWT domain 
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3.7 Comparative evaluation of JPEG-2000 versus 
baseline-JPEG 
Baseline-JPEG, a DCT-based technology, became a still image compression 
standard in 1992 [61]. At that time, DCT-based transform techniques were well 
established as compared to wavelet based image analysis and coding techniques 
[193]. However, since the introduction of the baseline-JPEG standard, the wavelet-
based technologies advanced significantly. In addition to this, with the continual 
expansion of multimedia and Internet applications, the needs and the requirements of 
the technologies used, grew and evolved. Thus a new still image compression 
standard was needed to cater for these new demands. As a result of this, in March 
1997, a new call for contributions was launched for the development of a new 
standard for the compression of still images, known as JPEG-2000 [42]. The 
standardization process, which was coordinated by the JTClISC29IWGl of ISOIIEC, 
made JPEG-2000 a new International Standard (IS) in December 2000 [174]. 
JPEG-2000 provides an entirely new way of compressing images based on the 
wavelet transform, with rate-distortion performance characteristics superior to that of 
baseline-JPEG, especially at low bit rates. In addition, the DWT, which provide· 
multiresolution decomposition of an image, enables new features such as resolution 
and fidelity scalability, region of interest coding, random access, etc., which are 
important in present day applications [174]. 
Figure 3.5, illustrates the subjective image quality of 'Lena' image, compressed at 
compression ratios; 30: 1 and 200: 1 using JPEG-2000 and baseline-JPEG. At the 
higher bit rate (30:1), there seem to be no significant difference between JPEG-2000 
and baseline-JPEG coded images, as illustrated by figures, 3.5 (a) and (b). At the 
compression ratio 200:1, JPEG-2000 coded image (fig. 3.5(d» has better edge quality 
as compared to the baseline-JPEG coded image (fig.3.5(d». This is due to the 
excessive blocking artifacts of DCT based coding, taking predominance over the 
ringing artifacts of DWT coding. Similar results can be observed in figure 3.6 for the 
image 'Barb' and in figure 3.7 for the image 'Boat'. Thus it could be concluded that 
even though there is not that much of a difference in subjective quality of JPEG-2000 
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and baseline-JPEG coded images at high and medium bit rates, at low bit rates, JPEG-
2000 outperforms baseline-JPEG. 
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Figure 3.5 Comparison of image quality of 'Lena' at different compression ratios 
(a) JPEG, 30:1 (b) JPEG-2000, 30:1 (c) JPEG, 200:1 (d) JPEG-2000, 200:1 
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Figure 3.6 Comparison of image quality of 'Barb' at different compression ratios 
(a) JPEG, 30:1 (b) JPEG-2000, 30:1 (c) JPEG, 200:1 (d) JPEG-2000, 200:1 
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Figure 3.7 Comparison of image quality of 'Boat' at different compression ratios 
(a) JPEG, 30:1 (b) JPEG-2000, 30:1 (c) JPEG, 250:1 (d) JPEG-2000, 250:1 
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4 Wavelet-block based stereo image 
coding 
4.1 Overview 
This chapter proposes three novel algorithms for wavelet-block based stereo 
image coding and discusses the operational features of the benchmark (section 4.2) 
chosen to evaluate their performance. Section 4.3 introduces the basic technology 
used within the designs of the three novel CODECs proposed in this chapter. Section 
4.4 includes the design, implementation, experimental results and analysis of the 
DWT- based coder (CODEC I) proposed first. It applies DWT to the reference frame 
and the predictive error frame obtained by pixel domain disparity estimation & 
compensation. In addition it uses an architecture similar to that of baseline-JPEG for 
subsequent coding of the reference and predictive error images. Section 4.5 discusses 
the design, implementation and testing of CODEC IT and CODEC Ill, where, in 
contrast to the pixel-based approach used in CODEC I, the disparity estimation and 
compensation is performed between the corresponding subbands of the DWT 
decomposed left and right images. The operational difference between CODEC IT and 
CODEC III is that in CODEC n, disparity estimation and compensation is performed 
only between the lowest resolution subbands whereas in CODEC Ill, coefficients of 
all subbands belonging to a given area is considered in the disparity estimation and 
compensation process. The chapter includes an introduction to the wavelet-block 
concept used throughout the designs. The effect of using different wavelets in the 
designs is also investigated. 
4.2 The benchmark - Disparity Compensated 
Transform Domain Predictive Coding (DCTDP) 
The benchmark algorithm, Disparity Compensated Transform Domain 
Predictive Coding, is one of the most frequently used benchmark algorithms [49, 50, 
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85] in literature. This is mainly due to its efficiency in coding stereo image pairs with 
varying statistics at a wide range of bit rates. The main structure of this scheme is 
illustrated in figure 4.1. 
The Encoder: Figure 4.1, represents the block diagram of the encoder of the 
benchmark algorithm. The reference image (i.e. original left), Lo,;' is independently 
transmitted using the baseline-JPEG compression algorithm [61]. The right image, 
RO'i, is sub-divided into non-overlapping 8x8 blocks. These blocks are subsequently 
used to search the reference image, for their best match within a specified search 
window area. As we assume that the stereo pair has been obtained with parallel axis 
camera geometry, theoretically, the vertical disparity would be negligible. Therefore 
the above search can be limited to the horizontal direction. The best match is selected 
based on minimum Mean Square Error (MS E), which corresponds to the highest 
correlation between the matched blocks. 
Let the right image block to be encoded, be denoted by Rblk and it's best match 
obtained following the above procedure be denoted by, LBM_b1k. The DCTDP 
algorithm calculates the predicted value, Rb1k , of the block to be encoded, using a 
linear predictor, as follows: 
(4.1) 
where, Tr represents DCT transformation of a given block, A and B are constant 
matrices and ® represents element-by-element multiplication of two matrices. 
Subsequently, if PEb1k, represents the prediction error block, it is calculated in the 
transform domain as follows: 
Tr( PEb1k )=Tr( Rblk )-Tr( Rblk )=Tr( Rblk )-(A®Tr( LBM_blk )+B). (4.2) 
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The above is subsequently compressed, entropy coded and transmitted following a 
scheme similar to that used in baseline-IPEG. 
The above process is repeated until the prediction error blocks for all non-overlapping 
blocks of the right image have been obtained in the transform domain, quantized, 
encoded and transmitted to the decoder. The resulting disparity vector field is coded 
using a fixed length code and losslessly transmitted. In addition the matrices A and B 
should be coded and transmitted to the decoder. 
The Decoder: The losslessly transmitted/received disparity vectors are used to locate 
the best match for each block to be decoded, in the decoded reference image. The 
block thus located is added to the corresponding reconstructed prediction error block 
to form the decoded block. The process is repeated until all blocks of the right image 
have been decoded. 
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The inclusion of the linear predictor, A ® TrCLBMJ>/k) + B , can be justified as follows 
[155]. In the DCIDP scheme, the disparity estimation is performed in the pixel 
domain, yet the prediction difference is calculated in the DCT domain. In [155], 
M.G.Perkins points out that the correlation between low frequency components of the 
matching blocks is greater than the correlation between the high frequency 
components [155] and that an improvement in the compression performance of 
DCIDP encoder can be obtained by the use of matrix A in the linear predictor above. 
In a typical case, the A matrix consists of values closer to I, for elements 
corresponding to DC and low frequency components. The values of matrix A elements 
decrease with increasing frequency (i.e. down the zig-zag order). The constant matrix 
B has been included in the linear predictor to compensate for the differences in gain of 
the two cameras and their associated digitization circuitry [155]. As the differences 
are mainly in the gains of the digitization circuits, the matrix B affects only the DC 
component of the transformed matrix. 
The calculation of matrices, A and B is a challenging task, which is typically carried 
out by initially training the encoder on a collection of stereo image pairs. Our 
experiments showed that such a training process does not guarantee the calculation of 
a set of matrices A and B that would apply well for all stereo image pairs. In addition 
to the extra computational burden of this process, one has to transmit the matrices A 
and B to enable correct decoding. Given the above facts, the marginal compression 
gain obtainable when using the linear predictor does not justify the additional 
computational burden of the process. Therefore in selecting our benchmark, we have 
excluded the use of the linear predictor. Thus the transform of the prediction error is 
calculated as follows: 
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All three novel CODECs proposed in this chapter have differing design 
features but are based on DWT technology and a baseline-IPEG like CODEC 
architecture. This section introduces this technology in detail. 
4.3.1 Why replace OCT by OWT? 
Preserving the quality of the edges is an important criterion in stereo image 
coding as edges are one of the main binocular cues in 3D perception. Image 
compression techniques based on the DCT, such as the benchmark; suffer from 
homogeneous blocking artifacts at low bit rates that make it unsuitable for low bit rate 
stereo image coding. These blocking artifacts cause severe distortion of block edges, 
which could affect the quality of object edges within the scene. However, the 
benchmark has the advantage of having a simple, well-established IPEG-like coding 
architecture, which may be beneficial in certain applications and easy hardware 
implementation. Alternatively, DWT, which is the core underlying technology of 
IPEG-2000 still image coding standard, offers much improved rate-distortion 
performance characteristics as compared to the DCT -based baseline-IPEG standard 
[61]. Even though ringing artifacts in the form of distortions at edges are present in 
DWT -based coding, the said distortions only affect viewing quality at very low bit 
rates. In other words, at any given bit rate (especially at lower rates), DWT-based 
coding offers better image edge quality than DCT -based coding. Unfortunately the 
subsequent quantization, entropy coding techniques used with typical DWT coding 
techniques, complicates the design of a straightforward stereoscopic version of a 
typical monoscopic image CODEC. Thus, all the CODECs use a simple architecture 
similar to that of a DCT-based baseline IPEG-CODEC [61] for easy hardware 
implementation, but effectively replaces the DCT technology by the more efficient 
DWT technology for improved rate-distortion performance. 
It should be noted that the use of quantization and entropy coding techniques typically 
associated with DWT coding would be straightforward in the design of the proposed 
CODECs and should lead to further improvement of the rate-distortion performances 
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of all CODECs proposed in this thesis. To this effect, the main concentration of this 
thesis and the associated research is developing effective Disparity Estimation and 
Compensation techniques that could be associated with DWT coding. 
4.3.2 Formation of wavelet-blocks 
In applying DWT to an image, the coefficients are generated by applying a 
cascade of two-channel filter banks. Figure 4.2(a) represents a three-level wavelet 
decomposition of an image. Usually in DWT subband coding procedures, the 
coefficients are grouped into subband-oriented groups (common subband, different 
spatial location) whereas in DCT, they are grouped into blocks (common spatial 
locations, different subbands). In order to use an architecture similar to the 
benchmark, a so called wavelet-block structure could be formed. The idea behind 
wavelet-blocks is to group the DWT coefficients into blocks as illustrated in figure 
4.2, so that the grouping is similar to that used by a DCT-based subband coding 
procedure. 
As illustrated in figure 4.2, the final result is the transfer of the input image into a re-
organized data structure of original image size, but consisting of a two-dimensional 
array of non-overlapping wavelet-blocks, each representing different subband 
elements from the location corresponding to the block. In other words, for as-level 
DWT, blocks of 2s x 2s samples are constructed. Each wavelet-block is subsequently 
scanned into a vector (see figure 4.2(b» in order to be processed by the remaining 
parts of the baseline JPEG-like coding procedure. 
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Figure 4.2 Formation of a single wavelet-block from a 3-level DWT decomposed image 
(a) Decomposed image (b) Scan order for a single wavelet-block 
4.4 CODEC 1- DWT-based stereo image coding with 
pixel domain disparity estimation & 
compensation 
The proposed CODEC I is based on performing disparity estimation and 
compensation in the pixel domain and the subsequent DWT based coding of the 
reference and predictive error frames. 
4.4.1 Design details 
Figure 4.4 represents the block diagram of the proposed CODEC I. Note that it 
is assumed here that the disparity values are suitably coded and transmitted losslessly 
to the decoder end. 
At the encoder end, the right image is divided into non-overlapping 8x 8 pixel blocks. 
For each block, a search is performed within a windowed area of maximum likelihood 
on the left image (considered as reference image) to find the best predictor. 
Assuming that parallel axis camera geometry is used to obtain the stereo image pair, 
one could limit the above mentioned search window in only a horizontal direction, 
spanning to the left of the corresponding block (of the block to be encoded) in the left 
image. The best predictor is found using the minimum MSE as the selection criteria, 
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i.e., the matching block that provides the least MSE is selected as the predictor. The 
prediction errors of all the non-overlapping right frame blocks are then combined to 
form the PEI. 
The entire left (L) and PE! images then undergo 3-level dyadic DWT separately and 
are subsequently converted into their wavelet-block representations, by following the 
procedure described in detail in section 4.3.2. Each wavelet-block of the two 
representations then undergo scanning as illustrated in figure 4.2(b) as against the zig-
zag scanning procedure normally adapted by baseline-JPEG [61]. This modification 
of scanning procedure is essential as in the wavelet-block representation, for a given 
block; there are coefficients that not only belong to different subbands, but also 
mUltiple coefficients which belong to the same subband. Disregard of this fact and the 
use of the typical zig-zag scanning order of DCT coefficients could severely affect 
coding efficiency. 
After the scanning, the ordered coefficients undergo scalar quantization. We use the 
strategy adapted in [167] to determine a suitable quantization table, that provides 
results equivalent to the 64-entry, uniform, fixed quantization table used by the 
baseline-JPEG standard shown in figure 4.3. For easy reference we provide a brief 
description of this Quantizer design as follows: 
Let the block size be NxN (N=2s) and the step size be !1ij forO::; (i, j)::; N -1. The 
step size used in the proposed scheme is then calculated as, 
(4.4) 
where A is a scaling parameter that is used to control the bit rate. The model for 
H{x) is defined as, 
H{x) - (a + a x + a x2 + a x3 \-la,x+.,x') 
- 0 1 2 3;e (4.5) 
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The parameters are then optimized for S=3 in such a way as to minimize the error 
between the achieved table and the luminance quantization table provided by 
baseline- JPEO. The parameters thus found are, 
ao = 0.794, a, =: -1.639, a3 = 0.614, a3 = 0.470, a. = 4.277 and a5 = -4.892. 
Due to the use of DWT in its block-based representation, in a wavelet-block there will 
be several coefficients in the same band and the model developed for the DCT will 
have different step sizes for different coefficients in a block. In order to solve this 
problem the quantizer steps obtained above are averaged, on a per-subband basis and 
all coefficients in a particular subband are replaced by this average value. Figure 4.4 
compares the Quantizer table obtained with A=6.7 using the strategy described above, 
with the standard luminance quantizer table of baseline-JPEO. 
After the quantization, the quantized coefficients are subjected to entropy coding 
(RunlengthIHuffman coding) as in baseline-JPEO. The decoder operations are 
essentially the inverse processes of the encoder processes and are clearly illustrated in 
figure 4.4. 
16 11 10 16 24 40 51 61 8 7 8 8 34 34 34 34 12 12 14 19 26 58 60 55 
16 40 56 7 7 8 8 34 34 34 34 14 13 24 57 69 8 8 12 12 34 34 34 34 
14 17 22 29 51 87 80 62 8 8 12 12 34 34 34 34 QJPG = QDWT = 18 22 37 56 68 109 103 77 34 34 34 34 55 55 55 55 
24 35 55 64 81 104 113 92 34 34 34 34 55 55 55 55 
49 64 78 87 103 121 120 101 34 34 34 34 55 55 55 55 
72 92 95 98 112 lOO 103 99 34 34 34 34 55 55 55 55 
Figure 4.3 Comparison of Quantizer tables 
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Figure 4.4 Proposed wavelet·based stereo Image CODEC I 
4.4.2 Experimental results & analysis 
The proposed CODEC I was implemented using purpose built MATLAB 
routines and was tested on a set of six commonly used test stereo image pairs 
representing indoor, outdoor, natural and synthetic scenes. All test stereo image pairs 
were of size 512x512 or 320x320 or 256x256. 
Parallel axis camera geometry has been used to acquire these images. Thus a 
windowed search area representing a disparity range of 0-7 was used. The disparity 
vector field was coded using a fixed length code, requiring log2(a+l), bits per block 
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where a = 7. The use of different wavelets in the coding process was investigated. A 
Daubachies compactly supported orthomormal filter (db7), a Daubachies biorthogonal 
(nearly orthogonal and symmetric) filter (bior 917) and different length Daubachies 
filters for different levels of decomposition (db7 for level 1, db5 for level 2 and db3 
for level 3) were used as the wavelet transform for the reference image and the PEI. 
In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed coder, in figure 4.5, we compare 
the rate-distortion performance of the proposed coder when using different wavelets, 
against the rate-distortion performance of the benchmark algorithm that uses DCT 
(i.e. baseline-JPEG) as the basic compression engine. 
The objective image quality is measured in terms of Peak Signal to Noise Ratio 
(PSNR), whereas the compression efficiency is measured in bits per pixels (bpp). The 
compression efficiency (or Bit Rate) is measured as follows: 
[
Tot _ Bitswmp ] 
BR= 
NxM 
bpp 
where, N and M represent the image dimensions and Tot _ Bits wmp is the total number 
of bits required to represent a gi ven image in its compressed format. 
For a fair comparison, the objective quality of the left image (reference) was set at 
equi valent levels for both CODEC I, and the benchmark. For example for SScastle, 
Castle and Bottle the reference image was set at 41.32 dB, 39.38 dB and 35.76 dB, 
respectively. The rate distortion performance graphs clearly indicate the performance 
of CODEC I, for all the reconstructed right images bit rates based on different 
wavelets used. When the biorthogonal wavelet bior917 is used, for the SScastle image 
(see figure 4.5 (a», CODEC I provides enhanced RD performance at all bit rates as 
compared to the benchmark. Contrary to our expectations, the orthogonal wavelet db7 
performs worse compared to the benchmark at bit rates lower than 0.38 bpp and better 
at bit rates above this value. The combination of db7, db5 and db3 wavelets provides 
an RD performance identical to the benchmark at bit rates lower than 0.38 bpp, but 
performs marginally better above this value. For the Castle image (see figure 4.5 (b», 
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when using the wavelet bior9/7, CODEC I provides a marginally better performance 
as compared to the benchmark, below the bit rate 0.27 bpp. As expected, CODEC I 
performs worse above this bit rate. Further, the benchmark outperforms CODEC I at 
all bit rates when the orthogonal wavelet db7 or combination of db7, db5 and db3 
wavelets are used. As for the Bottle stereo pair, the performance of CODEC I when 
using bior9/7 is marginally better than the benchmark for bit rates below 0.5 bpp, but 
worse above this rate. The use of the remaining two filters in CODEC I results in a 
performance that is worse as compared to the benchmark at all bit rates. 
Results of the above experiments show that among the wavelets used in CODEC I, 
biorthogonal wavelet filter 9/7 gave the best performance. This is due to the 
periodic/symmetric extension used to solve the coefficient expansion problem at the 
boundary of subbands (see Chapter 3) is better solved by the symmetric property of 
the bior9/7 wavelet as compared to non symmetric property of orthonormal wavelet 
filter db7 or the combination of filters, db7, db5 and db3. In addition, figure 4.5 (a) 
and (b), show that using shorter length wavelet filters at higher decomposition levels 
(db7 for level 1, db5 for level 2 and db3 for level 3), produces better result than using 
same length wavelet (db7) throughout all decomposition levels. This is due to the fact 
that shorter length wavelet filters are more appropriate to smaller sized subbands as 
filtering distortions are minimized. 
Figure 4.6, 4.7 and 4.8 compare the subjective image quality of the reconstructed right 
images when using CODEC I (based on bior9/7 only) and benchmark techniques. It 
illustrates that the subjective image quality achieved by the proposed CODEC I, is 
equi valent to that of the benchmark. This proves that the marginal PSNR 
improvement of CODEC 1 at lower bit rates is not significant enough for a 
subjectively noticeable difference. 
The overall analysis of the above results show that even though one would expect the 
DWT to perform better than the DCT at low bit rates for all images, results in figures 
4.5, a, band c does not directly imply this. Apart from the negative affect of the 
coefficient expansion problem discussed above a second reason that results in the 
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degraded performance of CODEC I is as follows: Due to the block based di sparity 
estimation in the pixe l domain, the PEI contains of arti fi cial block boundaries. When 
DWT is applied on such an image, the artificial block boundari es result in an overall 
increase of informa tion in the higher resolution subbands. This resu lts, in the 
reduction of effi c iency in the coding of DWT coeffic ients and hence the R-D 
performance ofCODEC 1. 
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Figure 4.6 Subjective quality evaluations for SScastle 
(a) Original left image (b) Original right image (c) Benchmark reconstructed 
right image, 0.1836 bpp, 30.54 dB (d) CODEC I reconstructed right image 
0.1836 bpp, 30.87 dB (bior9/7) 
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Figure 4.7 Subjective quality evaluations for Bottle 
(a) Original left image (b) Original right image (c) Benchmark reconstructed 
right image, 0.2785 bpp, 24.14 dB (d) CODEC I reconstructed right image 
0.2785 bpp, 24.45 dB 
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Figure 4.8 Subjective quality evaluations for Castle 
(a) Original left image (b) Original right image (c) Benchmark reconstructed 
right image, 0.183 bpp, 26.31 dB (d) CODEC I reconstructed right image, 0.183 
bpp, 26.52 dB 
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To further analyse the effect of filter length vs. image sample size relationship, we 
modified the CODEC I so that the PEI is first blocked to 8x8 pixel samples and each 
block is then transformed to the wave let domain using a db7 fi lter and the simplest 
(shortest) wave let filter ' Haar' , db I. Figure 4.9 compares the two reconstructed 
images obta ined. It shows the adverse effect of the db7 filter length (i.e. greate r than 
the sample length) when applied to an 8x8 block. However the simple ' Haar' 
transfo rm does not cause the coding artifacts of fi gure 4.9 (a). However due to the 
short length of the filter , Haar Transform has a lower signal compaction capability 
and hence results in inefficient data compress ion. 
a b 
Figure 4.9 Comparing the effect of applying DWl on 8x8 pixel blocks of 
the PE image 
(a) Using db7, 0.9269 bpp, 17.88 dB (b) Using db1 ('Haar'), 0.9018 bpp, 35.38 dB 
4.4.3 Conclusion 
In addition to the marginal ly better performance achieved by the proposed 
CODEC I, it also provides a simple archi tecture for DWT-based coding of stereo 
images. As the design is based on the building blocks of a base line-IPEG CODEC, 
much use could be made of the software, hardware modules that are already available 
for baseline-IPEG coding in a softwarelhardware implementation of the proposed 
CODEC l. This could be particularly important at a time, image and video coding 
technology is undergoing a steady change, from DCT-based coding schemes to DWT 
based coding schemes. 
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As di scussed above, the main drawback of CODEC I is that the PEI is obtained in the 
pixel domain resulting in a blocky image, which compresses ineffectively due to the 
presence of artificial edges along block boundaries. This situation would not arise if 
the left and ri ght images were fi rs t decomposed to a DWT multi -resolution 
representation and then the di sparity estimation was done in the DWT domain. 
4.5 CODEC 11 & 111- DWT-based stereo image coding 
with wavelet domain disparity compensation and 
prediction 
To overcome the problems associated with pixel domain di sparity estimation 
and compensation, in DWT-based stereo image coding (di scussed in section 4.4), the 
same could be carried out in DWT domain . This section proposes 2 such algorithms. 
DWT domain di sparity estimation and compensation techniques have been adopted 
by previous techniques proposed in li terature. In [1 82], a scheme of hierarchical block 
matching is used to reduce the complexi ty of di spari ty compensation and to obtain 
smoother di sparity vector fields. In [30] , by combining both the mixed resolution 
coding and the di sparity compensated technique, first, the left image (reference) 
independently coded at high resolution. Based on mixed resolution theory [30], 
di sparity compensation is performed at low-resolution images to predict the low 
resolution right from the low resolution left images. Both low-resolution images are 
obtained by wavelet decomposition. 
To keep the complexity of disparity compensation process low and to reduce the 
overhead needed for the coding of disparity information, in the above techniques, not 
all the subbands are used/transmitted and DElDC is performed only on the low-
resolution images. However each subband in the wavelet decomposition contributes to 
the quality of the reconstructed image [201]. In addition our experiments showed that 
the assumptions made by the above algorithms [30,182,201] on the relationship 
between di sparity vectors of subbands with the same orientation (i.e. vertical , 
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horizontal or diagonal ) are not always true. In the design of CODEC IT and CODEC 
rn, the above observations have been taken into account. 
4.5.1 CODEC " - Multiresolution disparity estimation & 
compensation 
Figure 4.10 represents the block diagram of the proposed CODEC IT. At the 
encoder end, the left image and the right image undergo independent, 3-level dyadic 
DWT. For a given block of each subband in level-3 (i.e., at the third level of 
decomposition) of the ri ght image, a search is performed in the corresponding subband 
of the left image, within a maximum likelihood area for the best predictor. The 
prediction errors blocks thus obtained are used to form the four subbands of the third 
level decomposition of the predictive error image. 
For level-2 and level-l detailed images (HL, LH, HH), the predicted best matches are 
foun d by using the di sparity vectors of the corresponding detailed images of level-3 
obtai ned above. For level-2, the best match is found by multiplying the di sparity 
vector of level-3 by two while for level-l the di sparity value is obtained by 
multi plying the corresponding level-3 di sparity value by four. Thus in CODEC IT, we 
only need to transmit the disparity vectors of blocks for all subbands in level-3. The 
prediction errors of all the ten subbands are then used to form the Prediction EITor 
Image (PEI) , which would initially be in the form of a 3-level decomposed image. 
The PEI is subsequently converted to the wavelet-block domain as explained in 
section 4.3.2 and is subsequently coded using a procedure similar to that used in 
CODEC 1. 
The decoder design follows the usual inverse process design of the encoder and is not 
therefore explained in detail. 
It shou ld be noted that the novelty of the above design is not in the multiresolution 
di sparity estimation and compensation. As di scussed previously, such schemes have 
been proposed in the past for stereoscopic image coding. However the application of 
wavelet-block based coding to the subsequent PEI is a novel approach . 
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4.5.2 CODEC \11 - Disparity estimation & compensation in the 
wavelet block-domain 
Figure 4,11 represents the block diagram of the proposed CODEC ID-
encoder. At the encoder end, the left image (reference image) and the right image 
(predicted image) undergo a 3-level dyadi c DWT separately and are subsequentl y 
converted into their wavelet-block images (WL and WR respecti vely). For each block 
in WR a search is performed in WL for best matching block, within a horizontally 
oriented windowed area of maximum likelihood on WL, Note that due to the nature of 
the wavelet-block domain , the above search is performed with 8 pixel jumps, 
considered as one unit block shift as in figure 4.12, The best predictor is found using 
the minimum MSE as the selection cri teria, The prediction errors of all the non-
overlapping li ght image wavelet-blocks are then used to form the PEI, which would 
be in wavelet-block domain. Finally, each wavelet-block in WL and PE! undergo 
scanning, scalar quanti zation and entropy coding as in CODEC 1. 
The decoder operations are essentially the inverse of the processes of the encoder and 
are clearly illustrated in figure 4,13, 
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4.5.3 Experiment results and analysis 
As in CODEC I, the proposed CODEC IT and CODEC III were implemented 
using purpose bui lt MATLAB routines and were tested on commonly used test stereo 
image pairs representing indoor, outdoor, natural and synthetic scenes: Bottle 
(320x320), Room (2S6x2S6), Castle (S12xS1 2), SScastle (S12xS12) and Tunnel 
(512xSI2) . All these images were acquired using parallel axis camera geometry. For 
CODEC IT, windowed search area representing a di spari ty range 0-7 was used in all 
four, level-3 subbands. For CODEC III, since the search in being perfonned in the 
wavelet-block domain , the di sparity value of k is equivalent to k times 8 pixels jump, 
where k = 0,1,2 .. . 7. 
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A Daubechies compactly support biorthogonal wavelet filter bior917 is used as the 
wavelet transform for the left and the right images in all decomposition levels. In 
order to evaluate the performance of the proposed coder, in figure 4.14 (a), 4.15 (a) 
and 4.16 (a), we compare the rate-distortion performance of CODEC II and CODEC 
III against the rate-distortion performances of the benchmark and CODEC I. 
The objective image quality is measured in terms of Peak Signal to Noise Ratio 
(PSNR), whereas the compression efficiency is measured in bits per pixels (bpp). For 
a fair compari son, the objective quality of the left image (reference) was set at 
equivalent levels for CODEC II and CODEC 1lI, the benchmark, and CODEC I 
throughout the experiments (as previously stated in CODEC I). 
Results of the experiments, show mixed performance of CODEC ll, over the 
benchmark and CODEC I. For SScastle, CODEC II performance is poor compared to 
both benchmark and CODEC 1. Further experimental analysis showed that this was 
due to the presence of a high proportion of noise in thi s image pair, which resulted in 
sub-optimal matches at higher resolution subbands, as in CODEC ll, the di sparity 
estimation is only done on the third level subbands, i.e. at a low resolution level. In 
other words this proves that in the presence of high frequency noi se, the assumption 
that the motion vectors of blocks of a particular subband is twice that of the subband 
from the lower resolution level with same orientation, is false. Unfortunately the 
CODEC II is designed based on this said assumption . Hence it performs inferior for 
the noisy, SScastle image. For Castle image, the rate-distortion performance graphs 
show that the CODEC II performs better than the benchmark and CODEC I in the 
range of 0.2 bpp and 0.4 bpp. For the Bottle image, CODEC Il performance is worse 
compared to the benchmark and CODEC I, beyond 0.3 bpp. Thus in general, CODEC 
Il is unable to perform better than the benchmark and CODEC I beyond bit rates of 
0.3 bpp. The slight performance improvement that is possible at lower bit rates is due 
to the significance of di sparity vector bit budget at these low bit rates as compared to 
the bit budget of the PEI. Note that CODEC IT requires significantly lesser amount of 
bits for coding the disparity vectors as compared to the benchmark and CODEC I and 
would thus perform better at very low bit rates. 
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Meanwhi le, results of the experiments clearly show the superiority of performance of 
CODEC III over the benchmark, CODEC I and CODEC IT. An improved rate-
distortion performance is indicated for all bit rates of the reconstructed right images. 
For example, from the rate-distortion performance graphs in figure 4.14 (a) for 
SScastle, the PSNR improvement obtainable is up to 3 dB. In Figure 4.15 (a) for 
Castle, the PSNR improvement obtainable is up to 5 dB. Similar results have been 
obtained for the Bottle image (see figure 4.16 (a)). 
The performance of CODEC ill can also be observed subjectively in figure 4.14 (b), 
(c), figure 4.15 (b), (c), and figure 4.16 (b), (c) for SScastle, Castle, and Bottle 
reconstructed images respectively. At the same bit rate, the reconstructed right images 
of CODEC ill have higher PSNR than CODEC I. Highlighted areas in these figures 
show some of the better subjective quality areas of the images of CODEC ill when 
compared to similar highlighted areas of reconstructed image by CODEC 1. 
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(a) Comparison of rate-distortion graphs between the benchmark, CODEC I, 
CODEC 11 and CODEC III (b) Using CODEC I, 0.1836 bpp, 30.87 dB (c) Using 
CODEC 111,0.1836 bpp, 31.44 dB 
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Figure 4.16 Reconstructed right 'Bottle' image using bior9/7 
(a) Comparison of rate-distortion performance graphs between benchmark, 
CODEC I, CODEC 11 and CODEC III (b) Using CODEC I, 0.2785 bpp, 24.45 dB, 
(c) Using CODEC Ill , 0.2785 bpp, 27.25 dB 
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The large improvement of CODEC ID over CODEC I, is mainly due to 
performing disparity estimation and compensation in the wavelet domain, instead of 
in pixel domain as in CODEC I. Due to the wavelet-block based disparity estimation 
and compensation technique adopted by CODEC ID, coefficients of all ten subbands 
from the same spatial location are involved in the matching process, i.e. in the 
calculation of the prediction error. Note that these coefficients are also tied together. 
In CODEC H, the prediction error calculation is only based on the coefficients of the 
level-3 subband. The corresponding higher resolution coefficients are not taken into 
account in the matching process. Whilst matching with the help of only the low 
resolution detail of an image is bound to reduce spurious matching due to noise, it has 
an adverse effect on the compression performance as high resolution details would be 
badly matched. Therefore CODEC HI performs better than CODEC H. Whilst the 
best approach could have been to do independent block based matching between each 
pair of corresponding sUbbands, this results in the requirement of a high bit budget for 
the coding of a large number of disparity values. Therefore the approach in CODEC 
ill is an effective compromise. Thus in spite of the apparent eight-pixel jump in 
search of a best match, CODEC HI outperforms all other CODECs. 
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5.1 Overview 
This chapter proposes four novel stereo image coding algorithms, which make 
use of the well known Pioneering Block-based Disparity Compensated Predictive 
Coding (PBDCPC) and Overlapped Block Disparity Compensation (OBDC) 
techniques, in the wavelet-based coding of stereo image pairs. 
The PBDCPC was originally proposed in 1997 [51, 871 and was used for pixel 
domain disparity estimation and compensation in a stereo image CODEC that uses 
DCT as the base compression technology. PBDCPC is known for its ability to work 
under very low bit rate constraints, yet producing predicted images of acceptable 
image quality. The high compression gains that are possible, is due to the fact that it 
avoids the necessity of having to transmit the disparity vector field as overhead bits. 
Within the research context presented in this chapter, we show that the change of base 
technology from DCT to DWT further improves the low bit rate performance of a 
PBDCPC stereo image CODEC. However, due to the specific requirements of the 
PBDCPC coding architecture and the properties of DWT-based multiresolution 
decomposition [173,1871, the above transfer of base technology is not straightforward 
and thus involves additional design and development of considerable novelty. Due to 
this reason the performance enhancement of a typical PBDCPC based CODEC 
obtainable by the base technology change from DCT to DWT, exceeds the 
straightforward performance enhancement one could expect due to a straightforward 
change of base technology alone. In our experiment, the original PBDCPC algorithm 
is used as a benchmark to show superiority of DWT-based over the DCT-based 
implementation. 
The OBDC is better known as Overlapped Block Motion Compensation (OBMC) in 
video coding. It posses the ability to reduce blocking artifacts by linearly combining 
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the predictions generated using multiple motion vectors, which include the block 
motion vector as well as its neighbours [220]. The only paper found in literature that 
uses the above OBMC idea in stereo image coding is DCT-based OBDC stereo image 
compression by Woontack Woo in 1999 [220]. Within the research context of the 
proposed work we explore the possibility of applying OBDC in multiresolution DWT 
domain. 
In the proposed CODEC VI, FSBM is performed only in the subbands of the highest 
level of decomposition. Based on a predefined threshold, the PEI blocks of these 
subbands are further refined by applying OBDC. Those PEI blocks to which OBDC 
have been applied are flagged by '1' (otherwise '0') in an OBDC indicator table. 
Subsequently considering inter-subband relationships, the disparity vectors and 
OBDC tables of the detail subbands of the highest level of decomposition are used to 
find and refine the corresponding PEI blocks in lower level subbands. The ultimate 
PEI, disparity vectors and the OBDe indicator tables are coded and transmitted for 
enable reconstruction at the decoder end. 
In CODEC VII, we combine the ideas of PBDCPC and OBDC to develop a wavelet-
based stereo image CODEC. 
5.2 The benchmark - The pioneering block-based 
disparity compensated predictive coding 
The DCT-based PBDCPC of [51, 87] is chosen as the main benchmark to 
evaluate the performance of CODECs proposed in this chapter, due to its excellent 
very low bit rate performance characteristics [2l3]. This CODEC uses the standard 
baseline-JPEG architecture, similar to that described in chapter 4. The only difference 
is that it uses pioneering block search (PES) in the disparity estimation/compensation 
process. Therefore, in section 5.2.1 we only described the PBS technique and in 
section 5.2.2, two main requirements of the PBDCPC algorithm is discussed. In 
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addition to the above, we use CODEC III as a second benchmark since it provided the 
best performance out of CODECs proposed in chapter 4. 
5.2.1 Pioneering block-based search (PBS) 
Figure 5.1, illustrates the PBS procedure that was used in the original 
PBDCPC algorithm [51, 87]. As illustrated in figure 5.1, to encode a given block of 
pixels of image pixels (say size 8 x 8), Rblk. in the predicted (right) image R, the blocks 
PBI and PB2, directly above and preceding Rbtk respectively, are taken as pioneering 
blocks to search for a matching pair of blocks, within a selected windowed area of 
maximum likely of the reconstructed reference (left) image. The best matching pair is 
found using minimum Mean Squared Error (MSE) as the minimization criterion and 
using equal weights for the two blocks. Once the best matching pair PBUM and 
PBLBM are found, the block Lblk_BM is chosen as the best predictor, for Rblk. The 
above prediction strategy exploits the intra-frame redundancy of the two constituent 
images of the stereo image pair and their binocular redundancy, together. Next, the 
prediction error Ebtk is calculated by Eblk = Rblk - iblk_BM' Apart from being encoded 
and transmitted to the decoder end, Eblk has to be decoded and added to the 
predictor iblk_BM' to produce the new preceding pioneering block PB2= 
(Eblk+ Lblk_BM), to be used for encoding the next predicted block. And the PBS 
process described above is repeated until all the blocks in the right image have been 
predicted. 
At the decoder end, when decoding a given right image block, a search identical to 
that of the encoder end is performed based on its already decoded adjacent blocks as 
pioneering blocks and the reconstructed left frame as the reference. Thus as compared 
to traditional predictive coding algorithms, the PBDCPC algorithm enables 
reconstruction of the right image at the decoder end without recourse to the block 
disparity values, enabling a comparatively better compression performance. Note that 
at the boundaries of the image where one of the pioneering blocks (or both) is 
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unavailable, the above search procedure is replaced by a PBS with one block (or by 
direct prediction). 
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Figure 5.1 Pioneering block-based search in pixel domain 
5.2.2 Two basic requirements of PSOCPC algorithm 
Two specific criteria should be met in PBDCPC, to guarantee the 
reconstruction of the predicted image. Once the predictor, [bl> .BM ' for the block to be 
encoded, Rblk is found, the predictor error Eblk is calculated as Eblk = Rblk - [blk BM' 
Note the use of [ to represent the fact that the search is performed on a locally 
reconstructed left frame. This is the first specific requirement of the PBDCPC coder, 
as it guarantees that the procedure adopted at the encoder end is identical to that 
adopted at the decoder end. This is due to the fact that at the decoder end what is 
available is the reconstructed reference frame. In addition to meeting the above 
condition, a second specific condition needs to be met. When the prediction error Eblk 
is calculated at the encoder end, apart from it being encoded and transmitted to the 
decoder end, it has to be decoded and added to the predictor [blk.BM to produce the 
preceding pioneering block for the encoding of the next predicted block. Thus, always 
the pioneering block selection in the predicted image is done on a 'so-far' 
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reconstructed image. This satisfies the second condition in guaranteeing that the 
encoder and decoder prediction environments are identical. 
Thus in the PBDCPC coder, the encoder and decoder work on identical reference 
frames and selects pioneering blocks from identical, 'so-far' reconstructed predicted 
frames. This enables the guaranteed reconstruction of the predicted image at the 
decoder end, without recourse to disparity information, which is the key feature of the 
PBDCPC scheme. We refer readers interested in the theoretical proof of the above 
mentioned quality guaranteeing procedure to [51]. 
5.3 Proposed wavelet-based implementation of the 
PBOCPC algorithm 
In CODEC IV and CODEC V, the traditional disparity compensated predictive 
coding [81,161] is replaced by pioneering block-based predictive coding using DWT-
based technology. Extending the pixel domain PBS procedure, summarized in section 
5.2.1 to wavelet domain, to fully satisfy the second condition in guaranteeing the 
reconstruction of the predicted image, the prediction err?r blocks have to ultimately 
go through locally simulated lossy coding (transform coding/decoding and 
quantization/de-quantization) at the encoder end before being fed back to form the 
preceding pioneering block of the next block to be encoded. 
Thus, a straightforward block-based, pixel domain PBDCPC to obtain the prediction 
error image in full, and the subsequent DWT-based coding of the same, is not a 
suitable DWT implementation of the PBDCPC algorithm. This is due to the fact that 
with such a scheme, one is unable to introduce the compression losses that would be 
introduced to the prediction error blocks, before they are fed back. As a solution to the 
above problem, within our present research context we propose a strategy based on 
subband domain PBDCPC in which, predictive error blocks are appropriately 
quanti zed and de-quantized before being fed back, to act as the preceding pioneering 
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block of the next iteration. This guarantees the reconstruction of the right image under 
all bit rates. 
In addition to specific design criteria discussed in section 5.2.2, to allow a worthwhile 
comparison between the original DCT-based and proposed DWT-based 
implementations of PBDCPC, we have adapted a baseline-JPEG coding strategy 
based on wavelet-block coding [173] as in previous CODECs (see chapter 4), to code 
the reference image and the predictive error image (PEI). With this adaptation we aim 
to demonstrate that the coding gains obtained under the present research context is 
solely due to the application of PBDCPC in wavelet domain and is not due to the use 
of more efficient coding techniques to code wavelet transform coefficients as against 
the techniques used to code the DCT coefficients. 
5.3.1 CODEC IV- Pioneering wavelet-block based disparity 
compensated predictive coding 
The CODEC IV is similar to CODEC III (see chapter 4) in which disparity 
estimation and compensation is performed in wavelet-block domain. However in 
CODEC IV, disparity estimation is based on pioneering wavelet-block search 
technique, as against traditional disparity estimation in CODEC Ill. 
Figure 5.3 illustrates a high-level block diagram of the proposed CODEC IV. The left 
and right images are first transformed into their respective wavelet-block domain as in 
CODEC Ill. Firstly, the original left image (reference) Loci is directly transmitted 
similar to the manner they were coded and transmitted in CODECs proposed in 
chapter 4. A sample of the left image is simultaneously reconstructed at the encoder 
end, to be used in the pioneering wavelet-block based search. Subsequently, for each 
wavelet-block to be encoded WRb1k in the right image wavelet-blocks, pioneering 
wavelet-blocks WRPB_I and WRPB.2, above and preceding WRb1k respectively are used 
to search for the best matching wavelet-block in the reconstructed and re-transformed 
(to wavelet-block domain) left image, WL. Due to the orientation of the two 
pioneering wavelet-blocks relative to the wavelet-block to be encoded, in encoding 
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wavelet-blocks in the first row of wavelet-blocks (other than the first block itself), 
only the preceding wavelet-block is used as the pioneering wavelet-block. A similar 
strategy is adapted to resolve the problem of encoding wavelet-blocks in the first 
column of wavelet-blocks where only the wavelet-block above the wavelet-block is 
used as the pioneering block. The wavelet-block at the top, left-hand corner of a 
subband is always coded directly, i.e. without any disparity compensation. 
As in CODEC rn, when using wavelet-blocks (each of size 8x8), one wavelet-block 
shift is equivalent to eight pixels shift in the pixel domain. Once the best match 
• • 
wavelet-block pair is found WLPB_I_BM and WLPB_2_BM, the wavelet-block to the 
right of the best match is selected as the best match for the wavelet-block to be 
encoded and the corresponding prediction error wavelet-block is formed 
• 
E = WRb1k - WLblk_BM, which is subsequently added to the prediction error image. 
Reconstructed left image 
Search window 
Best matches Predicto 
Right image wavelet -blocks 
Pioneering 
wavelet-blocks 
--------j 
, 
, 
, 
, 
, 
, 
Wavelet-Block to 
be encoded 
Figure 5.2 Pioneering block search in wavelet-block domain 
At the decoder end, each right image wavelet-block is reconstructed using an identical 
procedure to that of at the encoder. As at the decoder the search is performed for the 
best match, in a reconstructed and re-transformed left image, at the encoder end it is 
essential that the search is performed in an identical reference image, thus the reason 
for using a reconstructed left frame for pioneering wavelet-block based search above. 
In addition to this, the preceding and wavelet-block above the wavelet-block to 
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decoded, which are used as the pioneering wavelet-blocks for the search of the best 
matching wavelet-block, are identical to its counterpart at the encoder end, due to the 
feedback loop shown in figure 5.3 of the encoder. These satisfy the two requirements 
mentioned in section 5.2.2 to guarantee the reconstruction of the predicted image 
without the need for the transmission of the disparity vectors. 
Left 
Wavelet 
Block 
Feedback loop 
Wavelet 
Block Error 
Out 
Figure 5.3 The proposed CODEC IV- The Encoder 
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5.3.2 CODEC V- Hierarchical pioneering block-based 
predictive coding in wavelet domain 
In CODEC IT we analysed that perfonning hierarchical disparity estimation in 
all subbands of the wavelet decomposition is highly inefficient. This is due to the need 
of a high proportion of overhead bits for disparity vector field coding. In CODEC V 
pioneering block-based predictive coding, which does not require disparity vector 
field coding, enables disparity estimation to be perfonned independently in each 
subband of the multiresolution, DWT domain. 
Figure 5.4 illustrates the detailed block diagram of the encoder of CODEC V. The 
original left image (reference), Lo,' , is independently coded using the baseline-JPEG 
like wavelet CODEC as in figure 5.5. After reconstruction of the left image at the 
decoder end, it provides a reference for the prediction of the right image. In addition 
to the above, the encoded reference image is locally decoded at the encoder end to 
produce a reconstructed left image L"c' which is subsequently used as the reference in 
the wavelet-based PBS unit. Note that this satisfies the first requirement for a 
successful PBDCPC design. The original right image Rori and reconstructed left 
image L"c then undergo 3-level dyadic wavelet decomposition. 
Within the wavelet-based PBS unit, for each corresponding subband pair (e.g. 
LU3 and R w , LHLl and RHLl etc.) a PBS is perfonned in the subband domain as 
described in section 5.2.1, to produce the corresponding subband of the Prediction 
Error Image (PEI). Note that we use a block size of Ix 1,2 x2, and 4x4 for PBS at 
level-3, level-2 and level-l subband, respectively. Once the prediction error image has 
been completely found (Le. all of its subbands found), the baseIine-IPEG like wavelet 
CODEC (as in previous CODECs) is used to transfonn it into wavelet-blocks and 
transmit after suitable quantization and entropy coding. Figure 5.4, also illustrates a 
prediction error (PE) block feedback loop, which converts the original domain 
prediction errors into the reconstructed domain by locally sending the PE through a 
quantization/de-quantization procedure. The error block, in its reconstructed state E", 
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is then added to the best predictor previously found from L"c to fonn the block, 
which would act as the preceding (front) pioneering block for the next iteration of the 
PBS. Thus the purpose of the above mentioned error feedback loop is to satisfy the 
second requirement for a successful PBDCPC CODEC design as mention in section 
5.2.2. 
Figure 5.4 The proposed COOEC v- The Encoder 
Figure 5.5 The JPEG-like wavelet-block encoder 
Left Image out 
Error 
Image out 
The decoder of the proposed CODEC V works as the mirror image of the encoder. 
Due to the orientation of the two pioneering blocks relative to the block to be 
encoded, in encoding blocks in the first row of blocks (other than the first block 
itself), of a given subband, only the preceding block is used as the pioneering block. 
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A similar strategy in adapted to resolve the problem of encoding blocks in the first 
column of blocks where only the block above the block is used as the pioneering 
block. The block at the top, left-hand corner of a subband is always coded directly, i.e. 
without any disparity compensation. 
5.3.3 Experimental results & analysis 
As in previous CODECs, CODEC IV and V are implemented using purpose 
built MA TLAB routines and tested on a popular set of test stereo image pairs. Parallel 
axis camera geometry has been used to acquire these images and we assume that 
pixels at the same spatial location to have the same brightness. Compactly supported 
and symmetric biorthogonal filters (bior 9/7) are used as in JPEG-2000. 
In order to evaluate the performance of both CODECs, we compare their rate-
distortion performance, against DCT-based pioneering block predictive coding 
algorithm of [51] and CODEC III (the best CODEC in chapter 4).The objective image 
quality is measured in terms of Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR), whereas the 
compression efficiency is measured in bits per pixels (bpp) as follows: 
BR=[Tot_BitS,omp ] bpp 
NxM 
where, N and M represent the image dimensions and ToCBitscomp is the total number 
of bits required to encode the prediction errors only. For a fair comparison, the 
objective quality of the left image was set at equivalent levels for all CODECs for a 
given image pair. 
In figure 5.6(a), figure 5.6(b) and figure 5.8(a), for stereo image pairs 
"SScastle","Bottle"and "Arch" respectively, the RD performance of CODEC IV and 
CODEC V, are compared against two benchmarks: the PBCDPC (no disparity vector 
field transmitted) and the previously proposed CODEC III (disparity vector field 
transmitted). The RD graphs indicate an improved perfomance by CODEC IV and 
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CODEC V, over the benchmarks, with both CODEC IV and CODEC V showing 
superiority over the DCT-based PBDCPC. This is mainly due to blocking artifacts 
present in the DCT-based technology, which particularly affect the low bit rate 
performance of the benchmark DCT-based PBDCPC. Note that blocking artifacts do 
not occur in DWT-based coding and thus the reference frame where PBS is performed 
would be smoother, resulting in it providing better predictions. Figures 5.6(a), 5.6(b) 
and 5.8(a) illustrate that at very low bit rates ( 0.12 bpp for SScastle, 0.1 bpp for 
Bottle and 0.11 for Arch), CODEC IV, CODEC V and DCT-based PBDCPC 
performance are almost the same. This is due to the fact that at very low bits rates 
only a small amount of bits are available for coefficient coding. Therefore only the 
lowest/coarsest resolution wavelet coefficients in CODEC IV & V and the lowest 
frequency coefficients (mostly the DC coefficients) of DCT-based PBDCPC would be 
coded, making the performance of CODECs comparable. 
Figure 5.6(a), 5.6(b) and 5.8(a) also show that when using CODEC IV & V, for the 
SScastle image a PSNR improvement of up to 5 dB, for the Bottle image an 
improvement of up to 2 dB and for the Arch image an improvement of up to 6 dB 
respectively, can be obtained, over CODEC m. In addition figure 5.6(a), 5.6(b) and 
5.8(a) , illustrate the ability of the pioneering block based techniques to operate at 
very low bit rates (0.15 bpp and lower) as compared to CODEC III This is due to the 
fact that these schemes do not need the transmission of disparity vector fields. At 
various bit rates (05. bpp, 0.25 bpp and 0.15 bpp), Table 5.1 shows that the total bits 
(Tot bits) used to transmit the PEI and disparity vector field or PE! for CODEC III 
and the PE! in the benchmark (PBCDPC), CODEC IV and CODEC V. In CODEC IV 
and CODEC V, as all bits are available to be used for the PEI, higher PSNR of the 
reconstructed right image as compared to the CODEC III (where part of the total bits 
is used in transmitting the disparity vector field) could be expected. 
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Table 5.1 Comparison of total bits and PSNR of CODEC III and CODEC IV with the 
benchmark and CODEC 11 at various bit rates of reconstructed right 'Bottle' image 
BRR 
(bpp) 
Benchmark DCT-
pioneer 
CODEC III CODECIV CODECV 
Tot bits PSNR Tot bits PSNR Tot bits PSNR Tot bits PSNR 
(dB) (dB) I . (dB) d 
f--,;:.;0.:::5:-l_~5:=l-=,93:-4:--+-=2~8'.,;;42:;-t-:5,=,19::5~1"-t~3~1::::.2~3c-t"",,=51::9:-:0~1-+-:3=1,:.,.4~5+-=51 804 31.69 
~0;;;;.2;:5:--1_..:2:::5-=,80;.,4:--+-=23:;::.:;::92:;-t-=2;:.57:,:2;..:4"-t-,2~6~.5::..;1~-=25;:6~9:;9-+-:2:-:7,::.2:::3+....:;:25701 27.97 
L......:0::...1:.::5~_..:;15::.:6:::6:::,0_.L..::2..:;1 . ..:;1:;:,8 ..J.......;.1:;::60;:::0:.:,1-L..:2;:::0::::.9:::,9 ...L....:1.:::53::.:6;:;:6~...:2::::3::;;.4:::5....L.....:.15372 23.89 
When comparing the performance of CODEC IV with that of CODEC V, a general 
improvement is illustrated in CODEC V. As illustrated in figure 5.6 and 5.8, for 
SScastle image, CODEC IV performs better than CODEC V in the range of 0.15 bpp 
to 0.25 bpp. For the Bottle image, CODEC V is better than CODEC IV at all bit rates. 
For the Arch image, CODEC IV performes better than CODEC V in the range 0.12 
bpp to 0.18 bpp. However the PSNR difference is marginal, only up to 0.5 dB. This is 
due to the fact that in CODEC IV, the search for the best match is performed 
simultaneously within all subbands using wavevlet-blocks whereas in CODEC V, the 
search is done independently in each subband. 
In term of CPU times, CODEC III takes about 3 seconds less than that of CODEC IV 
and CODEC V. However there is no significant difference in CPU times between 
CODEC IV and V (see Appendix I). 
For further evaluation, figure 5.7, illustrates a comparison of the SUbjective image 
quality of the reconstructed predicted right 'Bottle' images obtained using the two 
benchmarks (PBDCPC and CODEC ill ), CODEC IV and CODEC V. At bit rate of 
0.25 bpp, a PSNR difference of 3-4 dB between the benchmark PBDCPC DCT-
based, CODEC IV and CODEC V is observed. For example, the marked areas in 
figure 5.7, highlight the difference in image quality between the CODECs and the 
benchmarks. Similar subjective image quality evaluation can be done for the 
reconstructed right Arch image in figure 5.8. 
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coding of stereo image pairs 
Two efficient wavelet-based implementations of PBDCPC stereo image 
compresion algorithms have been proposed. The proposed CODEC IV, performs 
pioneering block-based search simultaneously in all subbands using the wavelet-block 
concept and CODEC V further improved the performance of CODEC IV by 
performing the pioneering block-based search independently in each subband of the 
wavelet multiresolution domain. Both these CODECs successfully improved the 
performance over the benchmark CODECs (DCT-based) at all bit rates. This is 
mainly due to blocking artifacts present in the DCT-based technology which 
particularly affect the Iow bit rate performance of the benchmark DCT-based 
PBDCPC. Note that blocking artifacts do not occur in DWT-based coding and thus 
the reference frame where PBS is performed would be smoother, resulting in it 
providing better prediction. In addition to this, the proposed CODECs are able to 
operate at bit rates as Iow as 0.15 bpp, where other proposed CODECs (chapter 4) fail 
to operate due to the need a certain minimum bit budget for encoding disparity vector 
fields. 
With both proposed CODECs adapting the same coding strategy as the benchmark 
DCT-based PBDCPC, it has been demonstrated above that the coding gains are 
obtainable. We have shown that these are not solely due to the transfer of technology 
from DCT to DWT, but also due to the application of PBDCPC in wavelet domain. 
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Figure 5.7 Subjective quality evaluation for 'Bottle' reconstructed right image at 0.25 
bpp 
(a) PBOCPC OCT-based at 23.92 dB (b) COOEC III at 26.51 dB (c) COOEC IV at 27.23 dB 
(d) COOEC V at 27.97 dB 
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Figure 5.8 For reconstructed right image Arch , (a) Rate-distortion performance 
graphs of the benchmark, CODEC IV and CODEC V (b) Original right image 
(c) Benchmark, DCT-PBDCPC, 0.12 bpp, 35.35 dB (d) CODEC IV, 0.12 bpp, 36.31 dB 
(e) CODEC V, 0.12 bpp, 35.96 dB 
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5A OBOe in wavelet-based stereo image coding 
In this section, two wavelet-based stereo image coding algorithms, which uses 
Overlapped Block Disparity Compensation (OBDC) are proposed. The difference 
between the two proposed CODECs are as follows : In CODEC VI, neighbouring 
blocks are taken into consideration only in the selective DC process. In addition, bi ts 
have to be allocated for coding the OB DC tables and to transmit the disparity vectors 
of blocks in the lowest resolution subband for the reconstruction of predicted image at 
the decoder. Meanwhile, CODEC VII uses the PBDCPC framework and includes 
neighbouring blocks during DElDC process. Further. in CODEC VII, OBDC is 
applied to all blocks in each subband of the DWT decomposition. 
5.4.1 Design of CODEC VI 
In thi s algorithm, FSBM is initially performed to search for the best match 
only in the highest decomposition level subbands (LL3, LH3, HL3, HH3) , using non-
overlapping blocks, and OB DC is later performed for disparity compensation. 
At the encoder end, the left image and the right image undergo a 3-level dyadic DWT 
separatel y. For a block of each subband in level-3 (block size 2x2) of the right image 
using FSBM, a search is performed in the corresponding subband of the left image, 
wi thin a maximum likelihood area. The best predictor is found by using the minimum 
MSE as the selection criterion. 
For level-2 (each block of size 4x4) and level-l (each block of size 8x8) detai led 
images (HL2' LH2, HH2, HL], LHI , HH I ). the predicted best matches are found by 
using the di sparity veclOrs of the corresponding detai led images of level-3. For level-
2, the best match is found by multiplying the di sparity vector of level-3 by two whi le 
for level-l the di sparity value is obtained by mUltiplying the corresponding LL3 
di sparity value by four. This results in the proposed algorithm, only having to transmi t 
the di sparity values that are in level-3 leading to a considerable decrease in the bit 
budget req uired for the transmission of the disparity vector fie ld. Up to thi s stage, the 
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prediction errors are obtained for all the subbands. Then, blocks with MSE greater 
than a pre-specified threshold will be assigned a value ' 1' in a so-called, OBOe 
indicator table, which would indicate that OBOe needs to be performed for further 
refinement of the original prediction. An entry of '0' in the table means that OB De 
need not be app lied. 
Figure 5.9, illustrates the OBOe procedure. The block is divided into four quadrants; 
1, 2, 3 and 4. The prediction error of each quadrant is replaced by a new prediction 
error obtained by averaging its prediction error with that of its immediate neighbours. 
The new prediction errors are obtained as fo llows: 
~I - I·····.~.~·[~.~.~ .] •••••••••• · •• '·············: 
.1 a i be ! e ....... ..-1 
c 2 f 
............• 
9 3 4 j 
............................ !--!---f---i .......... .. , 
h : k [.· • ·...... c t ........... ~ .............•• · .. · ... ··: 
Elnew = (EI +Ea+Eb+Ec)/4 
E2new = (E2+EatEe +Ej)/4 
E3new = (E 3+Eg+E,,+E,)/4 
E4new = (E4+Ej+Ek+E/) /4 
Figure 5.9 Block and its neighbouring blocks used in OBOe 
To ensure that the new prediction reduces the energy level of the error block, its MSE 
is compared with the MSE of the old prediction error. If the MSE of the new 
prediction block is greater than the old MSE, then the old prediction error is used. 
After OBOe has been applied on all blocks indicated by the OBOe indicator tab les, 
the new prediction errors for each subband contains blocks predicted wi th and without 
OBDe. The new prediction errors are then used to form the new PEI. Finall y each 
wavelet-block in the left image and the new PEI undergoes DWT JPEG-l ike encoding 
and are subsequentl y transmitted. 
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At the decoder end, by making the di sparity vectors and the OBDC indicator tables 
available, the reverse process of that of the encoder is performed to obtain the 
reconstructed right image. 
5.4.2 Design of CODEC VII 
In CODEC VII, OBDC is used to enhance the performance of pioneering 
block-based predictive coding of CODEC V. CODEC VII operates in a manner 
similar CODEC V (refer to CODEC V block diagram) except that the blocks used for 
matching are overlapping. 
In figure 5.10, to encode the shaded block (divide into four quadrant, labeled 1,2,3, 
4), two overlapping pioneering blocks (the preceding and above block to be encoded), 
are used. They overlap by half the block to be encoded. Following a PBS search 
process as in CODEC V, after the best match is found, the block immediately below 
the upper block, but overlapped by half of the upper block (refer to shaded block in 
figure 5.7) is chosen as best match for the block to be encoded 
The pioneering block selection in the predicted image is done on a 'so-far' 
reconstructed image and since its overlapped block, for example in figure 5.10, 
quadrant 1, 2 and 3 of a block, have already been reconstructed from the above and 
preceding blocks of the block to be encoded. Therefore, for quadrant 1, 2 and 3, 
average values are taken with the corresponding quadrant of the encoded block. 
At the decoder , CODEC VII uses the PBDCPC coder framework, and sati sfies the 
two PBDCPC conditions: using reconstructed reference frames at the encoder and 
selects overlapping pioneering blocks from identical, 'so-far' reconstructed predicted 
frames. This enables a similar process at the encoder and decoder ends enabling 
reconstruction of the predicted image without the need to transmit the disparity 
vectors. 
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Figure 5.10 Illustration of overlapped pioneering blocks 
5.4.3 Experiment results and analysis 
The CODEC VI and CODEC VII are implemented uSing purpose bui lt 
MA TLAB routines and tested on a set of stereo image pairs as that used for testing the 
CODECs in previous section. Parallel axis camera geometry has been used to acquire 
these images and we assume that pixe ls at the same spatial location to have the same 
brightness. Compactly supported and symmetric biorthogonal filters (bior 917) are 
used as in JPEG-2000. 
Both CODEC VI and CODEC VII , are compare to rate-distortion (RD) performance 
of CODEC V (the previous best). The objective image quality is measured in terms of 
Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR), whereas the compression efficiency is measured 
in bits per pixe ls (bpp) as follows: 
BR = [ Tot - Bitsw mp ] bpp 
NxM 
where, N and M represent the image dimensions and Tot_Bitscomp is the total number 
of bits required to encode the prediction errors only. Except, CODEC VI, Tot _Bitscomp• 
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includes the number of bits required to transmit the OB DC indicator tables and 
disparity vectors of the level-3 subbands. For a fair comparison, the objective quality 
of the left image was set at equivalent levels for all CODECs for a given image pair. 
In figure 5.11 (a) and (b), the rate-distOItion performance of CODEC VI and CODEC 
VII are compared with that of CODEC V for stereo image pairs, "Arch" and "Bottle", 
respectively. CODEC VI rate-distortion performance graphs are lower as compare to 
that of CODEC V and CODEC VII. The perfomance of CODEC VI is affected due to 
performing disparity estimation using FSBM without taking into consideration the 
affect of its neighbouring blocks. However note that neighbouring blocks are taken 
into consideration during the subsequent di spari ty compensation stage. Furthermore, 
part of the total bits are used in encoding of the disparity vectors and OBDC tables 
which made it unable to operate at a much lower bit rates (0.15 bpp as shown in figure 
5.11). 
Even though the rate-distortion performance graphs of CODEC VII are higher than 
those of CODEC VI, it shows no significant improvement when compared to CODEC 
V. One reason for the improvement of performance of CODEC VII over that of 
CODEC VI, is due to the fact that during DE and DC process , neighbouring blocks 
are taken into consideration. More importantly CODEC VII uses PBDCPC technique, 
which enables the use of bits that would otherwise bere used for disparity field coding 
to be used for coding the PEI, resulting in a better reconstructed right image. 
Meanwhi le, CODEC VII shows no significant improvement over CODEC V, as by 
applying OBDC on every block of the subband degrades the disparity compensation 
efficiency particularly for those blocks, which can be compensated efficiently without 
OBDC. Thi s is based on a claimes in [221] that OBDC is efficient only when high 
frequency components exi sts in the block. It was mentioned that OBDC is efficient in 
reducing the blocking artifacts [221]. However, CODEC VII is wavelet-based where 
blocking artifacts are non-existant and thus no significant compression gain can be 
obtained over CODEC V. 
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5.4.4 Conclusion 
PBOCPC and OBOC in wavelet-based 
coding of stereo image pairs 
In both CODECs OBDC is implemented in multiresolution DWT domain. We 
have shown that CODEC VU, which uses PBDCPC in combination with OBDC, 
improves CODEC VI (does not use PBDCPC). However our experimental results 
showed that CODEC VU is unable to show improvement over CODEC V. In [120], it 
is found that performing DElDC in wavelet domain is less effected by occlusion as 
the pixels in covered and uncovered areas are first decorrelated by spatial filtering 
(WT). Since the mismatching only occurs when occluded area contains edges, its 
likelihood is reduced in wavelet-domain DElDC. Further, the wavelet-domain 
DElDC, alleviates photometric distortion, due to its frequency selectivity (note that 
high-band coefficients used for block matching would be less affected than low-band 
ones). In addition, there are no blocking artifacts as compared to DCT-based coders. 
All above reasons contribute towards OBDC being ineffective in stereo image 
CODECs that perforrnes DElDC in wavelet-domain. 
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6· Stereoscopic extension of JPEG-2000 
6.1 Overview 
The CODECs proposed in Chapter 4, 5 and 6 do not posses seal ability 
properties. In contrast, the new image compression standard, JPEG-2000 has 
resolution and fidelity seaIability properties. Therefore, within the research context of 
this chapter we propose the design of a Rate Scalable Stereo Image CODEC 
(RASTER), by making use of the monocular compression technology present in 
IPEG-2000. We show that RASTER has the unique ability to preserve the image 
quality at binocular depth boundaries, which is an important requirement in the design 
of a stereo image CODEC. This chapter also discusses the functional and operational 
features of JPEG-2000 image coding standard and EBCOT coding. 
6.2 JPEG-2000 background 
IPEG, a DCT-based technology, became a still image compression standard in 
1992 [62]. At that time, DCT-based transform techniques were well established as 
compared to wavelet analysis and wavelet coding, which were still very new 
technologies [200]. However, since the introduction of the DCT-based JPEG standard, 
the wavelet-based image coding techniques have developed significantly. The 
widespread application of wavelet transform based technologies to image 
compression originates from Shapiro' s paper of Embedded Zero-tree Wavelet coding 
by Shapiro [185]. Shapiro's CODEC is effectively able to exploit the multiresolution 
properties of the wavelet transform, to produce efficient image compression. 
In March 1997, when a new call for contributions were launched for the development 
of a new standard for the compression of still images (called JPEG-2000), of the many 
algorithms submitted, the Wavelet Trellis Coded Quantization (WTCQ) method 
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performed the best and was selected in November 1997, as the reference JPEG-2000 
algorithm. In November 1998, the EBCOT algorithm [43] was presented to the 
working group by its developer, David Taubman, and was adopted as the method for 
encoding the wavelet coefficients. In March 1999, the MQ coder [43] was presented 
to the working group and was adopted as the arithmetic coder to be used in JPEG-
2000. The standardization process, which is coordinated by the JTCl/SC29IWG 1 of 
ISO/lEC, launched JPEG-2000 as a new International Standard (IS) in December 
2000 [180]. JPEG-2000 provides an entirely new way of compressing images based 
on the wavelet transform, with rate-distortion performance superior than JPEG 
especially at low bit rates In addition, the WT which provide multiresolution 
decomposition of the image, enable new features such as resolution and fidelity 
scalability, region of interest, random access etc., which are important in present day 
applications [180]. 
6.2.1 Framework of JPEG-2000 coder 
Input 
Image 
Code 
Stream 
Wavelet 
Transfonn 
Tier 2 
Decoding 
Quantizatio-
n 
Tier 1 
Decoding 
Tier 1 
Coding 
Dequantiza-
tion 
Figure 6.1 JPEG-2000 COOEC 
Tier 2 
Coding 
[nv-Wavelet 
Transform 
Code 
Stream 
Reconstructed 
Image 
For simplicity, we briefly described the JPEG-2000 algorithm with respect to a 
single tile of a single component (e.g., gray level) image. If the image being 
compressed is in color, it is divided into three components. Each component is 
compressed individually. If the image is very large (maximum image size in JPEG-
2000 is 232_1 by 232_1), more than one tile is used. The purpose of tiling is to reduce 
the memory space. Each tile is compressed individually. Based on figure 6.1, the first 
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step is to compute a wavelet transfonn that results in subbands of wavelet 
coefficients. Two such transfonns, an integer (reversible) and a floating-point 
(irreversible), are specified by the standard. The default reversible transfonn is 
implemented by means of the Le Gall 5-tap/3-tap filter [140]. The default irreversible 
transfonn is implemented by means of the biorthogonal Daubechies 9-tapl7-tap filter 
[146]. There are L+l resolution levels of subbands, where L is a parameter determined 
by the encoder. In step two, the wavelet coefficients are quantized. The user 
specifying the target bit rate or quality level does this. A different quantizer is used for 
the coefficients of each subband, and each quantizer has only one parameter, its step 
size. Mathematically, the quantization process is defined as 
vex, y) = UU(x, y)il ~ Jsgn U(x, y) (6.1) 
where ~ is the quantizer step size, U(x,y) is the input subband coefficient, and V(x,y) 
denotes the output quantizer indices for the sUbband. The lower the bit rate, the 
coarser the wavelet coefficients have to be quantized. As for lossless compression, the 
step size is set equal to one (~= 1). In this case, no quantization is done and all the 
coefficients remained unchanged. Step three (Tier 1 coding) uses the MQ coder (an 
encoder similar to the QM coder used in JBIG) to arithmetically encode the wavelet 
coefficients. The EBCOT algorithm [43] has been adopted for the encoding step. The 
principle of EBCOT is to divide each subband into blocks (tenned code-blocks) that 
are coded individually. The code blocks are rectangular in shape with nominal width 
and height being an integer power of two and the product of the width and height 
cannot exceed 4096. Each code block is independently coded using a bit-plane coder. 
During the bit-plane coding technique, there are three coding passes per bit-plane. 
These coding passes are significance, refinement, and cleanup. The first coding pass, 
which is significant pass is used to convey significance and sign information of the 
each bit plane of each subband coefficients. The refinement pass, convey subsequent 
bits after the most significant bit of each sample. The final pass, which is the cleanup 
pass, send significance and sign information for those samples that have not yet been 
found to be significant and are predicted to remain insignificant during the processing 
of the current bit plane. The bit-plane encoding process generates a sequence of 
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symbols for each coding pass. The bits resulting from several code-blocks are group 
to become a packet and the packets are the components of the bit stream. The last step 
(Tier 2 coding) is to construct the bit stream. This step places the packets, as well as 
markers, in the bit stream. The markers can be used by the decoder to skip certain 
areas of the bit stream and to reach certain points quickly. Using markers, the decoder 
can, e.g., decode certain code-blocks before others, thereby displaying certain regions 
of the image before other regions. Another use of the markers is for the decoder to 
progressively decode the image in one of the several ways. The bit stream is 
organized in layers, where each layer is a natural way to achieve progressive image 
transmission and decomposition. The decoder block diagram is just the mirror image 
of the encoder as shown in figure 6.1. A more details description of the IPEG-2000 
CODEC can be found in [7]. 
6.2.2 JPEG-2000 special features 
As previously mention, JPEG-2000, besides having superior rate-distortion 
performance at low bit rates and subjective image quality, compared to IPEG, 
possesses features, which are demanded by state-of-the-art multimedia applications. 
These features are as follows: 
• Support lossy and lossless compression of a single-component and multi-
component imagery in a single framework. 
• Scalability by fidelity (accuracy) or resolution (size). 
• Region of interest coding, whereby difference parts of an image can be coded 
with differing fidelity. 
• Random access to particular regions of an image without needing to decode 
the entire code stream. 
• A flexible file format with provisions for specifying opacity information and 
image sequences. 
• Good error resilience. 
In this section we will briefly explain, how scalability by SNR and resolution are 
obtained in IPEG-2000 CODEC. Detailed explanations about other features in IPEG-
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2000 can be found in these references [7, 43,180]. Scalability by SNR (accuracy) 
arises when the compressed bit stream contains elements, which can be discarded in 
order to obtain a lower quality (higher distortion) representation of the subband 
samples. This is referred to as distortion scalability. Ideally, the reduced quality 
representations obtained by discarding appropriate elements from a distortion scalable 
bit stream can be decoded to reconstruct the original image with a fidelity 
approaching that of an "optimal" coder, tailored to produce the same bit rate as the 
scaled bit stream. 
Most practical means of achieving this goal involve some form of bit-plane coding, 
whereby the magnitude bits of the subband samples are coded one by one from most 
significant bit (MSB) to least significant bit (LSB). Discarding least significant bits is 
equivalent to coarser quantization of the original subband samples. The term 
"successive approximation" and "bit rate scalability" have also been used in 
connection with this type of scalability. 
A second type, scalability by resolution (size) is one from which a reduced accuracy 
may be obtained simply by discarding unwanted subbands of compressed data. The 
lower accuracy representation should be identical to that which would have been 
obtained if the lower resolution image were compressed directly. The DWT's 
multiresolution properties arise from the fact that the LLd is a reasonable low 
resolution representation of LLd.]' with half the width and height. Here, the original 
image is interpreted as a LLo subband of highest resolution, while the lowest 
resolution is represented directly by the LLD subband. The LLd subband, 0 ~ d < D, 
may be recovered from the subbands at levels d+ 1 through D by applying only D-d 
stages of DWT synthesis. So long as each subband from DWT stage d, 0 < d ~ D, is 
compressed without reference to information in any of the subbands from DWT 
stages d', 0 ~ d' < d, we may convert a compressed image into a lower resolution 
compressed image, simply by discarding those subbands which are not required. The 
number of resolutions available in this way is D+ 1. 
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Although resolution scalability provides a crude mechanism for decreasing the bit rate 
and increasing distortion, this is not usually an efficient mechanism for trading 
distortion for compressed size. It has been observed that discarding subbands from a 
compressed bit stream generally produces lower resolution images with such small 
distortion (and large bit rate) as to be inappropriate for applications requiring 
significant compression. In order to produce a family of successively lower image 
resolutions with a consistent level of perceived or objective distortion (e.g., a 
consistent mean square error), the multiresolution transform should be combined with 
distortion scalable coding [43]. 
6.2.3 Independent Embedded Block Coding with Optimized 
Truncation [EBCOT] 
The first step of EBCOT [43] is to use DWT to decompose the image pixels 
into spatial frequency sUbbands. Each subband is then partitioned into relatively small 
blocks, known as code-blocks. Each code-block is coded entirely independently, 
without reference to other blocks in the same or other subbands. Finally these bit 
streams are packed into so called quality layers in the codestream. 
Ideal\ y an embedded coder generates a bit stream such that every subsets of the 
stream can be decoded to reconstruct the original code-block with the SNR 
approaching that of an optimal coder, tailored to produce the same bit rate as the 
subset. The bit stream generated by the block coder may be truncated at any of a large 
number of points. The compressor is free to assign incremental contributions from 
each code-block to each quality layer in any desired fashion. The rate and distortion 
information, (R.", Din) for each candidate truncation point, n, in the embedded bit 
stream generated for code block Bi is collected and the information is used to assign 
code block contributions to quality layers in such a way that layers 1,2,3, ... , A contain 
a rate-distortion optimal representation of the image, for each A. This strategy is 
applied to various distortion measures [43]. However, in the adoption of this 
technique to the JPEG-2000 standard, a slight modification exists in the fact that no 
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restriction is placed on the interpretation adopted by the compressor in its construction 
of quality layers. 
A natural technique for embedded coding is provided by the well known bit-plane 
coding technique which could be described as follows: Let z[n]e {I,-I} denote the 
sign of a transform coefficient srn] at location,n =[n1,n2 ], and let v[n] denote the 
quantized magnitude, i.e., v[n] = lls~]IJ where 8 is the step size of the relevant 
deadzone quantizer. The value of any individual samples s[k], is represented by 
progressively coding its magnitude bits, from most to least significant. Let P denote 
the number of bit-planes required to represent all samples in the block, so that 
v[n] < 2 P, 'iln; then the embedded bit stream identifies the value of the p'th magnitude 
bit vp[k] for each p = P-I, ... ,O. The sign bit, Z[k], is coded immediately after the 
first significant bit position, v p [k] = 1. As a result, truncation of the embedded 
representation is equivalent to discarding some number, p" of least significant 
magnitude bits from each sample, s[k]. This in tum is equivalent to employing a 
larger quantization step size, 2P' 8, for that sample. Thus for any given sample, the 
available quantization levels are quite coarsely space. However an important feature 
of the embedded coder used here, over plain bit-plane coding is the adaptive nature of 
the sequence in which bits from different samples are coded, which tends to encode 
the most valuable information (in the sense of reducing the distortion of the 
reconstructed image the most) as early as possible. The embedded block coder uses 
context modelling [43] to address both the ordering and the coding of these events. 
The use of most Valuable information as early as possible in the encoding process was 
the main motivation for using the JPEG-2000 (or EBCOT) technology for stereo 
image compression. When using the suppression theory in coding stereo image pairs 
in association with disparity compensated predictive coding, it is often necessary to 
code the reference frame directly at high bit rate and to only allocate the minimal 
amount of the bit budget to code the prediction error image (PEIs). Thus the PEIs are 
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prone to excessive loss in quality, which would adversely affect the overall quality of 
the reconstructed stereo image pair. The application of embedded block coding 
described above, would solve this problem by concentrating on the accurate coding of 
coefficients close to high activity areas (usually along object boundaries where 
binocular depth information is excessive) of the PEIs. The remaining low activity 
areas, being mostly zeros, would remain so, even under very high compression rates. 
Thus at the decoder end the disparity compensated procedure would be able to 
reconstruct a predicted image (right image) whose quality near high activity areas of 
the error image is determined by the efficiently coded PEIs and the quality near low 
activity areas would be largely determined by the reconstructed reference (left) image 
of superior quality. 
6.3 RASTER: A JPEG-2000 stereo image Codec 
This proposed RASTER CODEC, deviates from all earlier proposed CODECs 
in that it is based JPEG-2000 framework. Thus it is able to take advantage of new 
features in the JPEG-2000 which is not available in baseline-JPEG. The feature used 
in RASTER is scalability, in order to produce a rate scalable stereo image coding 
algorithm. 
6.3.1 Introduction 
To make use of the rate scalability provided by the JPEG-2000 in stereo image 
compression, one obvious way is to apply it independently in coding the stereo image 
pair. However, such a coder would be inefficient, as the stereo redundancy present 
within a stereo image pair is not exploited. Fortunately, a solution exists in the 
suppression theory of binocular vision [80], which is widely used in literature to 
address this issue and achieve image compression. In these methods one image of the 
stereo image pair (say left) retains the details of the scene, While the second image 
(right) retains the disparity information. Hence the second image can be highly 
compressed without affecting the depth information in the compressed stereo images 
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[80]. In this chapter we propose how the technology provided within the new IPEG-
2000 standard could be used in association with the suppression theory of binocular 
vision to achieve scalable stereo image compression. 
6_3.2 The RASTER Codec design 
Figure 6.2 shows the block diagram of the proposed rate scalable stereo image 
CODEC. A careful observation of figure 6.2 leads us to the following: 
• A IPEG-2000 encoder is used to encode the directly transmitted left image and 
the prediction error image (PEI). 
• At the encoder end, disparity estimation and compensation is performed in 
comparison with a locally decoded reference image instead of the original 
reference image. 
• Decoded reference frames at both encoder and decoder are locked at a given 
data rate RI. 
• The decoder contains two IPEG-2000 decoders, operating at two data rates. 
• The disparity vector (DV) field is encoded separately using a fixed length 
code. 
In order to explain the above inclusions in more detail, let us explore some theoretical 
aspects of the coding process in more detail. Let d denote the disparity vector field. 
Let L be the reference image (left view). The predicted right image R p"d is obtained 
by rearranging the pixels in L relative to d. If D denotes this operation, the predicted 
right image can be written as, 
(6.2) 
Thus, the prediction error image, E p"d for the right image, R is obtained as, 
(6.3) 
At the decoder end the predicted right image, R p"d ' is obtained by, 
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(6.4) 
where, f and d are the decoded reference image and disparity vector field, 
respectively. Thus, the decoded right image can be obtained using the equation, 
(6.5) 
where, jj; p"d is the decoded predictive error image. 
The disparity vector field is losslessly encoded using DPCM coding [180]. This leads 
to the relationship, d = d . Thus, if the same reference frame is maintained both at the 
encoder and decoder, i.e. if L = f, comparing equations (6.2) and (6.4), 
~ Rpred = Rpred (6.6) 
This results in the decoded PEI, jj; p"d' being the only source of distortion in the 
reconstruction of the right image (equation (6.5». Thus, in order to maximize the 
performance of the CODEC it is necessary to maintain the same reference frame at 
both encoder and decoder. In the proposed CODEC we achieve this by adding a 
prediction feed back loop in the encoder so that a decoded image is used as the 
reference image. 
However in the proposed scalable CODEC, the decoded reference images have 
different distortions at different data rates. Hence it is impossible for the encoder to 
generate the exact reference images as in the decoder for all data rates. In order to 
solve this problem we use adaptive disparity compensation (ADC), a concept similar 
to adaptive motion compensation (AMC) [43]. In ADC, in order to maintain the same 
reference frame in the encoder and decoder, we introduce a feed back loop in the 
decoder, such that the decoded reference images at both ends could be locked to the 
same data rate, say R . 
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Assume that the target data rate is Rr , where RL ~ Rr ~ RH and the disparity vector 
field is coded at a rate RDV where RDV < RL. As RDV is known both by the encoder 
and decoder, if we decode the embedded reference image bit stream at rate RL - RDV 
= R at both ends, the decoded reference frames would be identical, i.e. i. It was 
mentioned above that at the decoder the embedded reference image bit stream is 
decoded at two data rates. The image decoded at RL - RDV is used as the decoded 
reference image to find the predicted image, and the image decoded at rate 
Rr - RDV is added to the predicted frame to generate the final decoded right image. 
By following this strategy, the reference images at the encoder and decoder are 
maintained as identical, which leaves the decoded E p"d as the only source of 
distortion, thus eliminating error propagation over varying data rates. 
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Figure 6.2 The block diagram of the proposed RASTER 
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6.3.3 Experiments results & analysis 
The Jasper JPEG-2000 implementation [43] was used as the base compression 
engine. Experiments were performed on a set of five stereo image pairs namely lamp, 
cans, texture, lab and packs, respectively containing an increasing amount of stereo 
data. All images were grayscale (value range 0- 255, 8 bits per pixel, uncompressed) 
and are of size 320x320 pixels. As the images have been obtained using parallel axis 
camera geometry, a search area of 8 pixels in the horizontal direction was used for all 
images in disparity compensation. The compression rate is measured in bits per pixel 
(bpp). The objective image quality is measured in terms of peak signal to noise ratio. 
Table 6.1 illustrates the rate-distortion performance of the RASTER CODEC in 
comparison to the direct transmission of right image, at same bit rate. For all 
experiments the left image (reference image) is directly transmitted at twice the bit 
rate of right (predicted) image tabulated in the first column of table 6.1. As a block 
size of 8 x 8 and a search window size of 8 pixels (0-7) were used, 
log2 8/(64) ",0.0469bpp is allocated for the fixed length coding of disparity vector 
field, DV: The remaining bits are used in coding the PEI. For example, when 0.4000 
bpp has been allocated for the coding of right image, 0.8000 bpp is used for the 
coding of directly transmitted left image, 0.0469 bpp is used for the coding of 
disparity vector field and 0.3531 bpp is used for the coding of the PEI. Note that for a 
fair comparison the quality of the directly transmitted (if it was to) right image at this 
rate is measured at 0.4000 bpp rather than at 0.3531 bpp. The reason is that under 
such a situation, no DV field would have to be transmitted for the right image 
reconstruction. Note that for all the experiments, the right frame prediction at the 
encoder end and the decoding at the decoder end is done based on a left frame that is 
decoded at rate Rl=O.lOOO bpp. 
The results in table 6.1, clearly indicates that the RASTER CODEC produces 
reconstructed images of better objective image quality (up to 3.7 dB excess PSNR) 
compared to the right images that could be obtained by direct compression using 
JPEG-2000 at the same bit rate. This observation is true for all right image bit rates 
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below 0.2 bpp. However, for bit rates above this, slight, subjectively unnoticeable 
image degradations are observed. 
Table 6.1 - Rate-distortion performance comparison 
Cans Packs Lamp Lab Texture 
Right 
BR JPEG RAST JPEG RAST JPEG2 RAST JPEG RAST JPEG RAST 
(bpp) 2K(dB) ER 2K ER K (dB) ER 2K ER 2K ER 
(dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) 
0.4000 44 .67 44 .25 34 .79 34 .35 46.35 46.17 38 .52 37.77 36 .80 36.45 
0.2000 39.67 39.71 30.08 30.35 42 .73 42 .62 33.41 33.50 32.26 32 .79 
0.1600 37 .99 38 .22 29 .00 29.44 41 .18 41 .35 32.02 32.42 31 .18 31 .67 
0.1333 36.77 37.52 27.76 28 .64 39.95 40.42 31 .01 31 .50 30.37 30.82 
0.1143 35.58 36 .88 27 .07 2802 38 .93 39.70 30.05 30.93 29.37 30.45 
0.1000 34.58 36 .07 26.50 27.75 38.07 39 .10 29.24 30.49 28.70 29.88 
0.0889 33 .81 35.73 25.83 27.47 37.17 38 .76 28 .79 30 .13 28 .22 29 .71 
0.0800 33.32 35.51 25.42 27.22 36.30 38.49 28 .32 29.81 27 .69 29.48 
0.0727 32.46 35.20 25.00 27.00 35.75 38.27 27 .76 29.54 27.29 29.24 
0.0667 31.73 35 .00 24 .65 26.83 35 .07 37.73 27.20 29 .39 27.01 29.15 
0.0615 31.45 34 .62 24.28 26.52 33.88 37.64 27.02 29.19 26.73 29.04 
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Figure 6.3 Rate-distort ion performance graphs of 'Cans' and 'Packs' 
Figure 6.3 shows the rate di stortion graphs of the RASTER CODEC and JPEG-2000 
coder in compressing the right image of the stereo image pairs ' Cans' and 'Packs'. It 
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clearly indicates that the RASTER CODEC provides better, reconstructed image 
quality at all right images bit rates above 0.2 bpp. Simi lar performance of the 
RASTER CODEC is observed for the other stereo images pairs used in the 
experiments. 
Figure 6.4(a) and 6.4(b) illustrates the original left and right images of the stereo 
image pair 'Cans'. Figure 6.4(c) illustrates the error image that results from di sparity 
compensated prediction. Figure 6.4(d) illustrates the reconstructed left image, when 
the original is coded at a bit rate of 2xO.0615=0.123 bpp (pSNR=36.22dB). Figure 
6.4(e) and 6.4(f) compares the subjective image quality of the right images produced 
by the two coders (RASTER & JPEG-2000) at a right image bit rate of 0.0615 bpp. 
The image produced by RASTER CODEC (pSNR=34.62dB) shows less ringing 
artifacts around object boundaries as compared to the image formed by directly 
transmitted right image using JPEG-2000 (PSNR=31.45 dB). Visual comparison of 
figures 6.4(d), 6.4(e) and 6.4(f) shows that the RASTER CODEC provides a 
reconstructed image with visual image quality equal to the reconstructed left image 
(JPEG-2000 coded) at twice the bit rate, whereas the directly transmitted right image 
is of noticeably inferior image quality as compared to the image of figure 6.4(d). 
The quality of the reconstructed right image of the RASTER CODEC is dependent on 
the quality of the locally decoded left image that is used at the encoder and decoder 
ends as a reference for di sparity compensated prediction. In order to maintain rate 
scalability of the proposed coder within a larger range, it is essential that this 
reference image is coded at the lowest acceptable bit rate. However very low quality 
of this reference frame could result in the lowering of the reconstructed right image 
quality of the RASTER CODEC. At the same time, if this reference frame is coded at 
a higher bit rate, it would result in an increase of the lower bit rate limit of the 
CODEC. 
Figure 6.5 illustrates the rate distortion performance of the RASTER CODEC under 
varying compression rates of thi s reference image. It is seen that the best performance 
is when the directly transmitted left frame is used, without any change, as the 
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reference frame. However at such a setting the scalability of the RASTER CODEC 
would suffer. 
a b c 
d e f 
Figure 6.4 Subjective image quality illustrations for 'Cans' 
(a) Original left image (b) Original right image (c) Error image (d) Reconstructed 
left image, JPEG-2000, at 0.123 bpp (e) Reconstructed right image, JPEG-2000, 
at 0.0615 bpp (f) Reconstructed right image, RASTER CODEC, at 0.0615 bpp 
If scalability is not a requirement of the RASTER CODEC it is able to compress the 
ri ght image at half the bit rate of the left image, still obtaining an image quality 
equi valent to that of the left image (see table 6.2). This is an interesting observation 
that shows that the proposed coder acts ve ry competitively to most stereo image 
CODECs that have been proposed. It clearly shows that the RASTER CODEC 
efficientl y codes the PEIs and uses information that it could from the reconstructed 
left frame to build areas where the prediction errors are negligible or zero. 
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Figure 6.5 Rate-distortion performance of RASTER CODEC for stereo image pair 
'Packs' , under varying bit rates, R1, of the left image 
Table 6.2 Rate distortion performance of RASTER with no rate scalabi lity for image 
. 'P k' pair ac s 
Left Image Bit Right Image Bit Rec. Left Image Rec. Right Image Ree. Right 
Rate (bpp) Rate (bpp) PSNR (dB), PSNR(dB) , Image 
JPEG2K RASTER PSNR(dB), 
JPEG2K 
0.8000 0.4000 40.60 39.20 34.79 
0.4000 0.2000 34 .91 34.67 30 .08 
0.3200 0.1600 33 .27 3309 29.00 
0.2666 0.1333 31 .77 31.65 27 .76 
0.2286 0.11 43 30.90 30.75 27.07 
0.2000 0.1000 30 .15 29.98 26.50 
0.1778 0.0889 29.53 29.37 25.83 
0.1600 0.0800 28 .89 28.92 25.42 
0.1454 0.0727 28 .32 28 .34 25.00 
0.1334 0.0667 27.82 27.83 24.65 
0.1230 0.0615 27.15 27.20 24.28 
AlI lhe above experimental results clearly show that the RASTER CODEC shows rate 
sca lability in stereo image compression and provides an efficient solution to many 
problems that are inherent to such CODECs. At low bit rates, the proposed CODEC is 
able to code the PEls very efficiently. The prioritized coefficient coding technique 
adopted by JPEG-2000 acts well in the coding of disparity compensated images and 
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when combined with the disparity compensated stereo imaging techniques provides 
enhanced subjective and objective image quality in the reconstructed right images. 
6.4 Conclusion 
In this chapter, a rate scalable CODEC (RASTER) has been proposed for the 
efficient compression of stereo image pairs. The CODEC is designed based on the 
JPEG-2000 technology and the well known disparity compensated predictive coding 
technique of stereo image pairs. A JPEG-2000 CODEC is used as the base 
compression engine to code the directly transmitted reference image and the 
predictive error images. In order to maintain rate scalability adaptive disparity 
compensation (ADC) technique has been adopted. The experimental results have 
shown the proposed CODEC is able to achieve PSNR gains of up to 3.7 dB as 
compared to directly transmitting the right frame using JPEG-2000. 
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7 Conclusions & further research 
This chapter summarizes the key results presented in Chapters 4, 5, and 6, draw 
conclusions and emphasizes the important contributions of this thesis. It also presents 
possible future directions of research to extend the functionality and efficiency of the 
proposed CODECs. 
The thesis proposed seven, novel, DWT based stereo image CODECs. In CODEC I, 
DWT replaces DCT in the well-known DCTDPC stereo image compression algorithm of 
M.G. Perkins [155]. It was shown that performing disparity estimation and compensation 
in the pixel domain using non- overlapping 8x8 blocks of pixels, resulted in a predictive 
error image (PEI), which consists of artificially created block boundary discontinuities. 
These artificial discontinuities reduce the efficiency of subsequent DWT coding since 
they result in large wavelet coefficient values in the detail subbands. Consequently, 
CODEC I, only managed to record a marginal improvement (at most 1 dB) over the 
chosen benchmark. 
To overcome the main drawback of CODEC I, for the remaining proposed CODECs, 
disparity estimation and compensation (DElDC) are performed in the wavelet domain. 
Research has found that performing DElDC in wavelet domain is less affected by 
occlusion as the pixels in covered and uncovered areas are decorrelated during DWT. 
Since the mismatching only occurs when the occluded area contains edges, its likelihood 
is reduced in wavelet-domain DElDC. Further, the wavelet-domain DElDC, alleviates 
photometric distortion, due to its frequency selectivity (note that high-band coefficients 
used for block matching would be less affected than low-band ones). However, the main 
problem in implementing DElDC in multi-resolution subband domain is the high 
overhead bits required to transmit the resulting disparity vector field. To overcome this 
problem partially, in CODEC II, DE process is only done in the lowest resolution! highest 
level subband of the multiresolution DWT domain. For the lower level subbands, the 
disparity vectors of its corresponding subbands in the highest level are used by 
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mUltiplying by a constant integer depending on the subband level. Although this reduced 
the overhead bits for disparity vectors, experimental results showed that propagating the 
disparities from the highest level subbands to the lower level subbands, significantly 
affect the performance of CODEC IT. Therefore, by exploiting the inter-subband 
relationships, in CODEC rn, disparity estimation was performed simultaneously in all 
subbands by the use of wavelet-blocks. Wavelet-blocks, which consist of wavelet 
coefficients belonging to the same spatial location from different subbands, allow 
efficient DE as compared to the DE strategy used in CODEC IT without increasing the 
overhead bits required for disparity vector field coding. This was reflected in the 
significant improvement (up to 6 dB) obtained by CODEC III over CODEC H. 
In CODEC IV, disparity estimation is done using wavelet-blocks as in CODEC Ill. 
However, due to the additional use of the pioneering wavelet-block based search 
technique, no disparity vector field is needed to reconstruct the right/predicted image at 
the decoder. Therefore, with extra bits available to transmit the PEI, the quality of the 
reconstructed right (predicted) image improved by up to 4 dB as compared to CODEC 
Ill. In addition, CODEC IV is able to operate at bit rates as low as 0.1 bpp, which is 
impossible with CODEC I, CODEC Hand CODEC Ill. Note that in the latter CODECs a 
certain minimum bit budget is required for the lossless transmission of the disparity 
vector field. Pioneering block-based predictive coding allows disparity estimation to be 
performed independently on each subband, i.e. using wavelet coefficient blocks of the 
same subband in the coding process. CODEC V uses this idea to further improve the 
wavelet block based PBS of CODEC IV. Experiment results, recorded a 2dB PSNR 
improvement over CODEC IV. Also, both of these DWT-based PBDCPC CODECs 
successfully improved the performance over the DCT-based PBDCPC CODEC at all bit 
rates. It was shown that this is mainly due to blocking artifacts present in the DCT-based 
technology which particularly affect the low bit rate performance of the DCT-based 
PBDCPC. In comparison, blocking artifacts do not occur in DWT-based coding and thus 
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the reference frame where PBS is performed would be smoother, resulting in it providing 
a better prediction. 
In CODEC VI and CODEC VII, the main focus was on designing a CODEC that would 
further improve on the performance of CODEC V. Overlapped block disparity 
compensation (OBDC), which is known to improve the performance of DCT based stereo 
image CODECs, was tested in the DWT domain in CODEC VI and CODEC VII. 
Experiments showed that significant improvements using OB DC could be expected only 
in the presence of blocking artifacts. Since in DWT·domain there are no blocking 
artifacts, performance analysis of CODEC VI and CODEC VII showed no significant 
improvement over CODEC V. 
All the CODECs (I - VII) are designed based on the building blocks of a baseline-JPEG 
CODEC, which make them more adoptable to be used with software, hardware modules 
that use baseline·JPEG coding architecture. This could be particularly important at a 
time, image and video coding technology is undergoing a steady change from DCT-based 
coding schemes to DWT· based coding schemes. 
However, all proposed CODECs in this thesis can easily be converted to an alternative 
architecture, which use DWT coefficient encoding techniques more suitable for 
wavelets coefficients such as the scalable EZW [185], SPHIT [16] or EBCOT [43]. By 
using these techniques, the multiresolution coding features of DWT can be further 
exploited and functionality can be further extended. Thus, in the last part of the research 
JPEG·2000 technology was used to take advantage of the rich features offered by it, i.e., 
the scalability feature of JPEG-2000 was used to produce a rate scalable stereo image 
compression algorithm. Rate scalability of the stereo image CODEC was made possible, 
through a feed back loop introduced at both the encoder and decoder, so that the decoded 
reference image at both ends could be locked at the same rate. Experiments results 
showed gains of up to 3.7 dB as compared to directly transmitting the right image using 
JPEG·2000. 
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Further improvements, in terms of algorithmic and computational efficiency are also 
possible by using faster search techniques. For example, one could explore the possibility 
of using the search information for already reconstructed neighbouring blocks when 
searching for the best match for the current block. For example, in CODEC V, the re-use 
of search information of lower resolution subbands for the search operations of higher 
subbands will expediate the overall search operation. 
For colour stereo image compression, it can be approximately regarded as compression 
of multiple component YCbC, (transformation of the RGB components) of stereo image 
pairs. The DElDC process can be performed between each component YCbC, of the 
stereo image pairs independently. However to reduce the overhead bits the disparity is 
obtained by taking the average disparity of the three components. 
The DWT-based stereo image coding techniques proposed in this thesis could further be 
developed to cater for stereoscopic video coding. Of particular interest would be 
subjectively optimised CODECs, which carefully selects and prioritise the coding of 
visually important regionslDWT coefficients, in a stereoscopic scene. 
Fractal image compression has been known to be very effective' in exploiting the self-
similarity in the spatial image domain. Thus, the fractal coding technique can be extended 
in the wavelet domain which can be viewed as a technique for block prediction from 
lower resolution subbands to the higher resolution ones. Therefore, the research ideas 
extensively tested within this thesis could help in an attempt to use fractal in stereo 
image/video coding. 
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Abstract 
In this paper we propose two novel stereo image 
coding techniques. wIDch use an architecture similar to 
that of a Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) based 
baseline JPEG-CODEC [IJ, hut effectively replaces the 
ocr technology by the more recently popularized 
Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) technology. Both 
techniques perform disparity compensation in the 
wavelet-block transform domain but differ in the actual 
strategies used for this purpose. We show that the 
proposed CODECs have superior rate distortion and 
subjective image quality performance as compared to 
OCT based stereo image compression techniques [2,3J 
and DWT-JPEG-Like coder proposed by us in [16J. As 
compared to these benchmark techniques, we report 
peak-signal-to-noise-ratio (PSNR) gains of up to 5 dB 
for the proposed CODECs. . 
Key Words: Stereo Image Compression, Discrete 
Wavelet Transforms, JPEG, Disparity Compensation 
• Introduction 
The recent advances in auto-stereoscopic display 
echnology [4-6J have enabled users to experience 
tereoscopic vision without the aid of special eyeglasses 
r helmet-mounted display kits that often result in 
oticeable USer discomfort. Currently these new 
e~elopments are driving stereo imaging into further 
eIghts by widening its scope to cover a more diverse 
pplication area that includes CAD/CAM, remote 
urveillance, medical imaging, tele-medicine, tele-
bOlics, HDTV, entertainment and virtual reality. 
A stereo image pair consists of two separate views 
a three-dimensional scene captured and/or recorded 
two cameras, one corresponding to the left eye of the 
an visual system (left image) and the other to the 
ht (right image). Unfortunately the presence of two 
ges as against one image that is sufficient to 
scribe a two-dimensional scene brings upon a 
<,lamenta! problem of data compression. One 
Ightforward solution to this problem is to use 
dard image compression techniques for the 
dependent coding of the two constituent images. 
Wever in stereo imaging, the presence of inter-frame 
llDdancy between the stereo image pair and the usual 
a-frame redundancy that is exploited well by 
nocular image compression schemes could be 
-17} 251 
positively used in obtaining further compression. The 
most common method used in literature is fixed size 
block-based, disparity compensated predictive coding 
[2,3 J, which effectively results in a Predictive Error 
(PE) image, that is usually coded using the compression 
technique used to independently compress the reference 
(say left) image. The coded reference and PE images 
are transmitted to the decoder, along with the disparity 
vector field, which is used at the decoder to reconstruct 
the predicted image based on the reconstructed 
reference and PE images. However, in most such 
attempts the basic compression engine that is used to 
compress the reference and PE images, is the DCT 
based baseline-JPEG standard [I]. As DCT based 
compression schemes suffer from homogeneous 
blocking artifacts at low bit rates, such schemes are not 
suitable for low bit rate stereo image coding. However, 
they have the advantage of having a simple, well-
established coding architecture, which may be 
beneficial in certain application areas; 
To cater for the continual expansion of multimedia 
and Internet applications,. image compression 
technologies have to continually improve and evolve in 
functionality and efficiency. Worldwide efforts in this 
direction have recently led to the standardization of 
DWT based JPEG-2000 [7J, which is expected to 
replace the popular DCT based image compression 
technology offered by the baseline-JPEG standard. The 
dyadic DWT has versatile time-frequency localization 
due to pyramid-like multi-resolution decomposition 
architecture and offers improved rate-distortion 
performance characteristics as compared to DCT. 
Pioneered by the new JPEG-2000 standard, DWT 
technology is currently destined to lead the research and 
developments efforts in image and video coding fields 
at least for the next decade. Therefore it is essential that 
efforts be taken to explore the possibility ofusing DWT 
technology in stereo imaging. Few attempts have 
already been made in this direction [8-IOJ within the 
stereo image coding research community. These 
methods directly attempt to adapt established 
monocular DWT based image compression techniques 
to stereo imaging. 
In this paper we extend our work of [l6J and 
propose two, novel, wavelet-block based stereo image 
coding techniques. As against disparity compensation 
in the pixel domain (l6J, in CODEC-I we show that 
disparity compensation in the wavelet-block domain 
p~uces improved rate distortion performance. In 
CODEC-2 we improve this idea further by adapting to 
pioneering wavelet-block based prediction, where we 
modify and apply our DCT based pioneering block 
based technique of (14,15) in wavelet-block domain. 
Due to the avoidance of transmitting the disparity 
vectors under this scheme (CODEC-I), we show that it 
inherits some special properties in addition to its 
improved rate-distortion performance as compared to 
the other similar techniques discussed. 
The rest of the paper is arranged as follows. In 
section 2 we introduce dyadic wavelet decomposition 
of an image and the transfortnation of resulting DWT 
coefficient image to its so-called, wavelet-block 
domain. Section 3 introduces the reader to the two 
proposed algorithms. Section 4 provides experimental 
results and analyses the effectiveness of the proposed 
coders under varying bit rate settings. Finally Section 5 
concludes with a foresight to the future research in this 
direction. 
2. Wavelet Decomposition of Stereo Image 
Pair and Formation of Wavelet Blocks 
In applying DWT, the wavelet coefficients are 
generated by independently applying a cascade of two-
channel filter banks to the two constituent images of the 
stereopair. Figure 1 (a) represents the general, furee-
level wavelet decomposition of a two-dimensional 
image. 
The idea behind wavelet blocks is to group the DWT 
coefficients into blocks as illustrated in figure.!, so that 
the grouping is similar to that used by a DCT based 
subband-coding procedure (common spatial locations, 
different subbands). 
*' 
m 
•• 
m m 
II1II 
(.) 
II1II 
II1II 
A single 
wavelet block 
(b) 
Figure 1. Fonnation of a single wavelet block from a 3-level 
decomposed image Ca} decomposed image (b) scan order 
per single wavelet block 
The final result is the transformation of the input 
image into a re-organized structure of original image 
size, but consisting of a two-dimensional array of non-
overlapping wavelet blocks, each representing different 
subband elements from the location corresponding to 
the block. In other words, for as-level DWT, blocks of 
2s x 2s samples are constructed. Each block is 
subsequently scanned into a vector in order to be 
processed by the remaining parts of the baseline JPEG-
like coding procedure. 
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In using DWT filters of more than two taps long, the 
convolution process results in the formation of 
additional coefficient values that needs wavelet-block 
representation in a manner similar to that described 
above. For an accurate reconstruction of the 
transformed image, these additional wavelet blocks also 
need encoding and transmission along the lines of 
normal wavelet blocks. 
3 Proposed Stereo Image Compression 
Algorithms 
3.1 CODEC-l: Disparity compensated search in 
wavlet-block domain 
In this algorithm the search for the best match of a 
given wavelet block of the reference image (left) is 
done on the right image (the image to be predicted) in 
wavelet-block domain. 
Figure 2 represents the complete block diagram of 
the proposed CODEC-1. At the encoder end, the left 
image (r~ference image) and the right image (predicted 
image) undergo a 3-level dyadic DWT separately and 
are subsequently converted into their wavelet-block 
images (WL and WL respectiVely) as described in 
section 2. For each block in WR a search is performed 
in WL for best matching block., within a horizontally 
oriented windowed area of maximum likelihood on 
WL. Note that due to the nature of the wavelet-block 
domain, the above search is performed with 8 pixel 
jumps, considered as one unit block shift. The best 
predictor is found using the Mean Squared Error (MSE) 
as the selection criteria. The prediction errors of all the 
non-overlapping right frame wavelet blocks are then 
used to form the Prediction Error (PE) image, which 
would be in wavelet-block domain. 
Finally, each wavelet block in WL and PE undergo 
scanning as illustrated in fig. I (b) as against the zig-zag 
scanning procedure adapted by baseline-JPEG [1). This 
modification of scanning procedure is essential as in the 
wavelet block representation, for 'a given block, there 
are coefficients that not only belong to different 
subbands, but also multiple coefficients which belong 
to the same subband. 
After the modified scanning procedure discussed 
above, the ordered coefficients undergo scalar 
quantization. We use the strategy adapted in [13] to 
determine a suitable quantization table, that provides 
results equivalent to the 64-entry, uniform, fixed 
quantization table used by the baseline-JPEG standard. 
After the quantization, the quantized coefficients are 
subjected to entropy coding (runlengthlHuffinan 
coding) as in baseline-JPEG. 
The decoder operations are essentially the inverse 
processes of the encoder processes and are clearly 
illustrated in figure 2. 
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3.2 CODEC-2: Pioneering block search in the wavelet-
block domain. 
The basic aim of this technique [14, 15] is to avoid 
the transmission of disparity vectors. The left and right 
images are first transformed into their respective 
wavelet-block domains as discussed in section-2. 
At the encoder end, for each wavelet-block to be 
encoded in the right image, a pioneering block, which is 
the block preceding it, is used to search for the best 
matching wavelet-block in the reconstructed and re-
transformed (to wavelet-block domain) left image. 
Once the best match is found the block to the right of 
the best match is selected as the best match for the 
block to be encoded and the corresponding prediction 
error block is formed, which is subsequently added to 
the prediction error image. The detailed block diagram 
of the encoder ofCODEC-2 is shown in figure 3. 
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R. Image 
(Wavelet 
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Ree. Left 
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Algorithm 
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+ 
Figure 3. CODEC-2: Encoder 
Q 
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Wav.Block 
Out 
Error 
Out 
At the decoder end, each right image wavelet-block 
is reconstructed using an identical procedure to that of 
at the encoder. As at the encoder the search is 
performed for the best match, in a reconstructed and re-
transformed left image, at the decoder the search is 
performed in an identical reference image. In addition 
2 
to this, the preceding wavelet block to the .block to be 
decoded, which is used as the pioneering block for the 
search of the best matching block, is identical to its 
counterpart at the encoder end, due to the feedback loop 
shown in figure 3. These guarantee the reconstruction 
of the predicted image without the need for the 
transmission of the disparity vectors. Readers interested 
in more detail of this search technique are referred to 
our previous papers [14,15]. The savings of the bit-
budget that is obtained due to the non-necessity of 
disparity vector field transmission is expected to 
improve the CODEC-2's rate distortion performance by 
considerable margins. 
4. Experimental Results & Analysis 
The proposed CODECs were implemented using 
purpose built MA TLAB routines and were tested on a 
set of six commonly used test stereo image pairs 
representing indoor, outdoor, natural and synthetic 
scenes. All test stereo image pairs were of size 
512 X 512. Parallel axis camera geometry has been used 
to acquire these images. Thus for both CODECs a 
windowed search area representing a disparity range of 
0-7 block shifts was used. For CODEC-I, the disparity 
vector field was coded using a fixed length code, 
requiring three bits per block. A Daubachies compactly 
supported orthomormaJ filter (db 7) was used as the 
wavelet transform. 
In order to evaluate the performance of proposed 
CODECs, we compare their rate-distortion 
performances, against lhat of a similar, disparity 
compensated predictive coding based stereo image 
coder [2,3] that uses DCT (i.e. baseline- JPEG) and our 
previously proposed coder, DWT -JPEG-Jike [16]. The 
objective image quality is measured in terms of Peak 
Signal to Noise Ratio. (PSNR), whereas the 
compression efficiency is measured in bits per pixels 
(bpp). The compression efficiency (or Bit Rate) is 
measured in terms of bits per pixel (bpp) as follows: 
BR = [Tot _ Bits camp] 
NxM 
bpp 
where, N and M represent the image dimensions and 
Tot _ Bits camp is the tota! number of bits required to 
represent a given image in its compressed format. For 
benchmark, DWT-JPEG-Jike and CODEC-I, 
Tot _Bitscomp includes the bits that are required to 
code the disparity vector field, in addition to the bit 
requirement to encode and transmit the predictive error 
image. However, for. CODEC-Z, 
Tot _ Bits camp represents only the bit requirement to 
encode the predictive error image. For a fair 
comparison, the objective quality of the left image 
(reference) was set at equivalent levels (41.6 dB) for all 
CODECs. 
For the stereo image pair 'SsCastle', figure 4, 
compares the subjective image quality of the 
reconstructed right images when using the proposed 
and benchmark techniques. Figure 4 shows that at a bit 
rate of 0.1555 bpp, the reconstructed right images 
obtained using CODEC-I and CODEC-2 have better 
subjective and objective image qualities as compared to 
that of 4(a) and 4(b). Particularly, the subjective image 
quality .of CODEC-2 outperforms ass others due to the 
fact that the savings that are obtained by not having to 
tranSmit the disparity vector field is used in more 
accurately coding the prediction error frame. Even 
though a more accurate subjective quality measurement 
should involve stereo viewing of the two images (i.e. 
both left and right) previous research has shown that 
preservation of subjective image quality of constituent 
images (i.e. left and right monocular images) near 
object boundaries, where stereo depth cues are most 
likely to be of higher magnitude is a vital requirement 
for comfortable stereo viewing. Thus it could be 
inferred that the proposed methods would perform 
subjectively better under stereoscopic viewing 
conditions. 
(a) (b) 
(c) (d) 
Figure 4. Subjective quaiity evaluation for Sscastle: ' 
Reconstructed right image of Ca) Dq·JPEG, O.lSSS bpp, 
26.39 dB (h) DWT·JPEG [16), 0.1555 bpp, 25.87 dB (c) 
CODEC-I, ~.ISS5 bpp, 27.18 dB (d) CODEC·2, 0.IS55 
bpp, 31.4 dB" .. .. ' .. > .. :. ..... , . 
For further evaluation of the performance of the 
proposed CODECs, in figure 5, we provide the rate 
distortion performance graphs for the proposed and 
benchmark techniques. Figure 5 clearly illustrates the 
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supenonty of the proposed CODECs. Especially 
CODEC-I has the ability to perform at bit rates lover 
that 0.15 bpp, due to the fact that no bits need to be 
allocated to the disparity vector fields. CODEC·2 
shows objective image quality gains of up to 5 dB for 
most bit rates, whereas CODEC-2 performs relatively 
better as against the benchmarks at bit rates above 0.4 
bpp. 
", i I 
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Figure 5. Rate distortion perfonnance graphs 
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10 addition to the above performance improvements 
achieved by the proposed CODECs, they also provide a 
simple architecture for DWT based coding of stereo 
images. As the design is based on the building blocks of 
a JPEG CODEC, much use could be made of the 
software, hardware modules that are already available 
for baseline·JPEG coding in a softwarelhardware 
implementation of the proposed CODECs. This could 
be particularly important at a time image and video 
coding technology is undergoing a steady change, from 
DCT based coding schemes to DWT based coding 
schemes. 
5. Conclusions 
10 this paper we have proposed two, novel, DWT 
based stereo image CODECs, which use a DCT, based 
baseline·JPEG like architecture. We have shown that 
the proposed CODECs have improved rate-distortion 
performance and subjective image quality performances 
as compared to the popular DCT based, disparity 
compensated predictive coding methods [2,3] of stereo 
images and a similar baseline JPEG·like CODEC 
proposed by us previously [16]. The proposed CODECs 
perform better at all bit rates, with PSNR gains of up to 
5 dB. 10 addition to this, the proposed CODECs have 
the advantage of hsviog a simple architecture that 
doesn't need image buffering, and also are also able to . 
produce reconstructed images with less blocking and 
ringing artifacts. 
At present research is being carried out to apply the 
proposed CODECs and their coding principles in 
coding stereo video sequences. 
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Abstract 
In this paper we propose a novel stereo image coding 
technique. which uses an architecture similar to that of a 
Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) based baseline JPEG· 
CODEC [11. but effectively replaces the DCT technology 
by the more recently popularized Discrete Wavelet 
Transform (DWT) technology. We show that as a result of 
this hybrid design, which combines the advantage of two 
popular technologies. the proposed CODEC has 
improved rate distortion and subjective image quality 
performance as compared to DCT based stereo image 
compression techniques [2.3 J. In particular. at very low 
bit rates (0.15 bpp). we report peak-signal-to-noise-ratio 
(PSNR) gains of up to 3.66 dB. whereas at higher bit 
rates we report gains in the order of I dB. 
1. Introduction 
The recent advances in auto-stereoscopi~ display 
technology [4-6] have enabled userS to experience 
stereoscopic vision without the aid of special eyeglasses 
or helmet-mounted display kits that often result in 
noticeable user discomfort. Currently these new 
developments are driving stereo imaging into further 
heights by widening its scope to cover a more diverse 
application area that includes CAD/CAM. remote 
surveillance, medical imaging. tele-medicine. tele-
robotics. HDTV, entertainment and virtual reality. 
A stereo image pair consists of two separate views of 
a three-dimensional scene captured andlor recorded by 
two cameras, one corresponding to the left eye of the 
human visual system (left image) and the other to the right 
(right image). Unfortunately the presence of two images 
as against one image that is sufficient to describe a two-
dimensional scene. brings upon a fundamental problem of 
data compression. One straightforward solution to this 
problem is to use standard image compression techniques 
for the independent coding of the two constituent images. 
However in stereo imaging. the presence of inter-frame 
redundancy between the stereo image pair and the usual 
intra-frame redundancy that is exploited well by 
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monocular image compression schemes, could be 
positively used in obtaining further compression. The 
most common method used in literature is fixed size 
blOCk-based, disparity compensated predictive coding 
[2.3]. which effectively results in a Predictive Error (PE) 
image. that is usually coded using the compression 
technique used to independently compress the reference 
(say left) image. The coded reference and PE images are 
transmitted to the decoder. along with the disparity vector 
field, which is used at the decoder to reconstruct the 
predicted image based on the reconstructed reference and 
PE images. However, in most such attempts the basic 
compression engine that is used to compress the reference 
and PE images, is the DCT based baseline-JPEG standard 
n]. As ocr based compression schemes suffer from 
homogeneous blocking artifacts at low bit rates. such 
schemes are not suitable for low bit rate stereo image 
coding. However. they have the advantage of having a 
simple. well-established coding architecture. which may 
be beneficial in certain application areas. 
To cater for the continual expansion of multimedia 
and Internet applications, image compression technologies 
have to continually improve and evolve in functionality 
and effiCiency. Worldwide efforts in this direction have 
recently led to the standardization of DWT based JPEG-
2000 [7]. which is expected to replace the popular DCT 
based image compression technology offered by the 
baseline-JPEG standard. The dyadic DWT has versatile 
time.frequency localization due to a pyramid-like multi-
resolution decomposition architecrure and offers improved 
rate-distortion performance characteristics as compared to 
DCT. Pioneered by the new IPEG-2000 standard, DWT 
technology is currently destined to lead the research and 
developments efforts in image and. video coding fields at 
least for the next decade. Therefore it is essential that 
efforts be taken to explore the possibility of using DWT 
technology in stereo imaging. Few attempts have already 
been made in this direction [8-10] within the stereo image 
coding research community. These methods directly 
attempt to adapt established monocular DWT based 
image compression techniques to stereo imaging. 
In this paper we propose the use of wavelet blocks. 
which is the fundamental concept behind OWT based 
video coding algorithms that are based on the so-called 
'zero-trees' [11.12] concept. However in contrast to such 
attempts made by the video coding community. we 
propose to preserve and use the simple coding architecture 
of baseline-IPEG [I]. in order to get the best of both. i.e. 
simplicity and the superior rate-distortion efficiency in 
coding. By adapting a DWT coding architecture that uses 
the building blocks of baseline-IPEG [13]. the proposed 
scheme avoids the necessity of buffering the images and 
multiple passes and thus avoids very complex processing. 
The rest of the paper is arranged as follows. In 
section 2 \ye introduce dyadic wavelet decomposition of 
an image and the formation of wavelet blocks using this 
decomposition. Section 3 contains a comprehensive 
insight into the proposed coding algorithm. Section 4 
provides experimental results and analyses the 
effectiveness of the proposed coder under varying bit rate 
settings. Section 5 concludes with a foresight to the future 
research in this direction. 
2. Wavelet Decomposition & Formation of 
Wavelet Blocks 
In applying DWT. the coefficients are generated by 
applying a cascade of two-channel filter banks to the 
image. Figure 1(a) represents a three-level wavelet 
decomposition of an image. Usually in OWT subband 
coding procedures. the coefficients are grouped to 
subband oriented groups (common subband. different 
spatial location) whereas in DCT subband coding 
procedures. they are grouped into blocks (common spatial 
locations. different subbands). The idea behind wavelet 
blocks is to group the OWT coefficients into blocks as 
illustrated in figure. 1. so that the grouping is similar to 
that used by a ocr based subband coding procedure. 
~ Ell c c m 
As illustrated in fig. I. the final result is the 
transformation of the input image into a re-organized 
structure of original image size. but consisting of a two-
dimensional array of non-overlapping wavelet blocks. 
each representing different subband elements from the 
location corresponding to the block. In other words. for a 
S-level OWT. blocks of 25 X 25 samples are constructed. 
Each block is subsequently scanned into a vector in order 
to be processed by the remaining parts of the baseline 
IPEG-like coding procedure. 
In using OWT filters of more than two taps long. the 
convolution process results in the formation of additional 
coefficient values that needs wavelet-block representation 
in a manner similar to that described above. For an 
accurate reconstruction of the transformed image. these 
additional wavelet blocks also need encoding and 
transmission along the lines of normal wavelet blocks. 
3. Proposed Wavelet Based Stereo Image 
CODEC 
Figure 2 represents the block" diagram of the proposed 
CODEC. Note that it is assumed here that the disparity 
values are suitably coded and transmitted losslessly to the 
decoder end [2]. 
At the encoder end. the right image is divided into 
non-overlapping 8 X 8 pixel blocks. For each of these 
blocks a search is performed within a windowed area of 
maximum likelihood' on the original left image 
(considered as reference image) to find the best predictor. 
Assuming that parallel axis camera geometry is used to 
obtain the stereo image pair. one could limit the above 
mentioned search ·window in only a horizontal direction. 
spanning to the left of the corresponding block (of the 
block to be encoded) in the left image [2]. 
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Figure 1. Formation of a single wavelet block from a 3-level decomposed 
Image (a) decomposed Image (b) scan order per single wavelet block 
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In the above search procedure the best predictor is 
found using the Mean Squared Error (MSE) as the 
selection criteria. Tbe prediction errors of all the non-
overlapping right frame blocks are then used to form the 
Prediction Error (PE) image. Tbe left image, L and the PE 
image then undergo 3-level dyadic DWT separately and 
are subsequently converted into their wavelet block 
representations, by following the procedure described in 
detail in section 2. Each wavelet block of the two 
representations then undergo scanning as illustrated in fig. 
l(b) as against the zig-zag scanning procedure adapted by 
baseline-lPEG [11. Tbis modification of' scanning 
procedure is necessary as in the wavelet block 
representation, for a given bloclc, there are coefficients 
that not only belong to different subbands, but also 
multiple coefficients which belong to the same subband. 
After the modified scanning procedure discussed 
above, the ordered coefficients undergo scalar 
quantization. We use the strategy adapted in (13) to 
determine a suitable quantization table, that provides 
results equivalent to the 64-entry, unifonn, fixed 
quantization table used by the baseIine-lPEG standard 
(Fig 3). 
For easy reference we provide a brief description of 
this Quantizer design as follows: Let the block size be 
N X N (N=2s) and the step size be A ij for 
O~(i,j)~N-1. 
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Figure 2. Proposed Wavelet Based Stereo Image CODEC 
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Rec.PE 
Image ° 
The step size used in the proposed scheme is then 
calculated as, 
where A is a scaling parameter that is used to control the 
bit rate. The model for H (x) is defined as, 
The constant parameters aD, a1 ... , as are then 
optimized for S=3 (3-levels of decomposition) in such a 
way as to minimize the error between the achieved table 
and the luminance quantization table provided by baseline 
JPEG (Fig.3). The parameters thus found are, 
aD =0.794, a1 =-1.639, a, =0.614, a, =0.470, 
a4 =4.277 and as =-4.892. 
Due to the use of DWT in its block based 
representation, in a wavelet. block there will be several 
coefficients in the same band and the model developed for 
the Dcr will have different step sizes for different 
coefficients in a block. In order to solve this problem the 
Quantizer steps obtained above are averaged, on a per-
subband basis and all coefficients in a particular subband 
are replaced by this average value. 
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Figure 3. Comparison of Quantlzer 
Tables 
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Figure 3 compares the Quantizer table obtained with 
A=6.7 using the strategy described above, with the 
standard luminance quantizer table of baseline-JPEG. 
After the quantization, the quantized coefficients are 
subjected to entropy coding (runlength/Huffman coding) 
as in baseline-JPEG. The decoder operations are 
essentially the inverse processes of the encoder processes 
and are clearly illustrated in figure 2. 
4. Experimental Results & Analysis 
The proposed CODEC was implemented using 
purpose buih MATLAB routines and was tested on a set 
of six commonly used test stereo image pairs representing 
indoor, outdoor, natural and synthetic scenes. All test 
stereo image pairs were of size 512X512. Parallel axis 
camera geometry has been used to acquire these images. 
Thus a windowed search area representing a disparity 
range of '0-7 was used. The disparity vector field was 
coded using a fixed length code, requiring three bits per 
block. A Daubachies compactly supported orthomormal 
filter (db 7) was used as the wavelet ·transform. 
In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed 
coder, in figure 4, we compare its rate-distortion 
performance, against that of a similar, disparity 
compensated predictive coding based stereo image coder 
[2] which useS Dcr (i.e. baseline-JPEG) as the basic 
compression engine. This algorithm has been widely used 
within the siereo image coding research community as a 
representative benchmark for evaluating novel block 
based stereo image coding algorithms [16-18]. The 
objective image quality is measured in terms of Peak 
Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) between the original right 
image and reconstructed predictive (right) image. The 
compression efficiencY'(or Bit Rate) is measured in terms 
of bits per pixel (bpp) as follows: 
BR=[Tot_BitS,omp] bpp 
NxM 
where, N and M represent the image dimensions and 
Tot _ Bits ",,", is the total number of bits required to 
represent a given image in its compressed format. For 
both benchmark and proposed algorithms. 
Tot _Bitsromp includes the bits that are required to 
transmit the disparity vector field, in addition to the bit 
requirement to encode and transmit the predicti ve error 
image. Further, for a fair comparison, the objective quality 
of the left image (reference) was set at equivalent levels 
(39.39 dB) for both CODECs. 
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Figure 4. Rate distortion performance for Image pair (a) Castle (b) SSCastle 
The rate distortion performance graphs of fig. 4 
indicate the impmvements achieved by the pmposed 
CODEC at all right image bit rates lower than 0.4 bpp for 
both images. For the SSCastJe image, the proposed 
CODEC provides enhanced performance for right image 
bit rates of even above 05 bpp. Further, for this image, at 
0.16 bpp, a PSNR enhancement of 3.66 dB is indicated. 
Experiments on other test image pairs sho~ed similar 
performance characteristics. 
For the stereo image pair 'CastJe', figure 5 compares 
the subjective image quality of the reconstructed images 
(at two different bit rates) when using the proposed and 
benchmark techniques. It iJlustrates the improved 
subjective image quality achieved in the predicted image 
by the proposed CODEC, specifically at very low bit 
rates. At a bit rate of 0.16 bpp, the reconstructed right 
image using the benchmark algorithm shows clear shape 
distortions along the boundaries of most objects, such as 
the trees at the bottom center of the image, the triangular 
shaped roofs and' the windows in the buildings. However 
when the proposed technique is used, the overall quality 
degradations within the same areas are much less and the 
shapes of the objects are more clearly perceptible. Even 
though a more accurate subjective quality measurement 
shOUld involve stereo viewing of the two images (Le. both 
left and right) previous research has shown [19] that 
preservation of subjective image quality of constituent 
images (Le. left and right monocular images) near object 
boundaries, where stereo depth cues are most likely to be 
of higher magnitude is a vital requirement for comfortable 
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stereo viewing. Thus it could be inferred that the 
proposed method would perform subjectively better under 
stereoscopic viewing conditions. 
In order to further evaluate the subjective quality 
improvements achievable by the proposed algorithm, in 
figure 6, we compare the reconstructed right images 
obtained by the two techniques when the SSCastJe image 
is used. It sbows subjective quality improvements near 
object boundaries similar to that iJlUSlrated in figure 5 and 
discussed above. 
In addition to the above performance impmvements 
achieved by the proposed CODEC, it also provides a 
simple architecture for DWT based coding of stereo 
images. As the design is based on the building blocks of a 
baseline-lPEG CODEC, much use could be made of the 
software, hardware modules that are already available for 
baseline-lPEG coding in a softwarelhardware 
implementation of the proposed CODEC. This could be 
particularly important at a time image and video coding 
technology is undergoing a change, from DCT based 
coding schemes to DWT based coding schemes. 
In measuring the objective image quality of the 
reconstructed images we have used the peak-signal-to-
noise ratio as the evaluation metric. Similar performances 
improvements were indicated when comparison metrics 
such as MSE (mean squared error) and MAD (mean 
absolute difference) were used, indicating that the 
proposed wavelet based technique results in the 
improvement of image quality, on average, over the entire 
area of the predicted image. 
(a) (b) 
(c) (d) 
(e) (f) 
FIgure 5. SubjectIve quality evaluatIon for Castle (a) orIgInal left Image 
(b) orIginal rIght Image (c) benchmark reconstructed rIght Image, 0.34 bpp, 32.29 dB 
(d) proposed coder reconstructed right Image, 0.34 bpp, 32.79 dB 
(e) benchmark reconstructed right Image, 0.16 bpp, 23.31 dB 
(t) proposed coder reconstructed right Image, 0.16 bpp, 24.81 dB 
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(b) 
(a) 
Figure 6. Subjective quality evaluation for SSCastle 
(a) benchmark reconstructed right Image, 0.1542 bpp, 
24.66 dB· (b) proposed coder reconstructed right Image, 
0.1540 bpp, 28.32 dB 
5. Conclusions 
In this paper we have proposed a DWT based stereo 
image CODEC, which uses a DCT based, baseline-JPEG 
like architecture. We have shown that the proposed 
CODEC better rate-distortion performance and subjective 
image quality as compared to the popular DCT based, 
disparity compensated predictive coding of stereo images. 
The proposed CODEC performs best at low bit rates, 
specifically providing PSNR gains of up to 3.66 dB at bit 
rates of 0.16 bpp. In addition to this, the proposed 
CODEC has the advantage of having a simple architecture 
that doesn't need image buffering, and also provides 
reconstructed images with less blocking and ringing 
artifacts. 
At present further research is being carried out to 
evaluate the subjective quality improvements of the 
proposed technique based on stereoscopic viewing 
conditions. Further research is proposed in the use of 
different wavelet basis functions, adaptive coefficient 
scanning and quantization and in applying the proposed 
technique for object based coding of stereo image pairs. 
The ideas presented above could also be extended and 
applied in coding stereo video sequences. 
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Further research has been successfully carried out to 
extend the use of the proposed CODEC in pioneering 
block based disparity compensated predictive coding, 
intr<>duced by us in [14,151, in order to remove the 
necessity of transmitting the disparity value as overhead 
information. This has shown to further improve the rate 
distortion performance. 
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10 this paper, we propose two novel CODECs which use pioneering block search in the 
wavelet domain to improve t1'le performance of disparity-based stereo image pair 
compression techniques. The proposed CODEC-I. does the pioneering block search 
simultaneously for all subband images using wavelet blocks and the proposed CODEC-
2, adapt the pioneering block search separately for each subband image. As a result of 
effectively exploiting both intra and inter frame redundancy .. in both CODECs, coding of 
the disparity vector field is avoided. We show that the proposed CODECs have superior 
rate-distortion performance and subjective image quality, compared to Discrete Cosine 
Transform (OCl) based pioneering block technique proposed by us in [1]. As compared 
to this benchmark. for the propc>sed CODECs we report peak:-signal-to-noise-ratio 
(PSNR) gains of up to 3 dB. 
1. Introduction 
In [1] we proposed a pioneering block based disparity compensated predictive 
coding scheme in DCT domain for stereo image compression, which eliminates 
the need of coding the disparity vector field but is yet able to reconstruct the 
predicted image. However a drawback ofthis technique is the blocking effect at 
low bit rates, which is an inherent problem in any DCT based coding algorithm. 
The blocking effects cause poor image quality especially at the intensity and 
object edges, which are visually important features of the stereo image pair that 
any compression technique should try to preserve. 
To overcome the above problem, we propose two novel CODECs to improve the 
performance of our earlier work [1]. Both CODECs replace the DCT based 
compression engine by a DWT based engine, which has versatile time-frequency 
localization characteristics due to a pyramid-like multiresolution decomposition 
architecture, thus improving the rate - distortion performance as compared to the 
use of DCT. The proposed CODECs also follow the current trend in research & 
development lead by the standardization of JPEG-2000. 
2, Overview of Pioneering Block Search. 
With reference to our earlier work [JJ, pioneering block based predictive coding 
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algorithm is described as follows. The block preceding the block to be encoded 
is selected as a pioneering block to search a windowed area in the reconstructed 
left reference frame. When the best match is found the block immediately to the 
right is taken as the best predictor t() the block t() be encoded. The encoded 
prediction errors after transmission are reconstructed back at the encoder end 
and used with the predicted block to reconstruct each encoded block which in 
then used as the pioneering block, in the next iterati()n. This ensures that both 
images involved in all operations of the pioneering block-based searcb and 
prediction will be the same at both ends, which in turn will guarantee the 
accurate reconstruction of the rigbt image. At the decoder end, with the 
availability of the reconstructed left frame and the block preceding the block to 
be decoded, a similar search can be performed at the. decoder end to find the best 
match from the reconstructed left frame. The corresponding error block is added 
to this best matcb to obtain the decoded rigbt frame block. Following the same 
procedure, the rigbt frame would be reconstructed in full on a block-by-block 
basis without any disparity information. 
3. Proposed CODEC·1 & CODEC·2 
3.1. Pioneering block search using wavelet·blocks: CODEC·] 
At the encoder end, the left ~ge (reference image) and the rigbt image 
(predicted image) undergo a 3-level dyadic DWT separately and the subband 
images are subsequently grouped into wavelet blocks such that each block 
consists of wavelet coefficients from a common spatial location but from 
different subbands [3-4]. 
Adapting the technique described in section 2, by replacing each block by a 
wavelet·block, able the pioneering block search to be performed simultaneously 
for different subband images. At the decoder, each right image wavelet-block is 
reconstructed using an identical procedure to that of the encoder 
3.2 Pioneering block search in subband images: CODEC·2 
As in CODEC·I, after the left (reference image) and the right (predicted) 
images undergo a 3·1evel dyadic DWT separately, for each image, 10 subband 
images are formed, which consists of 1 approximation image and 3 detail images 
(horizontal, vertical and diagonal detail images) at level 3, followed by 3 detail 
images at level 2 and finally 3 detail images at level I. 
For the left image, subband images are converted into wavelet blocks, and are 
quantized, entropy coded and transmitted. The subband images of the left image 
are reconstructed locally at the encoder end to be used as the reference for 
pioneering block search & prediction. This is to ensure that both encoder and 
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decoder use the same subband images in predicting and searching for the best 
match for the subband images of the right image. 
With the ten reconstructed subband images of the left image and ten subband 
images of the right image, a pioneering block search is performed as described in 
section 2, separately between each corresponding subband image pairs. At the 
end of the pioneering block search process, ten prediction error subband images 
are obtained. Subsequently these prediction errors are converted into wavelet 
blocks, quantized, entropy coded and transmitted. 
At the decoder end, the wavelet blocks of the prediction errors and the left image 
are entropy decoded, de-quantized and are put back into their corresponding 
subband images. From the ten reconstructed subband images of the left image 
and ten subband images of the prediction errors, a pioneering block search 
technique to that of the encoder end is perfOtmed at the decoder end. By adding 
the corresponding prediction error block to the best match in the reconstructed 
left subband image, the right subband image is reconstructed. This process is 
repeated until all ten subband images of the right image have been reconstructed. 
The Inverse Discrete Wavelet Transform (IDWT) is then applied to the 
reconstructed subband image of the left and right images to reconstruct the left 
and the right images. Applying the pioneering block separately to each subband 
image is expected to improve the rate distortion performance by a considerable 
margin. 
4. Experiment Results & Analysis 
Both CODECs were implemented using purpose built MATLAB routines and 
were tested on a set of five commonly used test stereo image pairs representing 
indoor, outdoor, natural and computer rendered scenes. All test stereo image 
pmrs were of size 512x512. Parallel axis camera geometry has been used to 
acquire these images, and pixels at the same spatial location are assumed to have 
the same brightness. Thus for both CODECs a windowed search area 
representing a disparity range of 0-7 blocks shifts in the horizontal direction 
only, was used. A Daubachies compactly supported orthornorrna1 filter (db7) 
was used as the wavelet transform. In order to evaluate the performance of 
proposed CODECs, we compared their rate-distortion performances agmnst that 
of DCT based pioneering block based predictive coding algorithm [1] previously 
proposed by us. The objective image quality is measured in terms of Peak Signal 
to Noise Ratio (PSNR), whereas the compression efficiency is measured in bits 
per pixels (bpp) The compression efficiency (or Bit Rate, BR) is measured as 
follows: 
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[
Tot _Bits camp ] 
BR = 
NxM 
bpp 
where, N and M represent the image dimensions and TotJiits",,,,,, is the total 
number of bits required to represent a given image in its compressed format that 
consists of only the bit requirement to encode the prediction errors. 
For the stereo image pair 'Castle', figure 2, compares the subjective image 
qUality of the reconstrUcted right images obtained when using the proposed 
CODEC-I, CODEC-Z and the benchmark techniques. Figure 2 shows that at a 
bit rate of 0.1558 bpp, the reconstructed right images obtained using CODEC-I 
and CODEC-Z have better subjective and objective image qualities as compared 
to that of Figure 2(a) especially around the edges of the castle. 
a b c 
Figure 2. Subjective quality evaluation for Castle recons1nlC!ed right image 
(a) Benchmark, 0.1558 bpp, 25.94 dB (h) CODEC-I, 0.1558 bpp, 28.93 dB 
(c) CODEC-2, 0.1498 bpp, 29.03 dB 
For further evaluation of the performance of the proposed CODECs, in figure 3, 
we compare the rate-distortion performance graphs for the proposed CODECs 
and the benchmark. It clearly illustrates the superiority of the proposed 
CODECs. Both proposed CODECs show improvements as compared to the 
ocr based implementation of pioneering block search. A gain of up to 3 dB, as 
observed in figure 3. 
s. Conclusion 
In this paper, we have proposed two, novel wavelet based stereo image pair 
compression algorithms, which improve the performance of our previously 
proposed DCT based, pioneering block based stereo image compression. The 
proposed CODECs perform better at all bit rates, producing PSNR gains of up to 
243 
3 dB. At present research is being carried out to apply the proposed CODECs 
and their coding principles in coding stereo video sequences. 
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Figure 3. Rate distortion perfonnance graphs 
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ABSTRACT 
In this paper we propose the wavelet domain implementation of our original pioneering block based stereo image 
compression algorithm and compare its performance with traditional. DCT based and state-of-the art, DWT based 
stereo image compression algorithms. Due to the special requirements of the pioneering block based CODEC and the 
properties of DWT based multi-resolution decomposition, the implementation of the original algorithm in the wavelet 
domain is not straightforward and thus provides knowledge and understanding of significant novelty. Experiments were 
performed on a set of eight stereo image pairs representing, natural, synthetic, in-door and out-door images. We show 
that for the same bit rates, objective quality gains of up to 5 dB (PSNR) are obtained as compared to the benchmark 
algorithms. One significant property of the proposed CODEC is its ability to produce reconstructed right images of up 
to 25dB at right image bit rates as low as 0.1 bpp. Significant gains in subjective image quality are also obtained as 
compared to benchmark methods. 
Indexing terms: Stereo image compression, wavelet-blocks, predictive coding and disparity compensation. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The recent advancement of auto-stereoscopic display technologies are currently driving stereo imaging into applications 
domains such as digital television, computer simulations and Internet technologies that have been so far dominated by 
the state-of-the-art monocular image and video coding techniques. Thus at present, efficient algorithms that are capable 
of coding and transmitting (storing) stereo images and image sequences are attracting significant research efforts from 
the stereo imaging research community. To this extent various codinf algorithms based on block, object and region 
based predictive coding techniques have been reported in literature [3-15. 
In parallel to the abovementioned shift of technology from monocular to binocular vision capability, the popular, base 
compression technology that was used in almost all image and video coding standards (baseline-JPEG, MPEGs and 
H26x), Discrete Cosine Transforms [1[, are at present being steadily replaced by DWT based technologies that are 
capable of providing improved rate-distortion performance and additional functionality [2,13-20J, The culmination of 
research in this direction resulted in the recent standardization of JPEG-2000 [21 and wavelet domain implementations of 
MPEG-4 video coding standard, As most stereo image and sequence compression techniques that have been proposed 
in literature are based on DCT based technologies [3-121, currently there exists a trend in transfer of stereo imaging 
technology to DWT based techniques, To this effect few wavelet based stereo image compression algorithms have been 
reported in literature 113-15[ during the past few years, Most of these algorithms are a straightforward application of the 
popular wavelet based monocular image compression algorithms to stereo image compression, 
Following the abovementioned trends in technology and research directions, within the present research context, we 
propose a wavelet-based implementation for the PBDCPC algorithm, which was originally implemented in [5,61 using 
OCTs as the base technology, The PBDCPC algorithm is known for its ability to work under very low bit rate 
constraints [61, still producing predicted images of acceptable image quality, This is mainly due to the fact that it avoids 
the necessity of having to transmit the so-called, disparity vector field as overhead bits, We show that the change of 
base technology from DCT to DWT further improves its low bit rate performance, However, due to the specific 
requirements of the PBDCPC coding structure and properties of DWT based multi-resolution decomposition [13,191, the 
above transfer of base technology is not straightforward and thus involves additional design and development of 
considerable novelty, The original PBDCPC algorithm is summarized in section 2 for quick reference. Readers 
interested in its detailed design and behavior are advised to refer to the original work reported in [5,61• 
Proceedings of the SPIE International Conference on Stereoscopic Displays and Applications XIV, 5006, 
January 2003, pp.399-406, ISBN: 0-8194-4806-0 
For clarity of presentation, the rest of the paper is organized as follows. Apart from section 1, which is a general 
introduction to the context of the proposed research, section 2, summarizes the principles and the strict requirements 
behind the effective implementation of the PBDCPC algorithm. Section 3, discuses the DWT based multi-resolution 
decomposition of a stereo image pair and the formation of wavelet-block based structure, which forms the foundation 
for the proposed implementation. Section 4 discusses PBDCPC algorithm's implementation in wavelet domain by first 
discussing a Multi-Resolution Pioneering Block Search (MRPBS) procedure and subsequentl~ by re-structuring the 
resulting Predictive Error (PE) image and the reference image within a wavelet-block structure [ 9.201 for entropy coding 
and transmission. In section 5, we compare the performance of the proposed CODEC with that of traditional DCT based 
DCPC schemes [3.4J and a more recently published DWT based DCPC scheme [20J and prove the novel algorithm's 
improved rate-distortion performance and improved range of performance. Finally in section 6, we conclude with 
suggestions for further improvements of the proposed algorithms and its possible use in stereo image sequence 
compression. 
2. PIONEERING BLOCK BASED SEARCH (PBS) 
Figure 1, illustrates the pioneering block based search (PBS) procedure that is used in PBDCPC algorithm [6J. 
Left Image Right Image 
Search Best Predictor Pioneering 
window matches blocks 
Block to be 
encoded 
Figure 1. Pioneering block based search procedure 
As illustrated in fig. I, to encode a given block of image pixels (say size 8X8) in the predicted (say right) image, the 
block preceding it and the block directly above it are taken as pioneering blocks to search for a pair of blocks, within a 
selected windowed area of maximum likely of the locally reconstructed reference (left) image. The best matching pair is 
found using mean squared error as the minimization criterion and using equal weights for the two blocks. Once the best 
matching pair is found, the block directly below the upper block is chosen as the predictor for the block to be encoded. 
Note that at the boundaries of the image where one of the pioneering blocks (or both) is unavailable, the above search 
procedure is replaced by a PBS with one block (or by direct prediction). Once the predictor, i for the block to be 
encoded, R is found, the prediction error, E is calculated as, E = R - i . Note the use of i to represent the fact that 
the search is performed on a locally reconstructed left frame. This is the first essential requirement of the PBDCPC 
coder, as it guarantees that the procedure adopted at the encoder end is identical to that adopted at the decoder end. This 
is due to the fact that at the decoder end what is available is the reconstructed reference frame. In addition to meeting 
the above condition, a second condition needs to be met. When the prediction error E is calculated at the encoder end, 
while it is being encoded and transmitted to the decoder end, the same coded error has to be decoded, and added to the 
predictor, i, to produce the preceding pioneering block for the encoding of the next predicted frame block. Thus, 
always the pioneering block selection in the predicted image is done on a 'so-far' reconstructed image. This satisfies the 
second condition in guaranteeing that the encoder and decoder processes are identical. Thus in the PBDCPC coder the 
encoder and decoder work on identical reference frames and selects pioneering blocks from identical, 'so-far' 
reconstructed predicted frames. This enables the guaranteed reconstruction of the predicted image at the decoder end, 
without recourse to disparity information. We refer readers interested in the theoretical proof of the above-mentioned 
quality guaranteeing procedure to [21J. 
Following the pixel domain PBS procedure, summarized above, the actual prediction (Le. calculation of prediction 
error, E) could be either performed in the pixel domain itself, or in the transformed domain. However, in order to satisfy 
the second condition in guaranteeing the reconstruction of the predicted image, the prediction errors have to go through 
transform coding/decoding and quantizationlde-quantization at the encoder end, thus making it an integral part of the 
PBDCPC algorithm. Therefore in any attempt to change the base transform technology of PBDCPC algorithm to DWT 
the above-mentioned requirement takes precedence. Thus, a straightforward block based, pixel domain disparity 
compensated prediction to obtain the prediction error image in complete, and the subsequent DWT based coding of the 
same, is not a suitable DWT implementation of the PBDCPC algorithm. This is due to the fact that with such a scheme 
one is unable to introduce the compression losses that would be introduced to the prediction errors, before they are 'fed-
back' to form the pioneering blocks for the next block to be encoded. Thus within our present research context we 
propose a strategy based on the formation of a wavelet·block coding structure, which removes the major obstacle faced 
by the abovementioned straightforward strategy. 
3. WAVELET DECOMPOSITION OF A STEREO IMAGE PAIR & 
THE FORMATION OF WAVELET BLOCKS 
The first stage of the proposed DWT implementation of the PBDCPC algorithm is the independent wavelet 
decomposition of the stereo image pair into N levels, forming 3N + 1 sub-bands. The coefficients of these sub-bands are 
generated by applying a cascade of two-channel filter banks to the image. Figure 2 illustrates this decomposition 
structure for a given image, with N~3. We name the lowest resolution band, LL3. 
As described above the common practice in DWT subband coding procedures, is to group the coefficients into subband-
oriented groups. In other words, coefficients of a given subband, comes from different spatial locations of the image. 
However in block based, DCT subband coding procedures, the coefficients are grouped into blocks, i.e. they are from 
common spatial locations, but different subbands. Since the adaptation of a DCT-like (baseline-IPEG like) coding 
structure would enable the proper design of the PBDCPC algorithm in the wavelet domain, we propose the 
transformation of the decomposition structure of figure 2 to wavelet-blocks as depicted in figure 3. The idea behind 
wavelet blocks is to group the DWT coefficients into blocks, SO that the grouping is similar to that used by a DCT based 
subband coding procedure. 
LL3 HL3 
HL2 
LH3 HH3 
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Figure 2. Three level wavelet decomposition of an image 
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Figure 3. Formation of a single wavelet block from a 3· 
level decomposed image 
As illustrated in fig.3, the final result is the transformation of the input image into a re-organized structure of original 
image size, but consisting of a two-dimensional array of non-overlapping wavelet blocks, each representing different 
subband elements from the location corresponding to the block. In other words, for as-level DWT, blocks of 2s X 2s 
samples are constructed. 
4, WAVELET BASED IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PBDCPC ALGORITHM 
Figure 4 illustrates a high-level block diagram of the proposed CODEC. The original left image (reference) Lo,;' is 
independently coded using a JPEG-like wavelet CODEC proposed in [191• After reconstruction at the decoder end, it 
provides a reference for the prediction of the right image. In addition to the above, the encoded reference image is 
locally decoded at the encoder end to produce a reconstructed left image L"c' which is subsequently used as the 
reference in the wavelet based PBS unit. Note that by adapting this strategy we satisfy the first condition of 
guaranteeing the reconstruction of the predicted image, under the pioneering block based coding technique. The original 
right image Ro,' and reconstructed right image L"c then undergo N level dyadic wavelet decomposition as described in 
section 3. For our experiments we have used N=3 and we follow the convention depicted in figure 2, in naming the ten 
resultant subbands, with the lowest subband being named as LL3. 
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Within the wavelet based PBS unit, for each corresponding subband pair (e.g. LLL3 and Ru3 , LHLI and RHLI ) a PBS 
is performed as described in section 2, to produce the corresponding subband of the Prediction Error Image (PEI). Once 
the prediction error image has been completely found (Le. all of its subbands found), a JPEG-like CODEC (see figure 5, 
for details refer [191) is used to transform them into wavelet blocks and transmit after suitable quantization and entropy 
coding. Fig. 4 also illustrates a prediction error (PE) block feedback loop, which converts the original domain prediction 
errors into the reconstructed domain by locally sending the PE through a quantizationlde-quantization procedure. The 
error block, in its reconstructed state, E"c is then added to the best predictor previously found from Lm to form the 
block, which would act as the preceding (front) pioneering block for the next iteration of the PBS. Thus the purpose of 
the above mentioned error feedback loop is to satisfy the second requirement for a successful PBDCPC CODEC design 
(see section 2). 
The decoder of the proposed CODEC works in a manner similar to the encoder. Due to the orientation of the two 
pioneering blocks relative to the block to be encoded, in encoding blocks in the first row of blocks (other than the first 
block itself), of a given subband, only the block above is used as the pioneering block. A similar strategy in adapted to 
resolve the problem of encoding blocks in the first column of blocks. The block at the top, left-hand corner of a sub-
band is always coded directly, i.e. without any disparity compensation. 
5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS & ANALYSIS 
The proposed CODEC was implemented using purpose built MATLAB routines and was tested on a set of eight 
commonly used test stereo image pairs representing indoor, outdoor, natural and synthetic scenes. All test stereo image 
pairs were of size 512X512. As parallel axis camera geometry has been used to acquire these images we have limited 
the PBS along a horizontal direction only. For both CODECs, a windowed search area representing a disparity range of 
0-7 pixel shifts was used. For the benchmark CODEC, the disparity vector field was coded using a fixed length code, 
requiring three bits per block. A Daubachies compactly supported orthononnal filter (db7) was used as the wavelet 
transform. 
In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed CODEC, in figure 5, we compare its performance against that of 
the well-known benchmark algorithm of Perkin's (benchmark-I), that uses DCT as the basic compression engine, and 
that of our previously proposed CODEC of [20] (benchmark-3), which is essentially a wavelet-block implementation of 
benchmark-I. 
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Figure 5, Comparison of rate-distortion performance graphs 
The objective image quality is measured in terms of Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR), whereas the compression 
efficiency is measured in bits per pixels (bpp), The compression efficiency (or Bit Rate) is measured as follows: 
[
Tot _ BitScomp ] BR= 
NxM 
bpp 
where, N and M represent the image dimensions and Tot _ Bits,omp is the total number of bits required to represent a 
given image in its compressed format. For benchmark-l and benchmark-3, Tot _ Bits,omp include the bits that are 
required to code the disparity vector field, in addition to the bit requirement to encode and transmit the predictive error 
image. However, for the proposed CODEC, Tot _ Bits comp represents only the bit requirement to encode the predictive 
error image. For a fair comparison, for a given stereo image pair, the objective quality of the left image (reference) was 
set at equivalent levels for all three CODECs. 
As illustrated in fig. 5, the rate-distortion graphs show that the proposed PBDCPC CODEC outperforms the benchmark 
algorithms by considerable margins both at medium and low bit rates. At a reconstructed right image bit rate of 0.2 bpp, 
for Castle image, the PBDCPC CODEC produces a PSNR gain of approximately 3.5 dB as against benchmark-3 and 5 
dB as against bechmark-l. For Sscastle image improvements of up to 3 dB are indicated at this bit rate. At higher bit 
rates, improvements in the range of 2-4 dB are indicated. Further analysis of the results in fig. 5 indicates the ability of 
the proposed PBDCBC CODEC to perform at bit rates as low as 0.11 bpp. In contrast, the benchmark CODECs are 
unable to perform at bit rates lower than 0.145 bpp. This is due to the fact that both benchmark CODECs require an 
allocation of a certain fixed bit budget (0.047 bpp in our experiments) for coding the resultant disparity vector fields. 
(a) (b) 
Figure 6. Subjective quality evaluation for Castle reconstructed right image (a) 
Benchmark-I, 0.1550 bpp, 21.29 dB (b) Proposed CODEC, 0.1498 bpp, 29.03 dB 
Figure 6 compares the subjective image quality performance of the proposed CODEC against the DCT based 
Benchmark-I at a bit rate of 0.15 bpp. It clearly illustrates that in the proposed CODEC the image quality near object 
boundaries are much better as compared to that of Benchmark-I. 
In predictive coding of stereo image pairs, the predictive errors are highest near object boundaries, which represent 
areas of binocular disparity. Therefore the prediction error frames have highest values in these regions. Thus when these 
frames are coded under constrained bit budgets, the maximum loss is introduced in object boundary areas. This is 
particularly true at bit rates lower than 0.25 bpp for most images. Even though the proposed CODEC does not result in a 
more accurate prediction, the bit budget that could be allocated to coding the prediction errors is higher as compared to 
benchmark techniques I and 3 due to the fact that nO bits have to be allocated for the coding of disparity vector fields. 
Particularly at very low bit rates, the bits required for the lossless coding of disparity vector fields is significantly higher 
than what is required for coding the prediction error fields. Thus the proposed CODEC's relative performance as 
compared to the benchmark techniques improves with the decrease of bit rate. A closer analysis of the fig. 6(a) indicates 
that the subjective quality degradation near object boundaries is of a blocky nature and in fig 6(b) it is of ringing nature. 
This is due to the inherent characteristics of DCT and DWT based compression. However, due to the usage of the 
pioneering block technique, in figure 6(b) the otherwise expected significant ringing effects have been largely 
eliminated. 
6. CONCLUSION & FUTURE 
In this paper we have proposed an efficient DWT implementation of our previously proposed DCT based pioneering 
block based stereo image compression algorithm. We have shown that due to the specific requirements of the design of 
the CODEC to guarantee the reconstruction of predicted images, without the use of disparity information. the DWT 
implementation is not a straightforward conversion of the base technology from DCT to DWT. The novel DWT based 
PBDCPC scheme results in improved, objective rate-distortion performance and a subjective quality performance. 
PSNR improvements of up to 5.5 dB are reported for transmission bit rates of 0.15 bpp. In addition to this the proposed 
CODEC is able to operate at bit rates as low as 0.1 bpp, where other CODECs fail to operate due to the need of a certain 
minimum bid budget for encoding disparity vector fields. 
Further improvements to the proposed technique, in terms of algorithmic and computational efficiency is possible by 
using faster multi-resolution search techniques [13] that avoid searches in all sub-bands but would rather effectively re-
use search information at lower resolution sub-bands within the search operations of higher resolution sub-bands. We 
are currently in the process of expanding the ideas proposed in this paper to wavelet based stereoscopic sequence 
coding. 
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ABSTRACT 
With the increasing need of multimedia technologies, 
hnage compression requires higher performance as well 
as new functionality. To address this need in the specific 
area of still imag~ coding, a new standard, JPEG-2000 has 
been designed and standardized [6). JPEG-2000 provides 
additional functionality that its predecessors were not able 
to address efficiently or address at all. In this paper we 
attempt to extend the use of the technolOgy provided by 
JPEG-2000 in solving many unresolved problems in 
stereo image coding. We show that it is possible to design 
a Rate Scalable Stereo image CODEC (RASTER), which 
has the unique ability of preserving the quality at 
binocular depth boundaries, an important requirement in 
the design of a stereo image CODEC. It is shown that 
RASTER provides l'SNR gains of up to 3.7 dB at very 
low bit rates and provides reconstructed images of 
superior subjective image quality as compared to the 
direct transmitted images of equal bit rate. 
KEYWORDS 
Stereo image compression, JPEG-2000, Rate scalability 
1. INTRODUCTION 
To make use of the rate scalability provided by the JPEG-
2000 in stereo image compression, one obvious way is to 
apply it independently in coding the stereo image pair. 
However, such a coder would be inefficient, as the stereo 
redundancy present within a stereo image pair is not 
exploited. Fortunately, a solution exists [in the 
suppression theory of binocular vision [14], whic~ is 
widely used in literature [1-5] to address this issue and 
achieve image compression. In these methods one image 
of the stereo image pair (say left) retains the details of the 
scene, while the second image (right) retains the disparity 
information. Hence the second image can be highly 
compressed without affecting the depth information in the 
compressed stereo images [14J~ this paper we propose 
how the technology provided WIthin the new JPEO-2000 
standard could be used in association with the suppression 
theory of binocular vision to achieve scalable stereo 
image compression. 
For clarity of presentation we divide this paper into five 
sectiOns. Section-2 describes the basiC!'. of disparity 
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compensated predictive coding of stereo image pairs and 
some associated problems in coding the so-called 
'predictive error frames. Section-3 proposes the novel 
scalable stereo image compression framework and 
section-4 provides experimental results and an analysis. 
Finally section-5 concludes with an insight to further 
improvemenl$ .and possible applications. 
2 DISPARIITCOMPENSATED 
PREDICTIVE CODING 
The idea of disparity compensated predictive coding is 
similar to the idea of motion compensated predictive 
coding, used in video coding. The image to be predicted 
(say the right image) is blocked intO fixed size (usnalIy 
8x 8), non-overlapping blocks. In encoding these 
individual blocks.. a search is made within a certain 
maximum likelihood area within the reference frame for a 
best match under a given matching criteria, such as Mean 
Squared Error (MSE). This best match is subsequently 
selected as the predicted block for the block to be encoded 
and is used to replace it, ID a so-called disparity predicted 
image. A prediction error image (PEI) is obtained by 
taking the pixel domain difference between the image to 
be predicted and the disparity predicted image. The 
displacement to the best matching block from the block to 
be encoded is obtained as the disparity valve of the block 
to be encoded. The valnes thus obtained for all blocks in 
the predicted· image are used to form the so-called 
disparity vector (DV) field of the stereo image pair. 
The PBIs are usually encoded using either block-based 
transforms snch as DCT [1-3], or non block-based coding 
such as subband coding or the wavelet transforms [5]. The 
'Inajor-problem with the DCT based transform-coding 
algorithm is the existence of the visually unpleasant 
blocking artifacts, especially at low data rates. This 
problem can be eliminated using the wavelet transforms, 
which are usually obtained over the whole image. In 
literature, wavelet transform approaches have been used 
for stereo image compression [5,15}. However these 
algorithms are not scalable. If we use wavelet based rate 
scalable algorithms such as EZW [7}, SPlRT [8}, EBCOT 
[9}, to compress the reference image and the PE!, rate 
scalable stereo image compression can be ac!rleved. 
The use of most valuable information as early as possible 
in the encoding process in scalable coding schemes 
descnoed above was the main motivation behind the use 
of the lPEG-2000 (or- EBCOT) technology for stereo 
image compression within our present research context 
When using the suppression theory for coding stereo 
image pairs in association with disparity compensated 
predictive COding, it is often necessary to code the 
referepce frame directly at a high bit rate (higher quality) 
and to only allocate the minimal amount of the bit budget 
to code the prediction error images (PEIs). Thus the PETs 
are prone to excessive loss in quality, which would 
adversely affect the overall quality of reconstructed stereo 
image pair. The application of embedded block coding 
descnoed above, would solve this problem by 
concentrating on the accurate coding of coefficients (thus 
pixels) close to high activity areas (usually along object 
boundaries where binocular depth information is 
excessive) of the PEIs. The remaining low activity areas, 
being mostly zeros, would remain so, even under very 
high compression rates. Thus at the decodei end the 
disparity compensation procedure would be able to 
reconstruct a predicted image (right image) whose quality 
near high activity areas of the error image is determined 
by the effiCiently coded PETs and the quality near low 
activity areas would be largely determined by the 
reconstructed reference (left) image of superior quality. 
In the following section we introduce the reader to the 
design and implementation of the RASTER CODEC. 
3. THE RASTER CODEC DESIGN 
Figure-l shows the block diagram of the proposed rate 
scalable stereo image CODEC. A careful observation of 
fig. 1 leads us to the following: 
1. A lPEG-2000 encoder is used to encode the directly 
transmitted left image and the prediction error image 
(PEI). 
2. At the encoder end, disparity estimation and 
compensation is performed in coroparison with a 
locally decoded reference image instead of the 
original reference image. 
3. Decoded reference frames at both encoder and 
decoder are locked at a given data rate RI. 
4. The decoder contains two lPEG-2000 decoders, 
operating at two data rates. 
5. The disparity vector (DV) field is encoded using a 
fixed length code separately. 
In order to explain the above inclusions in more detail; let 
us explore some theoretical aspects of the coding process 
in more detail. 
Let d denote the disparity vector field obtained by the 
method descnoed in section 2.1. Let L be the reference 
image (left view). The predicted right image, R 1",d is 
obtained by rearranging the pixels in L relative to d. If D 
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denotes this operation, the predicted right image can be 
'Written as, 
(1) 
Thus, the prediction error image, E p"d for the right 
image, R is obtained as, 
(2) 
At the decoder end the predicted right image, R p"d' is 
obtained by, 
(3) 
where, L and d are the decoded reference image and 
disparity vector field, respectively. Thus, the decoded 
right image can be obtained 1,!sjpg the equation,' 
(4) 
where, E p"d is the decoded predictive error image. 
The disparity vector field is losslessly encoded using 
DPCM coding [1]. This leads to the relationship, d = d. 
Thus, if the same reference frame is maintained both at 
the encoder and decoder, Le. if L = L, comparing 
equations (1) and (3), 
=> R p ... a ,= R p",d (5) 
This results in the decoded PEI, E p.-ed' being the only 
source of, distortion in the reconstruction of the right 
image (equation (4». Thus, in order. to maximize the 
performance of the CODEC it is necessary to maintain the 
same reference frame at both encoder,and decoder. In the 
proposed CODEC we achieve this by adding a prediction 
feedback loop in the encoder so that a decoded image is 
used as the reference 'image. 
However in the proposed scalable CODEC, the decoded 
reference images have different distortions at different 
data rates. Hence it is impossible for the encoder to ' 
generate the exact reference images as in the decoder f<>1: .',:' 
all data rates. In order to solve this problem we use "":,: 
adaptive disparity compensation (ADC). a concept s~;~~l: 
to adaptive motion compensation (AMC) [9J. In ADC. Jl!.f;Y:'. 
order to maintain the same reference frame in the enc~i;'c" 
and decoder, we introduce a feedback loop in the decod~;';:'i: 
such that the decoded reference images at both ends CO~~,),f:'i 
be locked to the same data rate, say R . ,"~~;§';:! ' 
;.';, ;.~ 'i-$ 
..... 
... ' 
b<i 
t~/ ~tsume that the target data rate is RT • where 
~'i RL ~ Rr ::; RH and the disparity vector field is coded at 
~j:a rate R DV where R DV < R L • As R DV is known both 
:;b)' the encoder and decoder, if we decode the embedded 
;' reference image bit stream at rate RL - RDV (=.R) at 
. both ends, the decoded reference frames would be 
identical, i.e. i. It was mentioned above that at the 
decoder the embedded reference image bit stream is 
aecoded' . at two data rates. The image decoded at 
R L - R DV is used as the decoded reference image to 
fiod the predicted image, and the image decoded at rate 
RT - R DV is added to the predicted frame to generate the 
final decoded right image. By following this strategy, the 
reference images at the encoder and decoder are 
maintained as identical, which leaves the decoded 
E pnd as the only source of distortion, thus eliminating. 
error propagation over varying data rates. 
255, 8 bits per pixe!, uncompressed) and are of size 
320x320 pixels. As the images have been obtained using 
parallel axis camera geometry, a search area of 8 pixels in 
the horizontal direction was used for all i,mages in 
disparity compensation. The compression rate is 
measured in bits per pixel (bpp). The objective image 
quality is measured in terms of peak signal to noise ratio . 
Table.! illustrates the rate distortion performance of the 
RAS1ER CODEC in comparison to the direct 
transmission of right image, at same bit rate. For all 
experiments the left image (reference image) is directly 
transmitted at twice the bit rate of right (predicted) image 
tabulated in the first column ofTable.1. As a block size of 
8X8 and a search window size of 8 pixels (0-7)" were 
used, log28/(64)=O.0469bpp is allocated for the 
fixed length coding of disparity vector field, DV. The 
remaining bits are used in coding the PEI. For example, 
when 0.4000 bpp has been allocated for the coding of 
right image, 0.8000 bpp is used for the coding of directly 
transmitted left image, Q.0469 bpp is used for the coding 
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Figure 1. Block Diagram of the Proposed Rate Scalable Stereo Image CODEC 
4. RESULTS & ANALYSIS 
The above CODEC was implexnented on a UNlX 
platform using C language. The JasPer JPEG·2000 
implementation (13) was used as the base compression 
engille. Experiments were performed on a set of five 
stereo image pairs namely lamp, cans, texture, lab and 
packs, respectively containing an increasing amount of 
stereo data. All images were grayscale (value range 0-
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of disparity vector field .and 0.3531 bpp is used for the 
coding of the PEI. Note that for a fair comparison the 
quality of the directly transmitted (if it Was to) right image 
at this rate is measured at 0.4000 bpp rather than at 
0.3531 bpp. The reason is that under such a situation, no 
DV field would have to be transmitted for the right image 
reconstruction. Note that for all the experiments, the right" 
frame prediction at the encoder end llI'd the decoding at 
the decoder end is doni. based on a left frame that is 
decoded at rate Rl=O.lOOO bpp. (see Section 3.0). 
_.-
1 Tab e 1-Rate D· lstortion P f er ormance C omparison 
Cans Packs Lamp Lab Texture 
Right. 
BR(bpp) JPEG ~STER JPEG 2K RASTER JPEG2K 
2K(dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) 
0.4000 44.67 44.25 34.79 34.35 
0.2000 39.67 39.71 30.08 30.35 
0.1600 37.99 .. 38.22 29.00 29.44 
0.1333 36.77 37.52 27.76 28.64 
0.1143 35.58 36.88 27.07 28.02 
0.1000 34.58 36.07 26.50 27.75 
0.0889 33.81 35.73 25.83 27.47 
0.0800 33.32 35.51 25.42 27.22 
0.0727 32.46 35.20 25.00 27.00 
0.0667 31.73 35.00 24.65 26.83 
0.0615 31.45 34.62 24.28 26.52 
Tbe results in table.i clearly indicates that the RASTER 
CODEC produces reconstructed images of better 
objective image quality (up to 3.7 dB excess PSNR) 
compared to the right images that could be obtained by 
direct compression using JPEG-2000 at the same bit rate. 
This observatiou is true for all right image bit rates below 
0.2 bpp. However, for bit rates above this, slight, 
subjectively unnoticeable image degradations are 
observed. 
Figure.2 shows the rate-distortion graphs of the RASTER 
CODEC and JPEG-2000 coder in compressing the right 
image of the stereo image pair 'Cans'. It clearly indicates 
that the RASTER CODEC provides better, reconstructed 
image quality at all right image bit rates above 0.2 bpp. 
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Figure 2. Rate-Distortion Performance for 'Cans'. 
Figure 3(a) and 3(b) illustrates the original left and right 
images of the stereo image pair 'Cans'. Figure 3(c) 
illustrates the error image that results from disparity 
compensated prediction. Figure 3( d) illustrates the 
reconstructed left image, when the original is coded at a 
bit rate of 2X 0.0615=0.123 bpp (PSNR=36.22dB). Figure 
3( e) and 3(f) compares the subjective image quality of the 
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RASTER JPEG2K RASTER JPEG2K RASTER 
(dIl) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) 
46.17 38.52 37.77 36.80 36.45 
42.62 33.41 33.50 32.26 32.79 
41.35 32.02 32.42 31.18 31.67 
40A2 31.01 31.50 30.37 30.82 
39.70 30.05 30.93 29.37 30.45 
39.10 29.24 30.49 28.70 29.88 
38.76 28.79 30.13 28.22 29.71 
38.49 28.32 29.81 27.69 29.48 
38.27 27.76 29.54 27.29 29.24 
37.73 27.20 29.39 27.01 29.15 
37.64 27.02 29.19 I 26.73 29.04 
right images produced by the two coders (RASTER & 
JPEG-2000) at a right image bit rate of 0.0615 bpp. Tbe 
image produced by RASTER CODEC (pSNR=34.62dB) 
shows less ringing artifacts around object boundaries as 
compared to the image formed by directly transmitted 
right image using JPEG-2000 (pSNR=31.45 dB). Visual 
comparison of figures 3(d), 3(e) and 3(f) shows that the 
RASTER CODEC provides a reconstructed image with 
visual image quality equal to the reconstructed left image 
(JPEG-2000 coded) at twice the bit rate, whereas the 
directly transmitted right image is of noticeably inferior 
image quality as compared to the image offig. 3(d). 
Tbe quality of the· reconstructed right image of the 
RASTER CODEC is dependent On the quality of the 
locally decoded left image that is used at the encoder and 
decoder ends as a reference for disparity compensated 
prediction. In order to maintain rate scalability of the 
proposed coder within a larger range, it is essential that 
this reference image is coded at the lowest acceptable bit 
rate (see Section 3). However very Iow quality of this 
reference frame could result in the lowering of the 
reconstructed right image quality of the RASTER 
CODEC. At the same time, if this reference frame is 
coded at a higher bit rate, it would result in an increase of 
the lower bit rate limit of the CODEC. 
-
Figure 4 illustrates the rate distortion performance of the 
RASTER CODEC under varying compression rates of 
this reference image. It is seen that the best performance 
is when the directly transmitted left frame is used, witho~ .. 
any cbange, as the reference frame. However at snch iI ,. 
setting the scalability of the RASTER CODEC . 
suffer. 
(d) (e) (t) 
Figure 3. Subjective Image Quality lllustration for 'Cans' (a) Original left image (b) Original right image 
(c) Error image (d) Reconstructed left image, JPEG-2000, a! 0.123 bpp Ce) Reconstructed right image, 
JPEG-2000, a! 0.0615 bpp (t) Reconstructed right image RASlER CODEC, a! 0.0615 bpp. 
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Figure 4. Rate-distortion performance of RASTER CODEC for stereo image pair 
'Packs', under varying bit rates, RI oflef! reference frame. 
If scalabiJity is not a requirement of the RASTER 
CODEC it is able tOCOJ)1press the right image at half the 
bit rate of the left image, still obtaining an image quality 
equivalent to that of the left image (see table.2). This is an 
interesting observation that shows that the proposed coder 
acts very competitively to most stereo image CODECS 
that have been proposed in literature in the past. It clearly 
shows that the RASTER CODEC efficiently codes the 
PEIs and uses information that it could obtain from the 
reconstructed left frame to build areas where the 
prediction errors are negligible or zero. 
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The above experimental results clearly show that the 
RASTER CODEC shows rate scalability in stereo image 
compression and provides an efficient solution to many 
problems that are inherent to such CODECS. At low bit 
rates, the proposed CODEC is able to code the PEIs very 
efficiently. The prioritized coefficient coding technique 
adopted by JPEG-2000 acts well in the coding of disparity 
compensated images and when combined with the 
disparity compensated stereo imaging techniques prpvides 
enhanced subjective and objective image quality in the 
reconstructed right images. 
" 
Table 2. Rate distortion perfonnance ofRASTER with no rate scalability for ima .. e ~ air 'Packs' 
Left Image Bit Rate 
(bpp) 
Right Image Bit Rate 
CbPv 
Roe. Left Image PSNR Ree. Right Image 
PSNR(dB), RASTER 
Roe. Right Image 
(dB), JPEG2K PS dB JPEG2K 
34.79 1),8000 0.4000 40,60 
0.4000 0,2000 34,91 
0.3200 0.1600 33.27 
0.2666 0.1333 31.77 
0.2286 0.1143 30.90 
0.2000 .. 0.1000 30.15 
0.1778 0.0889 29.53 
0.1600 0.0800 28.89 
0.1'154 0.0727 28.32 
0.1334 0.0667 27.82 
0.1230 0.0615 27.15 
In coding the PEIs we have adopted a strategy whereby 
we map the maximum positive (or negative) value to 
+255 (or -255) and accordingly use the same linear. 
mapping to adjust the values of all other (negative & 
positive) error values. This was found to be necessary in 
order to maximize the efficiency of using a JPEG-2oo0 
CODEC for the coding of PEls. We have also 
experimented on an adaptive gain based preprocessing 
technique for PEI coding [10], whereby smaller predictive 
errors are shifted upwards in magnitude relative to the 
larger errors to give extra priority in coding them. 
However the nrinimal gains obtainable under careful 
parameter settings was not found to give any useful rate-
distortion performance enhancement to the proposed 
CODEC. 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
We have proposed a rate scalable CODEC (RASTER) for 
the efficient compression of stereo image pairs. The 
CODEC is designed based on the JPEG-2oo0 technology 
and the well-known disparity compensated predictive 
coding techniques of stereo image pairs. A JPEG-20oo 
CODEC is used as the base compression engine to code 
the directly transinitted reference image and the predictive 
error images. In order to maintain rate scalability an 
adaptive disparity compensation (ADC) technique has 
been adopted. We have shown that the proposed CODEC 
is able to achieve PSNR gains of up to 3.7 dB as 
compared to directly transmitting the right frame using 
JPEG-2000. In anticipation of the standardization of 
moving JPEG-2000 [14] we are currently in the process 
of further extending this idea to stereo video sequence 
coding. 
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Abstract 
In this paper we propose a stereo image CODEC, fuat uses 
overlapped block disparity estimation/compensation in 
multiresolution wavelet transform domain. Overlapped block 
matching is known to be able to reduce blocking artifacts by 
linearly combining multiple blocks provided by the disparity 
vectors of a block and its neighbours. This capability of 
OBM and discrete wavelet transform's (DWT) versatile time-
frequency localization is expected to improve rate distortion 
performance. With the propose CODEC gains of up to I dB 
at low bit rates as compared to benchmark (I] used in the 
paper. 
1. Introduction 
Advances in telecommunication and multimedia technologies 
have reached a stage where there are new demands of more 
realistic three-dimensional (3-D) display technologies. 
Stereoscopic images/sequences provide a promising means to 
stimulate 3-D perception as it can artificially imitate the 
human visual system in perceiving 3-D. The recent 
breakthrough of autostereoscopic display systems which 
enable users to view stereo images/sequences without having 
to wear special eyeglasses or helmet-mounted display kits has 
resulted in an increased popularity of stereo imaging in 
diverse application domains such as computer games, tele-
robotics. surgery, virtual environment, etc. 
A stereo image pair consists of two separate views ofa three-
dimensional scene captured and/or recorded by two cameras. 
one corresponding to the left eye of the human visual system 
(left image) and the other to the right eye (right image). 
However, independent transmission/storage of stereo image 
pairs require a two fold increased in the bandwidth/storage 
space requirement. Exploiting the inter and intra 
redundancies between the: stereo image pairs is the key factor 
in stereo image compression in order to avoid 
transmitting/storing two images Oeft and right views) 
independently. Based on this, many pixel, block and object 
based stereo image compression algorithms have been 
proposed [1-7,9-10].Majority of these algorithms are based 
on Discrete Cosine Transform (DeT) technology and uses 
Fixed Size Block Matching (FSBM) in disparity 
estimation/compensation. Unfortunately using FSBM with 
DCT results in annoying blocking artifacts at low bit rates. 
This is partly due to FSBM assuming constant disparity for 
the entire block and the use of fixed length basis functions in 
DeT. In stereo imaging applications such artifacts cause 
viewer discomfort and create a major problem. Overlapped 
0-7803-8185-8/03/$17.00 © 2003 IEEE 
block matching (OBM), which reduces blocking artifacts and 
Wavelet Transform that uses variable length basis functions, 
provide a good solution to this problem. 
OBM was originally used in video coding and has receives 
much interest within the stereo image compression research 
community since its introduction in [7]. OBM method 
reduces blocking artifacts by using multiple dis parity vectors 
to estimate a block and linearly combining the prediction, 
based on the disparity of the block and its neighbouring 
blocks, as opposed to FSBM which depends only on the 
disparity of the block itself. 
Meanwhile the use of wavelet transfonns in new still image 
coding standard, JPEG-2000 and video coding standard, 
MPEG-4 which are capable of providing improved rate-
distortion performance and functionality. has motivated uS 
using OBM in wavelet based coding of stereo image pairs [8-
lOJ. 
We propose two novel CODECs in wavelet transform 
domain for stereo image coding. CODEC-I performs 
multiresolution hierarchical disparity 
estimation/compensation in wavelet domain to produce 
improved rate distortion performance. In CODEC-2, we 
further improve this algorithm by adding OBM to CODEC-I. 
The rest of the paper is arranged as follows. In section 2 we 
provide the difference of multiresolution hierarchical 
disparity estimation of the benchmark and our proposed 
CODECs. Section 3 describes in detail the two algorithms of 
the proposed CODECs. Section 4 provides experimental 
results and compares the effectiveness of the proposed 
CODECs with regard to the benchmark. Finally, Section 5 
concludes with a foresight to our future research in this 
direction. 
2. Multiresolution Hierarchical 
Disparity Estimation & Compensation 
The Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) decomposition 
based on [12] forming a pyramid structure is an efficient 
way of representing information of an image at progressively 
lower resolutions. The pyramid structure enables efficient 
multiresolution based disparity estimation/compensation to 
be performed due to availability of significance features such 
as edges that are crucial in stereo perception at a multitude of 
resolutions levels [I]. 
The left image (reference image) and the right image 
(predicted image) undergo a 3-level DWT decomposition 
where the coefficients are generated by applying a cascade of 
two-channel filter banks to each image. At each level there 
are four subimages that are one-fourth the size of the image at 
the level below. One subimage is obtained by lowpass 
filtering in both directions (rows and columns) and is referred 
to as the coarse image (LL); it carries most of the energy 
present in the original image and 
possess intensity distribution similar to that of the original 
image. The remaining three subimages are detail images, 
which contain high frequency details in either horizontal 
(LH), vertical (HL), or both (HH) directions. Only the coarse 
image at each level is subjected to further decomposition to 
obtain the next level of subimages. 
At the end of the 3-level DWT decomposition there are 10 
subimages for each image consisting of one coarse image 
(LL3), three horizontal detail images (LHI, LH2, LH3), three 
vertical detail images (HLI, HL2, HL3) and three diagonal 
detail images (HH I, HH2, HH3) as shown in figure 1. 
LL3 HL3 
HL2 
LH3 HH HLl 
LH2 HH2 
LHl HHl 
Figure 1. Three level wavelet 
decomposition of an image 
2.1 Multiresolution Hierarchical Disparity 
Estimation - The benchmark technique 
In the benchmark technique [I], disparity estimation is 
initially performed on the coarsest sub-images, LL3, of the 
stereo image pair. These disparity values are subsequently 
propagated to the LL2 level as an initial estimate of the 
disparity. A search is now performed at LL2 level, within a 
search space of double the size used in LL3 level, for a 
further refinement of this disparity value. This value is finally 
propagated as the initial estimate for the LLI level. At the 
first level of decomposition (LLl in out case), the disparity 
value refinement is continued for a final time as discussed 
above. Finally the three detailed subimages, HLI, LHI and 
HH I uses the refined disparity value thus obtained from LLl 
as the final estimate of disparity. Figure-2 illustrates this 
process. The right image will be subsequently estimated from 
the four sub-images ofthe highest resolution level. 
2.2 Multiresolution Hierarchical Disparity 
Estimation - Proposed 
In the proposed CODECs, disparity estimation is performed 
separately on the coarse image and the three detail images of 
the lowest resolution level, as in figure 3. 
The disparity vectors of detail images of the lowest resolution 
level are multiplied by 1, n~1 ,2... and used as disparity 
vector of next higher resolution level for corresponding detail 
images. 
In the propose CODECs; the right image is estimated using 
all subimages of each level as opposed to the benchmark 
which uses only the level-l subimage. This results in a better 
performance of the propose CODECs over the benchmark, as 
shown by our experiment result described in section 4. 
LL3 
rpLL2 
81 
_+-LLl HLI 
m m 
f--. 
+-LHI \,. HHI 
m m 
Figure 2. Hierarchical disparity estimation-
The benchmark technique 
3. The Proposed CODECs 
3.1 CODEC-1 
In this algorithm, the search for the best match of a given 
block of each subimage in level-3 of the reference image 
(left) is done independently with the corresponding subimage 
in level-3 of the predicted image (right image). 
Figure 4 represents the block diagram of the proposed 
CODEC-1. At the encoder end, tbe left image and the right 
image undergo a 3-level dyadic DWT separately. For a block 
of each subimage in level-3 of the left image a search is 
performed in the corresponding subimage of the right image, 
within a maximum likelihood area on the subimage. The best 
predictor is found by using the Mean Squared Error (MSE) as 
the selection criterion. 
For level-2 and level-I detailed images (HL, LH, HH), the 
predicted best matches are found by using the disparity 
vectors of the corresponding detailed images of level-3. For 
level-2, the best match is found by multiplying the disparity 
vector of level-3 by two while for leve~1 the disparity value 
is obtained by mUltiplying the corresponding LL3 disparity 
value by four. This results in the proposed algorithm, only 
having to transmit the disparity values that are in level 3 
leading to a considerab1e decrease in the bit budget required 
for the t",nsmission of the disparity vector field. 
The prediction errors of all the ten subimages are then used to 
form the Prediction Error Image (PEI), which would initially 
be in the form of a 3-level decomposed image. This PE! is 
subsequently converted to the wavelet-block domain as 
explained in our previous paper [9-11]. Finally, each wavelet 
block in the left and the PEI undergo a JPEG-Iike encoder 
with modified scanning and quantization. [9-11]. 
At the decoder end, the reverse process of the encoder takes 
place until the right image is reconstructed. 
Figure 3. Hierarchical disparity 
estimation - Proposed CODEC 
3.2 CODEC-2 
The design of CODEC-2 is the same as CODEC-I up to the 
stage where prediction errors are obtained for all the 
subimages. Blocks with MSE greater than a pre-specified 
threshold will be assigned a value I in a so-called, OBM 
indicator table, indicate that OBM needs to be performed for 
further refinement. An entry of 0 in the table means that 
OBM no applied. 
Figure 5 illustrates the OBM procedure. The block is divided 
into four quadrants; I, 2, 3 and 4. The prediction error of each 
quadrant is replaced by a neW prediction error obtained by 
averaging its prediction error with that of its immediate 
neighbours. The new prediction errors are obtained as 
follows: 
lnow ~ (l+a+b+c)/4 
2",w ~ (2+d+e+f)/4 
3"w ~ (3+g+h+i)/4 
4"w ~ (4+j+k+I)/4 
To ensure that the new prediction reduces the energy level of 
the error block, its MSE is compared with the MSE of the old 
prediction error. If the MSE of the new prediction block is 
greater than the old MSE, then the old prediction error is 
used. 
After OBM has been applied on all blocks indicated by the 
OBM indicator table, the new prediction errors for each 
subimage contains blocks predicted with and without OBM. 
The new prediction errors are then used to furm the new PE!. 
Finally each wavelet block in the left image and the new PE! 
undergoes JPEG-like encoding as described in our work [9-
11] and transmitted. 
At the decoder end, by making the disparity vectors and the 
OBM indicator table available, the reverse process of that of 
the encoder is performed to obtain the reconstructed right 
image. 
Figure 4. CODEC-I- Encoder 
a b d e 
c 2 f 
g 3 4 
h k 
Figure 5. Block ;md it neighbouring 
blocks used in OBM 
Coded 
Left 
Image 
Coded 
Error 
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4. Experimental Results & 
Analysis 
Both CODECs were implemented using purpose built 
MA TLAB routines. In order to test the effectiveness of the 
proposed algorithms, we have simulated its performance on 
two pairs of stereo images~ a synthesized scene, Room, and a 
natural scene, Aqua. The size of the stereo image pairs is 
128x128. Parallel axis geometry has been used to acquire 
these images. The disparity vector field and OBM indicator 
were coded using fixed length code. Different Daubachies 
compactly supported orthomormal filters; db4 (for level-I), 
db2 (for level-2) and db 1 (for level-I) were used as the 
wavelet transforms. Using shorter length filters for lower 
resolution sub-images (as above) have shown to be effective 
in improving the subjective and objective performance of 
wavelet based image CODECs. 
The objective image quality is measured in terms of Peak 
Signal to Noise Ritio (PSNR). The compression efficiency 
(or Bit Rate) is measured in tenns of bits per pixel (bpp) as 
follows: 
BR = bpp [
Tot Bits""",] 
NxM 
where, N and M represent the image dimensions and 
Tot_Bitsccmp is the total number of bits required to represent a 
given image in its compressed fonnat. For the benchmark and 
CODEC-l, Tot_Bits_ includes the bits that are required to 
code the disparity vector field, in addition to the bits 
requirement to encode and transmit the predictive error 
image. For CODEC-2, it also includes the bits required to 
code the OBM indicator. For a fair comparison, the objective 
quality of the left image (reference) was set at equivalent 
level (44.61 dB) for all CODECs. 
For the stereo image pair 'Aqua' figure 6, compares the 
subjective image quality of the reconstructed right images 
when using the proposed and benchmark techniques. 
Figure 6 shows that at a bit rate of about 0.1 572 bpp, the 
reconstructed right images obtained using CODEC-I and 
CODEC-2 have better subjective and objective quality as 
compared to that of Figure 6(b). This is particularly evident at 
the upper left edges of the stone and the small fish in the 
upper middle part ofthe image. 
For further evaluation of the performance of the proposed 
CODECs, in figure 7, we provide the rate distortion 
performance graphs for the proposed and benchmark 
techniques. Figure 7 illustrates small improvement of 
CODEC-2 over CODEC-l since with wavelet based 
techniques there are ringing artifacts as opposed to blocking 
artefacts in DCT based techniques. Thus OBM, which is 
mainly used to reducing the blocking artefacts has only a 
slight impact on the performance of the CODEC-2. 
CODEC-l and CODEC-2 show objective image quality gains 
of up to 1 dB over the benchmark. This is mainly due to the 
difference in the hierarchical disparity estimation between the 
proposed and the benchmark techniques. 
a b 
c d 
Figure 6. Subjective quality evaluation for 
Aqua: 
(a) Original right image 
(b) Reconstructed right image, 
benchmark,.t 0.1574 bpp, PSNR 
21.07 dB 
(c) Reconstructed right image, CODEC-l 
At 0.1575 bpp, PSNR21.78 dB 
(d) Reconstructed right image, CODEC-2 
At 0.1572 bpp, PSNR 22 db 
5. Conclusion 
We have proposed two DWT based stereo image pair 
compression algorithms that performs ~ultiresolution 
hierarchical disparity estimation and overlapped block 
matching in wavelet transform domain. The proposed 
CODECs have produced better performance than the 
benchmark with PSNR gains of up to I dB. These CODECs 
also have better subjective performance. 
Fixed Length coding was used to code the disparity vector 
field and the OBM indicator. Further experiments showed 
that disparity vector field is quite smooth and OBM indicator 
uses value of either 0 or 1. Thus replacing Fixed Length 
coding with Differential Pulse Code Modulation (DPCM) 
would result in a more efficient coding of the above. The bits 
saved could be used to improve the subjective and objective 
quality of the predicted image. 
We are currently in the process of replacing tie JPEG-like 
CODEC used within our present research context, with a 
JPEG-2000 CODEC. This is expected to improve the results 
further. 
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Abstract 
In this paper, we propose a novel, discrete wavelet transform (DWT) domain implementation of our previously 
proposed, pioneering block-based disparity compensated predictive coding algorithm for stereo image compression. 
Under the present research context we perform predictive coding in the form of pioneering block search in the sub-band 
domain. The resulting transform domain predictive error image is subsequently converted to a so-called wavelet-block 
representation, before being quantized and entropy coded by a JPEG-like CODEC. We show that the proposed novel 
implementation is able to effectively transfer the inherent advantages of DWT-based image coding technology to 
efficient stereo image pair compression. At equivalent bit rates, the proposed algorithm achieves peak signal to noise 
ratio gains of up to 5.5 dB, for reconstructed predicted images, as compared to traditional and state of the art DCT and 
DWT-based predictive coding algorithms. 
© 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
Keywords: Stereo image compression; Discrete wavelet transform; Predictive coding; Disparity compensation; Pioneering blocks; 
Wavelet blocks 
1. Introduction 
The recent advancement of auto-stereoscopic 
display teChnologies are currently driving stereo 
imaging into applications domains such as digital 
television, computer simulations and Internet 
technologies that have been so far dominated by 
the state-of-the-art monocular image and video 
·Corresponding author. Tel.: +44-1509-228234; fax: +44-
1509-211586. 
E-mail addresses:e.a.edirisinghe@lboro.ac. uk 
(E.A. Edirisinghe), m.y.nayan@lboro.ac.uk(M.Y. Nayan), 
h.e.bez@lboro.ac.uk (H.E. Bez). 
coding techniques. Thus at present, efficient 
algorithms that are capable of coding and trans-
mitting (storing) stereo images and image se-
quences are attracting significant research efforts 
from the stereo imaging research community. To 
this extent various coding algorithms based on 
block, object- and region-based predictive coding 
techniques have been reported in literature [1-
4,6,8-10,15,17,19-21]. 
In parallel to the above-mentioned shift of 
technology from monocular to binocular vision 
capability, the popular, base compression technol-
ogy that was used in almost all image and video 
coding standards (baseline-JPEG, MPEGs and 
0923-5965/$ - See front matter © 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
doi: 1 0.1 0 16jj.image.2003.08.0 16 
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H26x), discrete cosine transforms [14], are at 
present being steadily replaced by discrete wavelet 
transform (DWT)-based technologies that are 
capable of providing improved rate-distortion 
performance and additional functionality [1,4,7, 
11-13,16-18]. The culmination of research in this 
direction resulted in the recent standardization of 
JPEG-2000 [7] and wavelet domain implementa-
tions of MPEG-4 video coding standard. As most 
stereo image and sequence compression teChniques 
that have been proposed in literature are based on 
DCT-based technologies [2,3,6,8-10,15,19-21], 
currently there exists a trend in transfer of stereo 
imaging technology to DWT -based techniques. 
To this effect few wavelet-based stereo image 
compression algorithms have been reported in 
literature [1,4,17] during the past few years. Most 
of these algorithms are a straightforward applica-
tion of the popular wavelet-based monocular 
image compression algorithms to stereo image 
compression. 
Following the above-mentioned trends in tech-
nology and research directions, within the present 
research context, we propose a wavelet-based 
implementation for the pioneering block-based 
disparity compensated predictive coding (pBDCPC) 
algorithm, which was originally implemented in 
[9,IOJ using DCTs as the base technology. The 
PBDCPC algorithm is known for its ability to 
work under very low bit rate constraints [9], still 
producing predicted images of acceptable image 
quality. The high compression gains that are 
possible are due to the fact that it avoids the 
necessity of having to transmit the so-called, 
disparity vector field as overhead bits. Within 
our present research context we show that the 
change of base technology from DCT to DWT 
further improves its low bit rate performance. 
However, due to the specific requirements of the 
PBDCPC coding architecture and the properties 
of DWT-based multi-resolution decomposition 
[16,17J, the above transfer of base technology is 
not straightforward and thus involves additional 
design and development of considerable novelty. 
The original PBDCPC algorithm is summarized in 
Section 2 for quick reference. Readers interested in 
its detailed design and behavior are advised to 
refer to the original work reported in [9,10]. 
For clarity of presentation, the rest of the paper 
is organized as follows. Apart from this section, 
which is a general introduction to the context of 
the proposed research, Section 2, summarizes the 
principles and the strict requirements behind the 
effective implementation of the PBDCPC algo-
rithm. Section 3, discuses the DWT -based multi-
resolution decomposition of a stereo image pair 
and the formation of wavelet-block-based struc-
ture, which forms the foundation for the proposed 
implementation. Section 4 discusses PBDCPC 
algorithm's implementation in wavelet domain by 
first discussing a multi-resolution pioneering block 
search (MRPBS) procedure and subsequently by 
re-structuring the resulting predictive error (PE) 
image and the reference image within a wavelet-
block structure [13,16] for entropy coding and 
transmission. In Section 5, we compare the 
performance of the proposed CODEC with that 
of traditional DCT-based DCPC schemes [2,15] 
and a mOre recently published DWT based DCPC 
scheme [13] and prove the novel algorithm's 
improved rate-distortion performance and im-
proved range of performance. Finally in Section 
6, we conclude with suggestions for further 
improvements of the proposed algorithms and its 
possible use in stereo image sequence compression. 
2. Pioneering block-based search and its special 
requirements 
In predictive coding of stereo image pairs we 
assume that the reference, left image of the stereo 
image pair is coded independently and that the 
right image is predictive coded hased on the 
reference image. Under this coding strategy it is 
possible to code the predictive image at a much 
lower bit rate as compared to the reference frame, 
still producing a reconstructed right image of 
quality equivalent to that of the reference frame, 
which enables good stereoscopic viewing capabil-
ity. The PBDCPC algorithm follows this basic 
coding architecture. 
Fig. I illustrates the pioneering block-based 
search (PBS) procedure that was used in the 
original PBDCPC algorithm [9]. 
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Fig. 1. Pioneering block~based search procedure. 
As illustrated in Fig. I, to encode a given block 
of image pixels (say size 8 x 8) in the predicted 
(right) image, the block preceding it and the block 
directly above it are taken as pioneering blocks to 
search for a matching pair of blocks, within a 
selected windowed area of maximum likely of the 
reference (left) image. The best matching pair is 
found using mean squared error as the minimiza-
tion criterion and using equal weights for the two 
blocks. Once the best matching pair is found, the 
block directly below the upper block is chosen as 
the predictor for the block to be encoded. The 
above prediction strategy exploits the intra-frame 
redundancy of the two constituent images of the 
stereo image pair and their inter-frame redun-
dancy, together. At the decoder end, when 
decoding a given right image block, a search 
identical to that of the encoder end is performed 
based on it's already decoded adjacent blocks as 
pioneering blocks and the reconstructed left frame 
as the reference. Thus as compared to traditional 
predictive coding algorithms, the PBDCPC algo-
rithm enables reconstruction of the right image at 
the decoder end without recourse to the block-
disparity values, enabling a comparatively better 
compression performance. Note that at the 
boundaries of the image where one of the 
pioneering blocks (or both) is unavailable, the 
above search procedure is replaced by a PBS with 
one block (or by direct prediction). 
Two specific criteria should be met in PBDCPC, 
to guarantee the reconstruction of the predicted 
image. Once the predictor, L for the block to be 
encoded, R is found, the prediction error (PE), E is 
calculated as, E = R - L. Note the use of L to 
represent the fact that the search is performed on a 
locally reconstructed left frame. This is the first 
specific requirement of the PBDCPC coder, as it 
guarantees that the procedure adopted at the 
encoder end is identical to that adopted at the 
decoder end. This is due to the fact that at the 
decoder end what is available is the reconstructed 
reference frame. In addition to meeting the above 
condition, a second specific condition needs to be 
met. When the PE E is calculated at the encoder 
end, apart from it being encoded and transmitted 
to the decoder end, it has to be decoded and added 
to the predictor, t, to produce the preceding 
pioneering block for the encoding of the next 
predicted frame block. Thus, always the pioneer-
ing block selection in the predicted image is done 
on a 'so-far' reconstructed image. This satisfies the 
second condition in guaranteeing that the encoder 
and decoder prediction environments are identical. 
Thus in the PBDCPC coder the encoder and 
decoder work on identical reference frames and 
selects pioneering blocks from identical, 'so-far' 
reconstructed predicted frames. This enables the 
guaranteed reconstruction of the predicted image 
at the decoder end, without recourse to disparity 
information, which is the key feature of the 
PBDCPC scheme. We refer readers interested in 
the theoretical proof of the above-mentioned 
quality guaranteeing procedure to [5]. 
Following the pixel domain PBS procedure, 
summarized above, to fully satisfy the second 
condition in guaranteeing the reconstruction of the 
predicted image, the PE blocks have to ultimately 
go through locally simulated lossy coding (trans-
form coding/decoding and quantization/de-quan-
tization) at the encoder end before being fed back 
to form the preceding pioneering block of the next 
block to be encoded. Thus, a straightforward 
block based, pixel domain PBDCPC to obtain the 
PE image in full, and the subsequent DWT-based 
coding of the same, is not a suitable DWT 
implementation of the PBDCPC algorithm. This 
is due to the fact that with such a scheme one is 
unable to introduce the compression losses that 
would be introduced to the PE blocks, before they 
are 'fed-back'. As a solution to the above problem, 
within our present research context we propose a 
strategy based on SUb-band domain PBDCPC in 
which PE blocks are appropriately quantized and 
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de-quantized before being fed back to act as the 
preceding pioneering block of the next iteration. 
This guarantees the reconstruction of the right 
image under all bit rates. 
In addition to specific design criteria discussed 
above, to allow a worthwhile comparison between 
the original DCT based and proposed DWT based 
implementations of PBDCPC, we have adapted a 
JPEG-like (DCT -based) coding strategy based on 
wavelet-block coding [16], to code the reference 
image and the predictive error image (PEI). With 
this adaptation we aim to demonstrate that the 
coding gains obtained under the present research 
context is solely due to the application of 
PBDCPC in sub-band domain and is not due to 
the use of more efficient coding techniques to code 
wavelet transform coefficients as against the 
techniques used to code the DCT coefficients. 
The IPEG-like coding strategy proposed in [16], 
which provides the basis for our deSign above, 
guarantees this. It also provides the additional 
advantage of using a popular, simple coding 
architecture in quantizing and entropy coding 
wavelet transform coefficients. Section 3 describes 
the sub-band decomposition of a stereo image pair 
and the conversion of such a decomposed struc-
ture to the so-called wavelet-block representation. 
3. Wavelet decomposition of a stereo image pair 
and formation of wavelet blocks 
The lirst stage of the proposed DWT imple-
mentation of the PBDCPC algorithm is the 
independent wavelet decomposition of the stereo 
image pair into N-levels, forming 3N + I sub-
bands. The coefficients of these sub-bands are 
generated by applying a cascade of two-channel 
lilter banks to the image. Fig. 2 illustrates this 
decomposition structure for a given image, with 
N = 3. We name the lowest resolution band, LL3. 
As described above the common practice in 
DWT subband coding procedures, is to group the 
coefficients into subband-oriented groups. In other 
words, coefficients of a given subband, comes from 
different spatial locations of the image. However 
in block based, DCT subband coding procedures, 
the coefficients are grouped into blocks, i.e. they 
are from COmmon spatial locations, but different 
subbands. Since the adaptation of a DCT -like 
(baseline-IPEG like) coding structure would en-
able fair comparison of the DWT-based PBDCPC 
algorithm with it's original DCT-based counter-
part (see Section 2), we propose the transforma-
tion of the decomposition structure of Fig. 2 to 
wavelet-blocks as depicted in Fig. 3, prior to 
coding the reference frame and PE frame that 
results from the proposed CODEC (see Section 4). 
The idea behind wavelet blocks is to group the 
DWT coefficients into blocks, so that the grouping 
is similar to that used by a DCT-based subband 
coding procedure. 
As illustrated in Fig. 3, the linal result is the 
transformation of the input image into a re-
organized structure of original image size, but 
consisting of a two-dimensional array of nOn-
overlapping wavelet blocks, each representing 
different sUbband elements from the location 
LL3 HL3 
LH3 HH3 
HL2 
HL! 
LH2 HH2 
LHI HHI 
Fig. 2. Three-level wavelet decomposition of an image. 
[ili 83 c c 
83 83 
flII 
flII 
flII A single wavelet 
block 
Fig. 3. Formation of a single wavelet block from a three-level 
decomposed image. 
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corresponding to the block. In other words, for a 
S-Ievel DWT, blocks of 28 x 28 samples are 
constructed. 
The following section describes the detail design 
of the proposed CODEC. 
4. Wavelet-based implementation of the PBnCPC 
algorithm 
Fig. 4 illustrates a high-level block diagram of 
the proposed CODEC. The original left image 
(reference) Lori, is independently coded using the 
IPEG-like wavelet CODEC (see Fig. 5) proposed 
in [16]. After reconstruction at the decoder end, it 
provides a reference for the prediction of the right 
image. In addition to the above, the encoded 
reference image is locally decoded at the encoder 
end to produce a reconstructed left image L,,,, 
which is subsequently used as the reference in the 
wavelet-based PBS unit. Note that this satisfies the 
first requirement for a successful PBDCPC design. 
The original right image Rori and reconstructed left 
~------------------- 3-Level Multi-resolution 
DWl' 
Decomp. 
image 4ec then undergo N -level dyadic wavelet 
decomposition as described in Section 3. For our 
experiments we have used N = 3 and we follow the 
convention depicted in Fig. 2, in naming the ten 
resultant sub bands, with the lowest sub band being 
named as LL3. 
Within the wavelet-based PBS unit, for each 
corresponding subband pair (e.g. LLD and RLLJ, 
LHLI and RHLJ. etc.) a PBS is performed in the 
subband domain as described in Section 2, to 
produce the corresponding subband of the predic-
tion error image (PEI). Note that we use a block 
size of 2 x 2 for PBS at the lowest sub-band level, 
whereas at the highest sub-band level we used a 
block size of 8 x 8. Once the PEI has been 
completely found (Le. all of its subbands found), 
the IPEG-like CODEC [16) is used to transform it 
into wavelet blocks as described in Section 3 and 
transmit after suitable quantization and entropy 
coding. Fig. 4 also illustrates a PE block feedback 
loop, which converts the original domain PEs 
into the reconstructed domain by locally sending 
the PE through a quantization/de-quantization 
PE Block F\:Wbllck 
Multi-
resolution pns 
Coded Left Image 
Coded Error Image 
Fig. 4. Proposed encoder. 
N-Ievel 
DWT 
Wavelet 
Block 
Processor 
Quantize 
Fig. 5. JPEG-like wavelet block encoder. 
Scan Entropy 
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8 7 8 8 34 34 34 34 
7 7 8 8 34 34 34 34 
8 8 12 12 34 34 34 34 
QDwr ::: 8 8 12 12 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 55 55 55 55 
34 34 34 34 55 55 55 55 
34 34 34 34 55 55 55 55 
34 34 34 34 55 55 55 55 
Fig. 6. The quantizer table. 
procedure. The error block, in its reconstructed 
state, E,.. is then added to the best predictor 
previously found from 4", to form the block, 
which would act as the preceding (front) pioneering 
block for the next iteration of the PBS. Thus the 
purpose of the above-mentioned error feedback 
loop is to satisfy the second requirement for a 
successful PBDCPC CODEC design (see Section 2). 
Within the JPEG-like coding strategy adopted 
for coding wavelet-blocks, of both left image and 
PEI, we have used the quantizer depicted in Fig. 6. 
Thus all coefficients in band HH3 are quantized 
using 7 as the scalar quantizer and all coefficients 
in band HHI are quantized using 55 as the 
quantization step size. This simple quantizer step 
allocation simplifies the above error-block feed-
back procedure considerably by providing a single 
factor for quantizing all coefficients of a PE block 
at each SUb-band level. 
The decoder of the proposed CODEC works in 
a manner similar to the encoder. Due to the 
orientation of the two pioneering blocks relative to 
the block to be encoded, in encoding blocks in the 
first row of blocks (other than the first block itself), 
of a given subband, only the block above is used as 
the pioneering block. A similar strategy in adapted 
to resolve the problem of encoding blocks in the 
first column of blocks. The block at the top, left-
hand corner of a sub-band is always coded 
directly, i.e. without any disparity compensation. 
5. Experimental results and analysis 
The proposed CODEC was implemented using 
purpose built MA TLAB routines and was tested 
on a set of eight commonly used test stereo image 
pairs representing indoor, outdoor, natural and 
synthetic scenes. All test stereo image pairs were of 
size 512 x 512. In order to evaluate the perfor-
mance of the proposed CODEC, we compare its 
performance against that of the well-known 
benchmark algorithm of Perkin's (benchmark-I), 
that uses DCT as the basic compression engine, 
our previously proposed CODEC of Nayan et al. 
[13] (benchmark-2), which is essentially a wavelet-
block-based implementation of benchmark-I and 
our original DCT-based PBDCPC algorithm of 
Jiang et al. [9,10] (benchmark-3). As parallel axis 
camera geometry has been used to acquire these 
images we have limited the PBS along a horizontal 
direction only. For all four CODECs, a windowed 
search area representing a disparity range of 0-7 
pixel shifts was used. For the benchmark-I and 
benchmark-2 CODECs, the disparity vector field 
was coded using a fixed length code, requiring 
three bits per block. A Daubachies compactly 
supported orthonormal filter (db7) was used as the 
wavelet transform. 
The objective image quality is measured in terms 
of peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR), whereas the 
compression efficiency is measured in bits per 
pixels (bpp). The compression efficiency (or bit 
rate) is measured as follows: 
BR = [TOt-Bitscomp] b NxM pp, 
where N and M represent the image dimensions 
and Tot-Bitscomp is the total number of bits 
required to represent a given image in its 
compressed format. For benchmark-l and bench-
mark-2, Tot-Bitscomp include the bits that are 
required to code the disparity vector field, in 
addition to the bit requirement to encode and 
transmit the PEI. However, for the proposed 
CODEC and benchmrk-3, Tot-Bitscomp represents 
only the bit requirement to encode the PEI. For a 
fair comparison, for a given stereo image pair, the 
objective quality of the left image (reference) was 
set at equivalent levels for all four CODECs. 
As illustrated in Fig. 7, the rate-distortion 
graphs show that the proposed PBDCPC CODEC 
outperforms the benchmark-I and benchmark-2 
algorithms by considerable margins both at 
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medium and low bit rates. At a reconstructed right 
image bit rate of 0.2 bpp, for Castle image, the 
proposed CODEC produces a PSNR gain of 
approximately 3.5 dB as against benchmark-2 
and 5 dB as against bechmark-l. For Sscastle 
image improvements of up to 3 dB are indicated at 
this bit rate. At higher bit rates, improvements in 
the range of 2-4 dB are indicated. Given the fact 
that the only difference between benchmark-I and 
benchmark-2 is that in benchmark-2, the DCT-
based coding has been replaced by a DWT-based 
coding technique, which uses a quantization and 
entropy coding stage that performs equivalently to 
that of the benchmark-I, all improvements in the 
rate-distortion performance could be accounted 
towards the transfer of base technology from DCT 
to DWT. Note that the coding PSNR gains 
obtained using this replacement does not exceed 
2.5 dB. Arguing in similar lines, as the only 
difference between the benchmark-2 and the 
proposed CODEC is the replacement of the 
traditional disparity compensation by PBDCPC, 
the outstanding PSNR gains of the range 2-7 dB 
shown against benchmark-2 CODEC, could be 
accounted to the non-transmission of the disparity 
vector field. The gains are mostly significant at 
very low bit rates (7dB at 0.14bpp for Sscastle), 
where, with the scheme of benchmark-2, the 
majority of the bit budget would be used to 
transmit the disparity vector field. With the 
proposed CODEC the complete bit budget could 
be allocated to the coding of the PEs. 
Further analysis of the results in Fig. 7 indicates 
the ability of the proposed PBDCBC CODEC to 
perform at bit rates as low as 0.11 bpp. In contrast, 
the benchmark-I and benchmark-2 CODECs are 
unable to perform at bit rates lower than 
0.145 bpp. This is due to the fact that both of 
these benchmark CODECs require an allocation 
of a certain fixed bit budget (0.047 bpp in our 
experiments) for coding the resultant disparity 
vector fields. 
Fig. 8 compares the subjective image quality 
performance of the proposed CODEC against the 
benchmark-l CODEC at a bit rate ofO.15bpp. It 
clearly illustrates that in the proposed CODEC the 
image quality near object boundaries are much 
better as compared to that of benchmark-I. In 
predictive coding of stereo image pairs, the PEs are 
highest near object boundaries, which represent 
areas of binocular disparity. Therefore the PE 
frames have highest values in these regions. Thus 
when these frames are coded under constrained bit 
budgets, the maximum loss is introduced in object 
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Fig. 8. Subjective quality evaluation for castle reconstructed right image: (a) Benchmark~l. O.1550bpp, 21.29dB; and (b) proposed 
CODEC, 0.1498 bpp, 29.03dB. 
boundary areas. This is particularly true at bit 
rates lower than 0.25 bpp for most images. Even 
though the proposed CODEC does not result in a 
more accurate prediction, the bit budget that could 
be allocated to coding the PEs is higher as 
compared to benchmark techniques I and 2 due 
to the fact that no bits have to be allocated for the 
coding of disparity vector fields. Particularly at 
very low bit rates, the bits required for the lossless 
coding of disparity vector fields is significantly 
higher than what is required for coding the PE 
fields. Thus the proposed CODEC's relative 
performance as compared to the benchmark 
CODECs I and 2 improves with the decrease of 
bit rate. A closer analysis of the Fig. 8(a) indicates 
that the subjective quality degradation near object 
boundaries is of a blocky nature and in Fig. 8(b) it 
is of ringing nature. This is due to the inherent 
characteristics of DCT - and DWT -based compres-
sion. However, due to the usage of the pioneering 
block technique, in Fig. 8(b) the otherwise 
expected significant ringing effects have been 
largely eliminated. 
In order to further analyze the performance of 
the proposed DWT implementation of the 
PBDCPC algorithm, in Fig. 9, we compare its 
rate-distortion performance with that of bench-
mark-3, the original DCT implementation [9,10] of 
the PBDCPC algorithm. It illustrates the fact 
that the performance of the proposed CODEC 
supersedes the performance of the benchmark-3 
CODEC, particularly at medium and high bit rates 
(approx. 2-4.5 dB gain). Note that the only 
architectural difference between the two CODECs 
is that the proposed CODEC uses DWT technol-
ogy as the base compression technique as against 
the benchmark-3 using DCT technology. How-
ever, the results in Fig. 7 have previously shown 
that the PSNR gains obtainable under such a 
change of base technology is limited to about 1-
2.5 dB for the test images under consideration. 
Therefore the additional 1-2 dB gain that is 
obtained with the proposed CODEC as against 
the benchmark-3 CODEC should be due to the 
inherent advantage in using PBS in the subband 
domain as against its use in pixel domain. In 
Section 4 it was shown that in the design of the 
PBDCPC algorithm, two special conditions need 
to be satisfied. The first is that the search for the 
best match should be done on a reconstructed 
reference frame. The second condition was that the 
selection of the two pioneering blocks of a block to 
be encoded should be done on a "so far" 
reconstructed right image. Both these conditions 
mean that the selections for the pioneering blocks 
from the "so far" reconstructed right image 
(selection image-I) and their best matching blocks 
from the reference image (selection image-2) are 
done on lossy selection images. However, in the 
case of using DCT as the base compression 
technique, the two, pixel domain selection images 
would consist of artificial block boundaries due to 
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the presence of blocking artifacts inherent to 
DCT-based compression schemes. This would 
result in a significant reduction in redundancy 
between adjacent blocks at very low bit rates of 
coding. The corresponding effect in DWT-based 
schemes is ringing. However in the proposed DWT 
implementation, the two selection images are in 
the transform domain and as a result would not 
contain any ringing artifacts. However due to the 
in troduction of coding losses in the form of 
uniform scalar quantization/de-quantization, the 
redundancy between adjacent blocks would still be 
marginally reduced. Therefore, as the accuracy in 
prediction of PBS schemes depends On the 
presence of redundancy between adjacent blocks 
in the constituent images of a stereo image pair, 
PBS in the DWT domain (i.e. in the proposed 
CODEC) would be more efficient compared to the 
PBS in the pixel domain (in the original CODEC). 
This is particularly true at very low bit rates of 
coding. 
6. Conclusion and future 
In this paper, we have proposed an efficient 
DWT implementation of our previously proposed 
DCT-based pioneering block-based stereo image 
compression algorithm. We have shown that due 
to the specific requirements of the design of the 
CODEC to guarantee the reconstruction of pre-
dicted images, without the use of disparity 
information, the DWT implementation is not a 
straightforward conversion of the base technology 
from DCT to DWT. The novel DWT-based 
PBDCPC scheme results in improved, objective 
rate-distortion performance and a subjective qual-
ity performance. PSNR improvements of up to 
5.5 dB are reported for transmission bit rates of 
0.1 5 bpp. In addition to this the proposed CODEC 
is able to operate at bit rates as low as 0.1 bpp, 
where other CODECs fail to operate due to the 
need of a certain minimum bid budget for 
encoding disparity vector fields. 
Further improvements to the proposed techni-
que, in terms of algorithmic and computational 
efficiency is possible by using faster multi-resolu-
tion search techniques [17] that avoid searches in 
all sub-bands but would rather effectively re-use 
search information at lower resolution sub-bands 
within the search operations of higher resolution 
sub-bands. We are currently in the process of 
expanding the ideas proposed in this paper to 
wavelet-based stereoscopic sequence coding. 
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A Family of Wavelet Transform Based Stereo Image Compression 
Algorithms 
M.Y.Nayan, E.A.Edirisinghe, H.E.Bez 
Department of Computer Science, Loughborough University, UK 
Abstract: In this paper we propose four, wavelet-block based stereo image compression algorithms 
that use a simple coding architecture similar to that of a DCT based baseline-JPEG CODEC. Due to 
this unique design, the proposed CODECs are able to transfer the inherent advantages of DWT~based 
technology to stereo image compression, without the usual extra algorithmic and implementation 
complexity that otherwise needs to be introduced. The four CODECs differ in the manner in which 
disparity compensated predictive coding is performed in predicting one image from its reference 
image. We provide experimental results to evaluate the detailed performance of the proposed 
CODECs and compare them with the performance of two well-known predictive coding based 
benchmark algorithms for stereo image compressions. We report PSNR gains of up to 7 dB at very 
low bit rates, for the CODEC with the best performance. 
Keywords: Stereo Image Compression, Discrete Wavelet Transforms, JPEG, Disparity 
Compensation, and Wavelet Blocks 
1. Introduction 
Recent increase in the demand for more realistic viewing media, in conjunction with the advances in 
auto-stereoscopic display technology, are at present driving the use of stereo imaging into diverse 
areas of applications such as, remote surveillance, medical imaging, HDTV, virtual reality, tele-
medicine, tele-robotic and CAD/CAM. Therefore research into the design and development of more 
efficient, functional, stereoscopic imaging systems, is attracting considerable attention from the image 
and video coding research community, at present [1-19]. 
In capturing a 3D scene, one simulates the human's eyesight effect by independently capturing two, 
two-dimensional images of the scene, through two horizontally separated perspectives. These two 
images are labeled as left image (left eye view) and right image (right eye view). If the above images 
were to be separately transmitted with the intention of reconstructing the 3D scene at the receiver end, 
./ Accepted for publication in Int. Journal. of Computers & Applications 
using binocular fusion. it would require double the bandwidth otherwise required for the transmission 
of a monocular image. Therefore. an essential requirement of a stereoscopic imaging system is the 
efficient compression of stereo image pairs. Although a series of JPEG [20.21] and MPEG standards 
represent worldwide efforts for developing image and video compression technology. they are not 
optimal for the compression of stereo image pairs. This is due to the fact that in stereo image pairs. 
for optimal compression. the presence of inter-frame redundancy and the usual intra-frame 
redundancy should both be exploited effectively. Unfortunately the direct, independent use of 
monocular image compression schemes [20.21]. are unable to exploit inter-frame redundancy. Thus 
specific coding algorithms are required for coding stereo image pairs. 
The most popular stereoscopic image-coding scheme is predictive coding. Under this scheme. the left 
image is chosen as the reference image and is compressed using some well-established monocular 
image compression algorithm/standard. Then. given the full knowledge of the left image. the right 
image (predicted image) is predictive coded. The most common method used in literature is fixed size 
block-based. disparity compensated predictive coding [2.3]. which results in a Predictive Error (PE) 
image. that is usually coded using the compression engine used to independently compress the 
reference (left) image. The coded reference and PE images are traosmitted to the decoder. along with 
the disparity vector field. which is used at the decoder to reconstruct the predicted image based on the 
reconstructed reference and PE image. However. in most such attempts the basic compression engine 
that is used to compress the reference and PE images. is the DC'r based baseline-JPEG standard [20]. 
As DCT based compression schemes suffer from homogeneous blocking artifacts at low bit rates. 
such schemes are not suitable for low bit rate stereo image coding. However. they have the advantage 
of having a simple. well-established coding architecture. which may be beneficial in certain 
application areas. 
To cater for the continual expansion of multimedia and Internet applications. image compression 
technologies have to continually improve and evolve in functionality and efficiency. Worldwide 
efforts in this direction have recently lead to the standardization of DWT based JPEG-2000 [21]. 
which would soon replace DCT-based image compression technology offered by the baseline-JPEG 
standard. The dyadic DWT has versatile time-scale localization characteristics [25.26] due to a 
pyramid-like multi-resolution decomposition structure and offers superior rate-distortion performance 
characteristics as compared to DCT. Lead by the ideas of JPEG-2000. DWT technology is currently 
destined to lead the research and developments efforts in image and video coding fields at least for 
the next decade. Therefore it is essential that every effort be taken to explore the possibility of using 
2 
DWT technology in stereo imaging, which is widely expected to be the imaging technology of future. 
Few attempts have already been made in this direction [6,16,17,19) within the stereo image coding 
research community. 
In this paper we propose four DW1'""based stereo image compression algorithms that preserve the 
simple block based coding architecture of DCT based base1ine-JPEG standard, by arranging the 
wavelet coefficients in so-called wavelet blocks, prior to further processing [24]. Thus the proposed 
algorithms are able to retain the best of both approaches, i.e. simplicity of baseline-JPEG architecture 
and the superior rate-distortion efficiency of DWT based coding. Further, by adapting this hybrid 
coding architecture, the proposed CODECs avoid the necessity of buffering the images and multiple 
passes and thus avoid complex processing. The four CODECs, namely CODEC-l, CODEC-
2,CODEC-3 and CODEC-4, while adopting the Wavelet-Block structure to rearrange the DWT 
coefficients and for subsequent coding, differs in terms of the method that is used for disparity 
compensation and prediction. In CODEC-I, the traditional block based disparity compensated 
predictive coding [2,3) is done in the pixel domain. In CODEC-2, the same is performed in the 
wavelet-block domain. In CODEC-3, pioneering block based disparity compensated predictive 
coding [9,lD) in the wavelet-block domain is used. In CODEC-4, we perform, multi-resolution 
pioneering block based disparity compensated predictive coding. Table. 1 summarizes the Disparity 
Compensation and Prediction Coding (DCPC) techniques used by the four CODECs (see Appendix I 
for search procedure used in the four CODECs). 
Name of CODEC 
CODEC-l 
CODEC-2 
CODEC-3 
CODEC-4 
Method of DCPC 
In pixel domain, with traditional DCPC 
In wavelet-block transform domain, with traditional DCPC 
In wavelet-block transform domain, with pioneering block based DCPC 
In multiresolution DWT domain, with pioneering block based DCPC 
Table-I: Summary of DCPC schemes used in the proposed CODECs 
The rest of the paper is arranged as follows. In section 2 we introduce dyadic wavelet decomposition 
of an image and the formation of wavelet·blocks. Section 3 contains a comprehensive insight into the 
proposed coding algorithms. Section 4 provides experimental results and analyses the effectiveness of 
the proposed CODECs under varying bit rate settings. Section 5 concludes with a foresight to the 
future research in this direction. 
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2. Wavelet Decomposition & The Formation of Wavelet Blocks 
In applying DWT, the coeff,cients are generated by applying a cascade of two-channel filter banks to 
the image. Each image is decomposed into a collection of 3N+ 1 subband images, where N is the 
number of levels. Figure 1 represents a wavelet decomposition of an image, with N=3. Specifically, a 
I-dimensional low pass filter (L) and a I-dimensional high pass filter (H), each based on a mother 
wavelet [25,26], are applied horizontally and vertically to the original image, and the outputs are 
subsampled by a factor of 2, to create 4 subband images. A first DWT stage (level 1) decomposes the 
image into four subbands, denoted by LLl (low-resolution version of original image), HLI (vertical 
features of the image), LHl (horizontal features of the image) and HHl (diagonal features of the 
image). The next DWT stage decomposes this LLI subband into four more subbands, denoted LL2, 
LH2, HL2 and HH2. The process continues for some number of stages, N, producing a total of 3N +1 
subbands whose samples represent the original image. 
W HL3 
LH3 HH3 
HL2 
HLI 
LH2 HH2 
LHI HHI 
Figure 1. Three level wavelet decomposition 
Usually in DWT subband coding, the coefficients are grouped to subband oriented groups (common 
subband, different spatial location) whereas in DCT subband coding, they are grouped into blocks 
(common spatial locations, different subbands). The idea behind wavelet-blocks is to group the DWT 
coefficients into blocks as illustrated in figure 2, so that the grouping is similar to that used by a DCT" 
based subband-coding. 
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Figure 2. Formation of a single wavelet block from a 3-level decomposed image 
(a) decomposed image (b) scan order per single wavelet block 
The final result is the transformation of the input image into a re-organized structure of original image 
size, but consisting of a two-dimensional array of non-overlapping wavelet-blocks, each representing 
different subband elements from the location corresponding to the block. In other words, for aN-level 
DWT, blocks of ZN x ZN samples are constructed. The above conversion is carried out in all proposed 
CODECs. The following section introduces the reader to the specific details of these CODECs. 
3. Proposed Waveleti3ased Stereo Image CODECs 
3a. CODEC-I 
disparity values are suitably coded using a fixed length code and transmitted losslessly to the decoder 
end [21]. 
At the encoder end, the right image is divided into non-overlapping 8x 8 pixel blocks. For each of 
these blocks a search is performed within a windowed area of maximum likelihood on the original 
left image (considered as reference image) to find the best predictor. Assuming that parallel axis 
camera geometry is used to obtain the stereo image pair under consideration, one could limit the 
above mentioned search window in only a horizontal direction, spanning to the left of the 
corresponding block C of the block to be encoded) in the left image [3]. The best predictor is found 
using the Mean Squared Error (MSE) as the selection criteria. The prediction errors of all the non-
overlapping right frame blocks are then used to form the Prediction Error (PE) image. 
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The left image, L and the PE image then undergo 3-level dyadic DWT separately and are 
subsequently converted into tbeir wavelet block representations, by following the procedure described 
in detail in Section 2. Each wavelet block of the two representations then undergo scanning as 
illustrated in Figure l(b) as against the zig-zag scanning procedure adapted by baseline-JPEG [20]. 
This modification of scanning procedure is essential as in the wavelet block representation, for a 
given block; there are coefficients that not only belong to different subbands, but also mUltiple 
coefficients which belong to the same subband [24]. 
After the modified scanning procedure discussed above, the ordered coefficients undergo scalar 
quantization. We use the strategy adapted in [24] to determine a suitable quantization table, that 
provides results equivalent to the 64-entry, uniform, fixed quantization table used by the baseline-
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JPEG standard. After the quantization, the quantized coefficients are subjected to entropy coding 
(runlength/Huffman coding) as in baseline·JPEG. The decoder operations are essentially the inverse 
processes of the encoder processes and are illustrated separately in figure 3. 
3b. CODEC·2 
In CODEC·2, the disparity compensated predictive coding is done in transform, i.e. wavelet·block 
domain, rather than in the pixel domain as in CODEC·l. Thus at the encoder end, the left image 
(reference image) and the right image (predicted image) undergo a 3·level dyadic DWT separately 
and are subsequently converted into wavelet·block images (say WL and WR respectively) as 
described in Section 2. For each wavelet-block in WR a search is performed in WL for best matching 
block, within a horizontally oriented windowed area of maximum likelihood on WL. Note that due to 
the nature of the wavelet-block domain, the above search is performed with 8 pixels jumps, 
considered as one unit shift. The best predictor is found using the MSE as the selection criteria. The 
prediction errors of all the non-overlapping right frame wavelet blocks are then used to form the 
Prediction Error (PE) image, which would be obtained in wavelet-block domain. Finally, each 
wavelet block in WL and PE undergo modified scanning, scalar quantization and entropy coding as 
described for CODEC-I (section 3b). The decoder operations are essentially the inverse processes of 
the encoder processes. 
3c. CODEC-3 
In CODEC-3, the traditional disparity compensated predictive coding [2,3] is replaced by pioneering 
block based predictive coding, originally proposed by us in [9,10] for DCT based disparity 
compensated predictive coding. Pioneering block based predictive coding is used to avoid the 
necessity of transmitting the disparity vector field altogether, thus achieving better compression gains. 
Figure 4 illustrates the block diagram of the Encoder of CODEC-3. The left and right images are first 
transformed into their respective wavelet-block domains as discussed in Section 2. Firstly, the left 
image (reference) is directly transmitted as discussed in CODEC-l. A sample of the left image is 
simultaneously reconstructed at the encoder end, to be used in the pioneering block based search. 
Subsequently, for each wavelet-block to be encoded in the right image, a pioneering wavelet-block, 
which is the wavelet·block preceding it, is used to search for the best matching wavelet-block in the 
reconstructed and re-transformed (to wavelet-block domain) left image. Once the best match is found 
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the block to the right of the best match is selected as the best match for the wavelet-block to be 
encoded and the corresponding prediction error wavelet-block is formed. which is subsequently added 
to the prediction error image. 
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At the decoder end. each right image wavelet-block is reconstructed using an identical procedure to_ 
that of at the encoder. As at the decoder the search is performed for the best match. in a reconstructed 
and re-transformed left image. at the encoder end it is essential that the search is performed in an 
identical reference image. thus the reason for using a reconstructed left frame for pioneering block 
based search above. In addition to this. the preceding wavelet block to the block to be decoded. which 
is used as the pioneering block for the search of the best matching block. is identical to its counterpart 
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at the encoder end, due to the feedback loop shown in Figure 4, i.e., of the encoder. These two 
requirements guarantee the reconstruction of the predicted image without the need for the 
transmission of the disparity vectors. Readers interested in more detail of this search technique can 
refer to Appendix I in this paper. The savings of the bit-budget that is obtained due to the non-
necessity of disparity vector fieJd transmission is expected to improve the CODEC-3's rate distortion 
performance over both CODEC-l and CODEC-2. 
3d. CODEC·4 
In CODEC-4, the pioneering block based predictive coding is performed in the multiresolution, DWT 
domain, instead of the wavelet-block domain. Figure 5, illustrates the detailed block diagram of the 
Encoder of CODEC-4. 
3·Level 
Multi-
resolution 
DWT 
Decomp. 
Coded Left Image 
PE feedback 
I·······························································:.1 
Ere, .... ~ 
Multi-
resolution 
PES 
, .. ··8 
I I 
= •. "'.H ............. .. ~ ......... H .......... " .................. ~ ••• _ •• _, 
PE; JPEG-Like Encoder 
Coded Error Image 
Figure 5. CODEC-4: The Encoder 
The original left image (reference) Lo,' , is independently coded using the baseIine-JPEO like coding 
procedure discussed in sections 2 and 3b [24]. After reconstruction at the decoder end, it provides a 
reference for the prediction of the right image. In addition to the above, the encoded reference image 
is locally decoded at the encoder end to produce a reconstructed left image L"c' which is 
subsequently used as the reference image in the wavelet based pioneering block search (PBS) unit. 
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Note that by adapting this strategy we satisfy the first condition of guaranteeing the reconstruction of 
the predicted image. under the pioneering block based coding technique [9]. The original right image 
Rori and reconstructed right image L"c then undergo N level dyadic wavelet decomposition as 
described in section 2. For our experiments we have used N=3 and we follow the convention 
illustrated in figure 1. in narning the ten resultant subbands. with the lowest resolution subband being 
named as LL3. 
Within the wavelet based PBS unit. for each corresponding subband pair (e.g. LLL3 and Ru3 ' 
L"Ll and R"L!) a PBS is performed as described in section 3c. to produce the corresponding subband 
of the Prediction Error hnage (PEI). Generally. for the PBS search associating a sub-band pair at level 
r. we use a pioneering. coefficient-block size of 2N-, x 2N-,. Once the prediction error image has 
been completely found (i.e. all of its subbands found). the JPEG-like CODEC [24] is used to 
transform them into wavelet blocks (see Section 2) and transmit after suitable quantization and 
entropy coding. Fig. 5 also illustrates a prediction error (PE) block feedback loop. which converts the 
original domain prediction errors into the reconstructed domain by locally sending the PE through a 
quantization/de-quantization procedure. The error block. in its reconstructed state. E"c is then added 
to the best predictor previously found from L", to form the block. which would act as the preceding 
(front) pioneering block for the next iteration of the PBS. Thus the purpose of the above mentioned 
error feedback loop is to satisfy the second requirement for a successful pioneering block based 
CODEC design [11]. 
Within the JPEG-like coding strategy adopted for coding wavelet-blocks. of both left image and 
predictive error image. we have used the quantizer depicted in figure 10. Thus all coefficients in LL3 
bands are quantized using 8 as the scalar quantizer and all coefficients in band IllB are quantized 
using 55 as the quantization step size. This simple quantizer step allocation simplifies the above error-
block feedback procedure considerably by providing a single factor for quantizing all coefficients at 
each subband level. The decoder of the proposed CODEC works in a manner similar to the encoder. 
4. Experimental Resnlts & Analysis 
The proposed CODECs were implemented using purpose built MA TLAB routines and were tested on 
a set of six commonly used test stereo image pairs representing indoor. outdoor. natural and computer 
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rendered scenes. All test stereo image pairs were of size 512x512. Parallel axis camera geometry has 
been used to acquire these images and we assume that pixels at the same spatial location to have the 
same brightness. Thus a horizontally spread windowed search area representing a disparity range of 
0-7 pixels was used. For CODEC-l and CODEC-2, the resulting disparity vector fields were coded 
using a fixed length code, requiring three bits per block. Daubechies' compactly supported 
orthomormal filters [25] have been used to reduce the filtering complexity. It has been observed [26] 
that there is no appreciable improvement in using filter orders above six. Hence in our experiments, 
we have chosen DAUB7 filters for all CODECs. 
In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed CODECs, in figure 6, we compare their rate-
distortion performance, against the disparity compensated predictive coding algorithm of [5] which 
uses DCT as the basic compression engine. Authors in literature to compare their proposed stereo 
image coding commonly use this benchmark. But the CODECs using, DWT based pioneering block 
predictive coding, i.e. CODEC-3 and CODEC-4, we use our recently DCT based pioneering block 
predictive coding algorithm proposed in [9,10], as a benchmark for comparison. The objective image 
quality is measured in terms of Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR), whereas the compression 
efficiency is measured in bits per pixels (bpp) as follows: 
[
Tot _ BitS,omp] BR= 
NxM 
bpp 
where, N and M represent the image dimensions and ToCBits,omp is the total number of bits required 
to represent a given image in its compressed format. For CODEC-l and CODEC-2, ToCBits,omp 
consist of the number of bits required to encode the prediction errors and disparity vector fields. As 
for CODEC-3 and CODEC-4, ToCBits,omp exclude the number of bits required to encode the 
disparity vector fields. For a fair comparison, the objective quality of the left image (reference) was 
set at equivalent levels for all CODECs for a given image pair. 
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(b) For three stereo image pairs: CODEC-4 vs. DCT based pioneering hlock predictive 
coding. 
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In figure 6(a), for the stereo image pair "castle", we compare the rate-distortion performance of all 
four proposed CODECs, against that of the benchmarks, namely, disparity compensated predictive 
coding algorithm of [5] and DCT based pioneering block predictive coding algorithm proposed by us 
in [9,10]. The rate-distortion graphs clearly indicate an improved performance by all proposed 
CODECs, over the benchmarks, with the CODEC-4 showing the highest improvement among the 
proposed. Figure 6(a) also illustrates the ability of the pioneering block based techniques to operate at 
lower bit rates as compared to other algorithms. This is due to the fact that these schemes do not need 
the transmission of disparity vector fields. 
To further evaluate the performance of CODEC-4 against that of the DCT based pioneering block 
predictive coding algorithm, in figure 6(b), we compare the rate-distortion graphs obtained by the two 
CODECs when coding stereo image pairs, 'Castle', 'SscastIe' and 'Corridor'. It further proves that 
CODEC-4 performs better as compared to the benchmark. In addition the graphs show that with the 
increase of stereoscopic data within the image pair, at low bit rates, the relative performance of the 
CODEC-4 against the benchmark, improves. This is illustrated by the fact that below 0.35 bpp, in 
"Castle" image, where the stereoscopic information is maximum (i.e. out of the three test image sets), 
the improvement of subjective quality obtained is higher than as obtained for the "corridor" image 
pair, with much less stereoscopic information. This relative improvement is not apparent at bit rates 
above 0.35 bpp. 
When comparing the performance of CODEC-4 with that of CODEC-3, an improvement is illustrated 
in CODEC-4. This is justifiable, as CODEC-4 would result in a better overall prediction as compared 
to CODEC-3. This is due to the fact that in CODEC-3, the search for the best match is performed 
under integer wavelet-block shifts whereas in CODEC-4, the search is on a multi-resolution domain, 
with the possibility of single coefficient shifts in all sub-bands. In contrast to this observation, 
CODEC-2, with only the possibility of integer wavelet-block shifts in disparity compensation and 
prediction performs better than CODEC-l, which has the possibility of a integer pixel shifts in search. 
Further experiments revealed that this is due to the accuracy of matching in transform domain as 
compared to pixel domain, outweighing the disadvantages of integer wavelet-block shifts in disparity 
compensation and prediction. 
For further evaluation, in figure 7, we illustrate a comparison of the subjective image quality of the 
reconstructed predicted images obtained by using the two benchmark algorithms and proposed 
CODECs, 2 and 4. 
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(a) (b) 
(c) (d) 
Figure 7 Subjective Quality Evaluation for Reconstructed Right Image of "Castle" Image. 
(a) Benchmark: Traditional Predictive Coding (DCT based), BR,: 0.155 bpp., PSNR ,: 21.29 dB 
(b) Benchmark: Pioneering Block Based Predictive Coding (DCT based), BR = 0.1548 bpp., 
PSNR = 25.88 dB (c) CODEC-2, BR = 0.1558 bpp, PSNR = 25.12 dB (d) CODEC-4, 
BR = 0.1498 bpp, PSNR = 29.03 dB 
Figure 7 clearly illustrates the superior image quality obtainable by using DWT based compression 
schemes as compared to DCT based compression schemes at a right image bit rate of approximately 
0.155 bpp. This is shown by the fact that figures 7(c) and 7(d) has less visual artifacts as compared to 
figures 7(a) and 7(b). Further the illustrations in figure 7, proves the subjective quality improvements 
obtainable by the pioneering block based prediction scheme as against the traditional direct, block 
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based prediction scheme. This is proved by the fact that the reconstructed right images in figures, 7(b) 
and 7(d), illustrates improved subjective quality as compared to their traditional predictive coding 
based counterparts, illustrated by figures 7(a) and 7(c) respectively. Summarizing the above one could 
conclude that CODEC-4, which uses both DWT compression and pioneering block based predictive 
coding, gives best subjective image quality. 
Even though a more accurate subjective quality measnrement should involve viewing both images, 
previous research has shown that preservation of subjective image quality of left and right image near 
object boundaries, where depth cues are most likely to be of higher maguitude is a vital requirement 
for comfortable stereoscopic viewing. Thus it could be inferred that the proposed methods would 
perform subjectively better under stereoscopic viewing conditions. 
5. Conclusion 
We have proposed four, wavelet block based stereo image compression algorithms that use a simple 
coding architecture similar to that of a DCT based baseline-JPEG CODEC. We have shown that due 
to this unique desigu the proposed CODECs are able to transfer the inherent advantages of DWT 
based technology to stereo image compression, without the usual extra algorithmic and 
implementation complexity that otherwise needs to be introduced. We report PSNR gains of up to 7 
dB at very low bit rates, for the CODEC-4, which uses DWT based multiresolution, pioneering block 
predictive coding as its basic compression algorithm. All other CODECs, performing less efficiently 
as compared to CODEC-4, still provides improvements over the performance of benchmark CODECs 
at all bit-rates. We have also shown that the proposed CODECs also provide reconstructed images of 
better subjective image quality. 
At present we are extending the ideas presented in this paper to stereoscopic video sequence 
compression. Further, the use of zerotree entropy coding [22,23] in association with the ideas 
presented above is also being investigated. 
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Appendix I 
1. Block-Based Disparity Compensation 
~ 
EEEI .... rm ............ · .... IID ............ . !HI 
CB BM BE 
Reference Frame Target Frame 
Figure 8. Block-based search procedure in pixel 
domain 
Assuming parallel axes geometry, the search for best match is within predefined uni-directional 
horizontal search window as in figure 8. With the reference frame (left image) and target frame (right 
image), the searching for the block to be encoded (BE), starts from the corresponding block (CB) in 
the same position as BE in the reference frame and horizontally shifting by a pixel to the left of CB 
until the best match (BM) is found. BM is the best match if mean squared error between BE and BM 
is the minimum compared with other blocks in the search window. The number of pixels shift from 
CB to BM is d, and called the disparity. If disparity compensation is in wavelet block domain, similar 
procedure as explained above for pixel domain except that the shift will be block shift (i.e., 1 wavelet 
block shift in the wavelet domain = 1 pixel shift in the pixel domain). 
2. Block-Based Pioneering Block Techrtique 
Figure 9, illustrates the pioneering block-based search in the wavelet block domain which is similar to 
pioneering block-based search procedure [9,10] in pixel domain except in wavelet block domain the 
shift is per wavelet block whereas in pixel domain the shift is per pixel. To encode a given wavelet 
block (WB) of wavelet coefficients (say size 8x8) in the predicted (right) wavelet block, the wavelet 
block preceding (PBR1 ) it and the wavelet block directly above (PB.,) it are taken as pioneering 
blocks to search for a matching pair of wavelet blocks, within a selected window area of maximum 
likely of the reference (left) wavelet block (starting with PBLI and PBu.). The best matching pair is 
found using means squared error as minimization criterion and using equal weights for the two 
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wavelet blocks. Once the best matching pair is found. the wavelet block directly below (BM) the 
upper block is chosen as the best match for WB. 
PBL2 PBL2 
WB 
a - BM 
Reference frame wavelet block Target frame wavelet block 
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